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PREFACE

The CA²RE Conference for Artistic 
and Architectural Research 
mobilizes researchers from all 
over Europe twice a year to meet, 
discuss and exchange research 
discourse in the field of Design 
Driven Research (DDR). This 7th 
edition of the conference was 
originally planned for March 2020. 
The COVID-19 situation led to the 
cancellation of the planned event, 
but to give doctoral students in 
the last part of their research the 
possibility to discuss their work a 
one-day online presentation series 
was executed on the original date. 
It was also important to keep the 
half-year rhythm in the CA²RE 

Conference series. Reflecting 
after the positive experience of the 
Online “trial” led to the conviction 
that we had to try the whole event 
“Online”. This publication is the 
result of the final executed CA²RE 
Trondheim ONLINE Conference, 
which took place from 10th to 
12th of June 2020. This online 
version of presenting, commenting 
and discussing design-driven 
research works was lacking 
personal interaction between the 
stakeholders. Partially because of 
missing physical space and time 
and because there was no or little 
possibility to get acquainted with 
each other. We still hope that the 

different online possibilities to 
encounter each other were lying 
the basis for future contacts to 
nourish the discourse in Design 
Driven research.

The previous edition of the CA²RE 
conference took place in Ghent, 
Belgium and the next will be 
an online event in Milano, Iitaly 
in October 2020. We hope this 
was one of many conferences 
contributing to the field of design-
driven research. 

Prof. Dr. Markus Schwai,  
Lecturer Erik F. Hofsbro,  
Scient. Ass. Jørgen T. Relling
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With CA²RE, the Architectural 
Research European Network 
Association (ARENA), the 
European Association for 
Architectural Education (EAAE) 
and the European League of 
Institutes of the Arts (ELIA)
offer a joint platform for research 
in all fields of architecture, design 
and arts. Through a process of 
double blind peer review CA²RE 
brings together groups of senior 
and earlycareer researchers to 
allow the experience of sharing 
and discussing ongoing research 
projects. Work presented relates 

to the open and diverse field of 
architectural and artistic research 
to include subjects such as 
environmental design, sustainable 
development, interior design, 
landscape architecture, urbanism, 
music, performing arts, visual 
arts, product design, social design, 
interaction design and more.
Practice & Design Driven 
Research encompasses many 
different forms of research in 
which (architectural and artistic) 
practice, and the results thereof, 
are implemented as a means 
to generate and disseminate 

new knowledge. This includes 
contemporary alternative 
formulations of the field, like: 
Artistic Research, Research 
by Design, Practice Based/Led 
Research, Creative Practice 
Research. By assembling early-
career researchers and senior 
researchers in a mutually 
supportive two-way discussion this 
CA²RE conference aims at setting 
up an open and dynamic learning 
environment in which research at 
various levels can be discussed 
and contributed to.

ABOUT CA2RE

The CA²RE Online session and conference in Trondheim is the seventh event in the CA²RE series.
 
Past events have been the following:
CA²RE Ghent, April 2017 - KU Leuven, Faculty of Architecture, Belgium
CA²RE Ljubljana, September 2017 - University of Ljubljana, Faculty of Architecture, Slovenia
CA²RE Aarhus, April 2018 - Aarhus School of Architecture, Denmark
CA²RE Berlin, October 2018 - TU Berlin, Germany
CA²RE Lisbon, April 2019 - University of Lisbon, Portugal
CA²RE Ghent, April 2019 - KU Leuven, Faculty of Architecture, Belgium
CA²RE Trondheim, March 27th & June 10th-12th 2020, Norwegian University of Science and Technology, 
Department of Architecture and Planning, Norway

Further editions will be hosted in other cities across Europe.

Next scheduled conferences: 
Milano 2020, 28.-30. October, hosted by Politecnico di Milano, Italy. 
Hamburg 2021, 24.-29. March, hosted by Hafencity University Hamburg, Germany
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ABOUT CA2RE+

In August 2019, the CA²RE consortium of nine European (universities), led by Tadeja Zupančič from the
University of Ljubljana, received the support of the Erasmus+ fund to develop and implement a collective
learning environment through evaluation of design driven doctoral Training.

The CA²RE+ Consortium consists of: the University of Ljubljana (LJUBLJANA), the Aarhus School of
Architecture (AARHUS), the KU Leuven (GHENT), the Politecnico di Milano (MILANO), the TU Berlin
(BERLIN), the COFAC - Lusofona University (PORTO), the Hafencity University Hamburg (HAMBURG),
the Norwegian UnIiversity of Science and Technology (TRONDHEIM) and the TU Delft (DELFT). EAAE
and ELIA are CA2RE+ full partners as well.
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Department of Architecture and Planning, Faculty of Architecture and Design, Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Alfred Getz vei 3, 7491 Trondheim, 
Norway – tel. +47 73 59 50 16 email: markus.schwai@ntnu.no 

                                                                                                         Trondheim, 20.10.2019
Dear CA²RE applicants, 

We are delighted to announce the 7th CA²RE conference for Artistic, Design and 
Architectural Research at the Faculty of Architecture and Design, NTNU, Trondheim, 
Norway, together with the 2nd in the CA²RE+ event series, entitled Collective 
Evaluation of Design Driven Doctoral Training. They will take place in Trondheim 
(Norway). The Erasmus+ CA2RE+ Learning Teaching Training events (Intensive 
Study Programme and Joint Staff Training) are organized from March 26th to March 
30th, 2020. The core of the happening expands into the CA2RE conference from 
March 27th to March 30th. This call invites the conference contributions and is open to 
all the CA2RE community.  

The Architectural Research European Network Association - ARENA, the European Association for Architectural Education - 
EAAE and the European League of Institutes of the Arts - ELIA are together seeking to offer a joint platform for research in all 
fields of architecture, design and arts. One of the objectives in doing so is to support early-career researchers and PhD 
students in the fields of architecture and the arts to improve the quality of their research. Another objective is to show that 
senior researchers CARE about the work that is being done by more junior researchers. 

The Erasmus+ Strategic Partnership CA²RE+ aims to develop a collective learning environment through Evaluation of Design 
Driven Doctoral Training. Design Driven Doctoral research (DDDr) is taken as a multidisciplinary example of an experiential 
learning-through-evaluation model, appropriate for identification and promoting  
relevance of research singularity, its transparency and recognition, to award excellence in doctoral training for creative and 
culturally rooted solutions of contemporary design driven developments. The CA²RE+ Strategic partnership, which comprises 
of 9 European universities, the European Association for Architectural Education (EAAE) and the European League of 
Institutes of the Arts (ELIA), is seeking to offer a joint platform for research in all fields of architecture, design and arts. CA²RE+ 
advances the doctoral training from being a support to an experimental collective evaluation training environment for DDDr. 
The project objectives are achieved iteratively through the main project steps from observation and sharing, comparison 
and reflection to reformulation and recommendation. The focus of the CA²RE+Trondhem is sharing.  

CA²RE+ is intended to bring together senior staff, advanced researchers and early-career researchers to understand, 
scrutinize and improve research quality through an intensive peer review at key intermediate stages. The conferences are 
platforms to develop a “Collective Learning Environment through the Evaluation of DDDr Training; to create Evidence of DDDr 
Learning Environment and Evaluation Materials; to identify the DDDr Strategies, to explicate the DDDr Evaluation process 
and to prepare the DDDr Framework. We wish to contribute to the open and diverse fields that exist in architectural, design 
and artistic research, to include subjects such as environmental design, sustainable development, interior design, landscape 
architecture, urban design/ urbanism, music, performing arts, visual arts, product design, social design, interaction design, 
etc.  

Practice & Design Driven Research encompasses many different forms of research in which (architectural, design and 
artistic) practice and the results thereof, are implemented as means to generate and disseminate new knowledge. This 
includes contemporary alternative formulations of the field, like: Artistic Research, Research by Design, Practice Based/Led 
Research, Creative Practice Research. The CA²RE+ explicates the transformative and innovative power of highly individual 
strategies in artistic research, the diversity of research traditions and the integrative nature of architectural design research, 
able to face the contemporary knowledge fragmentation from humanities, social sciences and technology. It explicates the 
interdisciplinary relevance of convergent thinking, mastering wicked problems, open-ended processes, resilience and risk, as 
well as orientation to future, all present in Design Driven Doctoral Research (DDDr). It explicates the didactic relevance of 
DDDr for training creative professionals how to use the integrative power of design thinking to master open-ended processes 
while solving contemporary spatial dilemmas (sociological, climate-change related, political). 

The event invites researchers, at any stage of their research, to meet and participate in two-way discussions. For one hour, 
researchers and practitioners can present their research project have their work discussed by international panels in these 
diverse fields. There will be three categories available for submission with each their own protocol: 

1/ Practice & Design Driven Research - PAPER submission 
Submissions for this category are subject to a TWO stage double blind peer review process. 

Department of Architecture and Planning, Faculty of Architecture and Design, Norwegian University of Science and Technology, Alfred Getz vei 3, 7491 Trondheim, 
Norway – tel. +47 73 59 50 16 email: markus.schwai@ntnu.no 

2/ Practice & Design Driven Research - ARTEFACT submission 
Submissions for this category are subject to a TWO stage double blind peer review process. 

3/ Practice & Design Driven Research - ABSTRACT submission 
Submissions for this category are subject to a ONE stage double blind peer review process. 

For submission and more detailed information on submission requirements, please refer to the conference 
website: http://www.ntnu.eedduu/CA²RE2020 

If you are interested in becoming part of this event, please register via the conference website and send us your 
abstracts by following the procedures on the website before December 01th 2019. 

More about the conferences: CA2RE 
More about the Erasmus+ Strategic Partnership: CA2RE+ 

We are looking forward to receiving your abstracts. Yours sincerely    
The organizing committee,  
Prof. Markus Schwai, Prof. Eli Støa, Scient. Ass. Jørgen T. Relling, Scient. Ass. Erik F. Hofsbro, Associate Prof. Andre Liem; 
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The Embodiment of Consolation 

an architectural unfolding of dwelling in the presence of absence 

Abstract 

Recent bereavement studies are observing and documenting a growing divide between the well-known 
existing ‘deathscapes’ (Sidaway & Maddrell, 2016) and the changing socio-cultural landscape of 
mourning within our secularised western society. Memorial practices are moving away from the public 
domain towards the everyday and private environments while the strive for closure is shifting towards 
a longing for ‘continuing bonds’ with the deceased: an ‘open-ended process of ritualization’ (Hockey 
et al., 2010) which relies on the sensation of the deceased’s presence attached to a material object or a 
place.  

This study positions itself within the aforementioned ‘gap’ and argues that this changing landscape is 
full of potential to explore new ways of designing space within the context of loss. 

This claim is supported by the author’s master dissertation ‘Consolatio Loci’: a design-driven research 
that involved the hypothetical renovation of the author’s childhood home in response to the passing of 
one of its inhabitants. Materialising site-specific memories into the architectural detail culminated in a 
series of three spatial interventions: a room for saying goodbye, one for remembrance and one for 
dreaming.  

A reflection on this first successful case study reveals how both the design process and the resulting 
space were able to transform the uncanny sensation of the deceased’s presence inside of the house into 
a comforting experience, thereby embodying consolation. The author subsequently uncovers possible 
intersections between the disciplines of Architecture and Creative Therapy by contextualising the 
different steps leading up to the final design and by unfolding them as a ‘rite de passage’ (Van Gennep, 
1909) consisting of the following phases: 

(1) separation:  observing the initial experience of the home environment while mapping 
emotional traces throughout the house and conceptualising these observations 
by means of a literature study and the reading of existing case studies  

(2) transition: associating the concepts from phase 1 with spatial elements and implementing 
these elements into the home environment through a cyclical drawing process  

(3) incorporation: reflecting on the consequences of these spatial propositions on the analogous 
space of the house and observing the changed experience of the home 
environment 

The author is currently preparing for a PhD project relying on Kolb’s Experiential Learning Cycle to 
research how architecture’s non-verbal media ‘drawing’ and ‘space’ can be implemented towards the 
development of a more empathic architecture. This reframes the position of the architect as a mediator 
between mental and physical space.   
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The Embodiment of Consolation 

an architectural unfolding of dwelling in the presence of absence 

Introduction 

The recent history of funerary architecture within western society is defined by a relocation of the 
cemetery from the inside to the outside of the city centre (18th – 19th century), by a decrease of attention 
towards the design of tombstones and memorials from the discipline of architecture (19th – 20th century) 
and by the (re)introduction of memorial practices into the private environments of the bereaved (20th – 
21st century). This paper will reframe these three spatial developments in relation to secularisation and 
the introduction of cremation to reveal a growing divide between the built and the socio-cultural 
landscape of mourning. It will then reveal the potential of architecture to help fill this gap by 
contextualising the author’s master dissertation as a first successful case study within a literature study 
on the interaction between mourning and place through creative expression. Unfolding the design 
process as a ‘rite de passage’, ultimately opens up new avenues to explore the therapeutic potential of 
architecture.  

Research Field 

The built landscape of mourning 

Today’s final resting place for the deceased has undergone very little change since the development of 
the Parisian Père Lachaise cemetery at the beginning of the 19th century. This extra-muros typology 
offered a solution to the growing concerns regarding the health and hygiene of burial sites previously 
located at the heart of the city (e.g. Cimetière des Innocents) (Cuyvers 2005 ; Schoonjans 2014). Even 
after cremation became common practice, this procedure did not impart any fundamental changes to the 
cemetery. Apart from the necessary addition of a crematorium, a columbarium, a meadow to scatter 
ashes, etc., it was simply imbedded within the by then well-established spatial framework so that it 
would feel more familiar (Kellaher et al. 2010).  

This standstill continues in the design of tombstones and memorials. A closer look at the history of tomb 
sculptures (Panofsky 1964) and the evolution of our attitude towards death (Ariès 1974) reveals how 
funerary architecture has slowly faded to the background of the architecture discipline during the course 
of the 20th century. The work of a few well-known exceptions (e.g. Gunnar Asplund, Sigurd Lewerentz, 
Aldo Rossi and Carlo Scarpa) illustrates how architects have continued to rely on classical geometric 
forms and time-withstanding materials to shelter the dead (Azara 1999). Instead of implementing the 
innovative materials and concepts that emerged alongside modernist and contemporary architecture (e.g. 
transparency, mobility, etc.) (Cuyvers 2005), “architects have availed themselves of the forms of the 
past because the latter, which are immemorial and at odds with the passing of the centuries, are the ones 
most suitable for evoking beings who have escaped the presence or the weight of time” (Azara 1999: 
36). 

The socio-cultural landscape of mourning 

The implementation of the extra-muros cemetery and the reverting to classical forms for the design of 
memorials has resulted in a distancing between the world of the dead and that of the living, while 
sustaining an illusion of immortality (Cuyvers 2005). These spatial developments have thereby 
reinforced the banishment of grief from the public domain due to the secularisation of western society. 
The corresponding disappearance of traditional mourning rituals has created a lack of available symbols 
that would allow the bereaved to reposition themselves in relation to the deceased (Visker 2007).  

Since the end of the 20th century, death and bereavement studies have started to move away from 
pathologizing grief based on theories that strive for closure and detachment (Freud 1917/2001) to 
observe how the bereaved attempt to continue their relationship with the deceased instead  (Klass 1996). 
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This process of ‘continuing bonds’ relies heavily on ‘material foci’ whereby “past presence and present 
absence are condensed into a spatially located object” (Hallam & Hockey, 2001: 85). These objects 
evoke the sensation of the deceased’s absence-presence, which is perceived as either a comforting or an 
unsettling experience (Jonsson 2019), leaving us unable “to put the uncanny in its rightful ‘place’” 
(Trigg 2012: 28). Continuing bonds through material practices at the cemetery endow the bereaved with 
a sense of nearness (Sørensen 2010), but has also led to an increased privatisation of the only remaining 
public space for mourning (Woodthorpe 2010). Consequently, memorial practices are being 
(re)introduced into the everyday and private environments of the bereaved (e.g. the home), which 
thereby become the central place for remembrance. These practices are no longer linked to culturally 
imbedded rituals (e.g. the covering up of mirrors or the freezing of time), but involve a highly personal 
process of meaning-making.  

This personalisation of mourning resonates with the aftermath of the increasing number of cremations 
and the increasing number of people who take the ashes home after cremation. Studies of the subsequent 
trajectory of these ashes, conducted in the United Kingdom and the Netherlands, illustrate how the focus 
on the single death ritual (e.g. funeral) is shifting towards an open-ended process of ritualization. This 
involves an act of place-making for the ashes of the deceased, which is developed over time and is based 
on personal meaning ascribed to specific places (Kellaher et al. 2010). The dry and mobile form of the 
ashes opens up new perspectives for the bereaved to renegotiate their relationship with the deceased and 
establish a good balance between the proximity and distance of their remains (Mathijssen 2017). 

A growing divide 

While the built landscape of mourning (consisting of the cemetery and the memorial) has remained 
largely unchanged for the past 200 years, the socio-cultural landscape of mourning (encompassing the 
memorial practices of the bereaved) has transformed considerably. As a result, the growing divide 
between the two demands for a new approach towards (the design of) funerary architecture. 

The architecture discipline has already begun to respond to this need, by advocating for a re-appreciation 
of ‘memento mori’ by reintroducing burial sites at the centre of public space (Cuyvers 2005) and by 
pointing out the importance and challenge of integrating these changed perspectives towards death 
within new typologies for cemeteries (Schoonjans 2014) and crematoria (Delbeke 2014). Even though 
this re-evaluating of existing funerary architecture is necessary and valuable in light of the collective 
experience of mourning as a community, this does not account for the personalisation of mourning 
observed within bereavement studies. Consequently, there still remains a lack of spatial framework for 
the bereaved after the single death ritual (e.g. funeral & cremation) has taken place. Meanwhile, 
bereavement studies have focussed on observing these changes, rather than engaging with them. Even 
though it is argued that the discipline could benefit from including “solace that comes into sorrow as 
one of the outcomes we can help to foster” (Klass 2013: 614).  

This paper therefore directs its focus towards the individual experience of mourning related to the private 
space(s) of the bereaved to explore if and how architecture – encompassing both the design process and 
the (re)designed space – can be used to develop a new way of space-making that resonates with the 
personalisation of mourning observed by bereavement studies.  

Case- & Literature Study 

To that end, it will contextualise the author’s master dissertation ‘Consolatio Loci’ within a literature 
study on the interaction between mourning and place through creative expression and unfold it as a ‘rite 
de passage’ consisting of three phases: separation, transition and incorporation (Van Gennep, 
1909/1960). The project involved the hypothetical renovation of the author’s childhood home in 
response to the passing of one of its inhabitants and in search of a place for the cremated remains of the 
deceased.  
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PART I – the spatial dimension of mourning 

Separation 

The first phase of the research involved a 
close observation of the author’s 
experience of her childhood home 
following the passing of one of its 
inhabitants. This allowed her to identify the 
places where absence-presence of the 
deceased could be felt the most. Mapping 
these emotional traces (e.g. memories, 
unfinished dreams, etc.) throughout the 
house, resulted in an emotional floorplan, 
which lay the foundations for the 
subsequent design process (see part II – 
transition). 

Figure 1: emotional floorplan of the house 

Figure 2: place linked with absence-presence 

Place & Mourning 

Recent bereavement studies are exploring how 
‘continuing bonds’ is not only connected to 
material objects, but can also be rooted in place. 
These ‘person-in-place-bonds’ (Jonsson & 
Walter 2017) rely mainly on ‘spaces of 
memory’ (Gibson 2008: 191): personal places 
that are separate from the cemetery and other 
official places where the dead reside. This 
resonates with the personalisation of mourning 
and with writings on more contemporary 
‘deathscapes’ (Maddrell & Sidaway 2010). 
These studies are also showing interest in new 
perspectives for mediating the absence-
presence of the deceased through material 
practices (Klass et al. 2018), which enable 
‘transforming bonds’ with the deceased 
(Mathijssen 2018) and an interaction between 
place and consolation – i.e. ‘consolationscapes’ 
(Jedan et. Al 2019). 

This interaction between mourning and place is 
also being picked up by emotional geography 
(Davidson et al. 2005) : a subtopic within  
human geography which focusses on the 
interaction between space and emotion. Within 
the context of mourning, this involves studying 
how the bereaved connect with the deceased 
through “emotional-embodied practices and 
material markers of death and remembrance” 
(Maddrell 2013: 518). Mapping someone’s 
‘invisible topography of grief’ allows for a 
‘dynamic cartography’ which identifies the 
spaces significant to the experience of 
bereavement. The resulting ‘emotional-
affective map’ provides a central tool for 
conscious self-reflection and exploration with a 
therapist (e.g. grief counsellor). It consists of a 
“complex dynamic assemblage, shaped and 
marked by emotions, acknowledged and 
unacknowledged, memories and affective 
responses evoked via the senses” (Maddrell 
2016: 173).  
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PART II – the therapeutic potential of creative expression 

Transition 

The second phase of the research involved 
relating the emotional associations with the 
house (see part I - separation) to spatial 
elements (e.g. water well, tunnel, fireplace) 
and implementing these elements back into 
the house through a cyclical process of 
drawing by hand. This materializing of site-
specific memories into the architectural 
detail culminated in a series of three spatial 
interventions: a room for saying goodbye, 
one for remembrance and one for 
dreaming.  

Figure 3: collage of process drawings 

Figure 4: drawing of spatial sequence 

Figure 5: detail for lowering the cremated remains 

Mourning & Creative Expression 

Philosopher Alain De Botton describes art as a 
therapeutic medium that acts as an extension of 
our body to mediate our psychological 
limitations and defines 7 psychological 
functions of art (Armstrong & De Botton 
2013). The first function – remembering – does 
not merely involve finding a way to ‘hold on’ 
to that which is lost. Creating an image is an 
‘active process’ that involves the 
‘representation of a representation’, meaning 
the representation of a memory of the original 
object/person instead of a direct representation 
of the original object/person itself (Demuynck 
& Geldhof 2017). This active ‘reframing’ of 
memories disconnects them from the current 
reality and stimulates the recognition of the 
experienced loss. It is therefore seen as a sign 
of progress within a process of mourning 
(Leader 2009). 

The therapeutic potential of art is explored 
further within Creative Therapy: a discipline 
that ties together art, psychotherapy and 
psychoanalysis to include non-verbal creative 
media (e.g. visual arts, music, dance, drama, 
etc.) within the dynamic between therapist and 
patient (Demuynck & Geldhof 2017). 
Psychologist and psychoanalyst Danielle 
Knafo refers to the dynamic of this ‘analytic 
couple’ as a dance and emphasizes how both art 
and psychoanalysis rely on a creative process 
which “utilizes the unconscious in a quest for 
transformation and healing”. She also presents 
a number of cases that illustrate how artists 
have used their art to work through trauma (e.g. 
self-portraits by Egon Schiele) (Knafo 2012). 
Her work resonates with a recent study of the 
healing-potential of creative expression within 
the context of mourning throughout the lives 
and work of a series of 20th-century artists (e.g. 
drawings by Paul Klee) (Dreifuss-Katan 2016). 

Drawing on the notion of a ‘rite de passage’ 
(Van Gennep 1909/1960), A recent study in 
search of new mental and physical spaces for 
death- and farewell rituals, demonstrates how 
the integration of artistic creation within these 
rituals provides the bereaved with a sense of 
healing as well (Raes & Van Poucke 2018). 
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PART II – the transformative potential of architecture 

Incorporation 

The third and last phase of the research 
involved a reflection on the design process 
and the resulting design.  

The slow act of drawing by hand allowed 
the author to work through her process of 
mourning by mediating the absence-
presence of the deceased, thereby revealing 
the therapeutic potential of (re)designing 
space. It also enabled a non-verbal 
dialogue between the author and the other 
inhabitants of the house. The final design, 
even in its unbuilt form, resulted in a 
renewed experience of the house. It retains 
a strong connection to the author’s mental 
space, which is evoked through the 
drawings. 

Figure 6: the space for saying goodbye

Figure 7: the space for remembrance 

Creative Expression & Place 

The sensory experience of our environment is 
how we reconcile between ourselves and the 
world around us (Pallasmaa 2005) and is shown 
to impact our (mental) wellbeing (Cold 2001). 
This subject has also been approached from 
Phenomenology, by putting the body central to 
our connection to the world (Merleau-Ponty 
1962) and calling out for a ‘topoanalysis’ – 
meaning a systematic psychological study of 
the sites of our intimate lives (Bachelard 1958). 

The way our bodily experience of the built 
environment interacts with our inner mental 
space, is also investigated within the field of 
Psychoanalysis.  

Bringing together ideas from psychoanalytic 
and architectural theory demonstrates how 
buildings design us as much as we design them: 
When a subject encounters a building, an 
architectural event starts to unfold. Firstly, our 
conscious and embodied experience of the 
building allows us to physically merge with it 
based on a mimetic identification with its 
architectural features. This is followed by a 
moment of detachment when the sensory cues 
that we receive allow us to merge with the 
building psychologically. This triggers related 
unconscious material, which is then disclosed 
again by the conscious self. The subject 
ultimately experiences this as a moment of 
personal insight and transformation, “which 
couldn’t have been arrived at through the 
efforts of rational deliberation alone” 
(Huskinson 2018). 

Huskinson therefore advocates to cultivate this 
transformative potential of architecture by 
means of a more evocative architecture, 
claiming that “the power of architecture lies not 
in its capacity to represent the unconscious, but 
to evoke it” (Huskinson 2018: 223). She sets 
out some general guidelines to achieve this 
(e.g. balancing open and closed space, light and 
shadow, expectation and surprise), but doesn’t 
go beyond these rather vague descriptions.  
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Discussion 

Contextualising the author’s master dissertation within the literature study reveals how the start of the 
research required a separation from the house to identify the emotional traces related to the deceased. 
The resulting map became a tool for (self)reflection as it lay the foundations for mediating the absence-
presence of the deceased through a cyclical process of drawing. This period of transition allowed the 
author to reframe her memories of the deceased within the current reality. The author’s incorporation of 
the resulting design both transformed her bonds with the deceased and turned the uncanny sensation of 
the deceased’s presence inside of the house into a comforting experience. The design process thus 
became a rite de passage, while the experience of the house was unfolded as an architectural event. The 
project therefore presents itself as a successful case study of how architecture can be implemented 
towards the embodiment of consolation.  

The literature study clearly indicates that mourning has a spatial dimension, meaning that contemporary 
memorial practices are often rooted in place. Even though bereavement studies are observing the 
consolatory effect of mediating the related absence-presence of the deceased, they do not propose any 
method to cultivate this particular outcome. Emotional geography proposes that mapping these invisible 
topographies of mourning can have a therapeutic use. However, this does not currently present itself as 
easily accessible for a non-expert audience (i.e. the bereaved) and does not refer directly to the space in 
question, contrary to e.g. an architectural floorplan. Creative Therapy points towards the therapeutic 
potential of creative expression through non-verbal media. However, this does not specify if the same 
applies for architecture, a creative discipline which relates closely to the arts (e.g. visual arts, sculpting) 
through its discipline-specific instruments ‘architectural drawing’ and ‘built space’. Meanwhile, 
psychoanalytic studies are demonstrating how our bodily encounter with the built environment has the 
potential to transform us, but do not specify whether or not this applies to mourning, nor do they provide 
concrete guidelines for the design of evocative architecture. These leads in existing research, combined 
with the lack of direct referral to the therapeutic potential of architecture, point out the need for further 
research on the interaction between mourning and place through creative expression. 

Conclusion 

This paper has revealed how the growing divide between the built and socio-cultural landscape of 
mourning within our western society has created a lack of spatial framework for the bereaved after the 
single death ritual has taken place. A study of the related scientific literature has established that 
mourning has a spatial dimension, that creative expression can transform a mourning process and that 
the built environment impacts our (mental) wellbeing. Contextualising the author’s master dissertation 
within this literature study has revealed the therapeutic potential of architecture, thereby illustrating that 
the discipline is capable of closing the aforementioned gap. 

It could improve the mental wellbeing of the bereaved by implementing its discipline-specific insights 
and instruments – i.e. drawing and space – as both the research tools and the communication tools 
between the different stakeholders involved, towards the design of a spatial experience that is able to 
cultivate and support ‘transforming bonds’ with the deceased.  

Because of the lack of direct referral to the therapeutic potential of architecture within existing research, 
the unlocking of this interaction between mourning, drawing and space, necessitates the development 
of a methodology for mapping, engaging with and transforming the (in)tangible topographies of 
mourning of the bereaved through architectural drawing and built space. Exploring both their therapeutic 
potential and the position of the architect within the dynamic between patient, medium and therapist 
will ultimately unlock architecture as a new medium within creative therapy. 
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MONUMENTAL GROUND 

Infrastructures and the design of Landscapes 
  

Fig. 1 Monumental 
Ground 

The PhD research is addressed to the investigation of moving ground action and its founding role 

inside landscape architecture discipline, reflecting on contemporary complex construction sites 

and on the design solutions based on earth coming from the realization of big infrastructural 

interventions, as the New Rail Link through the Alps.  

Structure of the Research 

The overall structure is composed of different interlaced chapters. 

The first part is organized around a critical recognition of the topic based on an introductive 

observation of landscape that explores both the physical and inspirational aspects of earthworks, 

between retentissement, memory and imagination (Bachelard 1958, 19), in particular interpreting 

the ground movements meaning inside the expanded field of landscape architecture (Krauss 

1979) and their effects in the contemporary perceived intimate landscape (Kentridge 2014,69-98). 

Fig. 2 Earthworks,  
Biasca, Tessin, Switzerland 
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Further to the first “ground-based” observation, an investigation on the construction phases of 

design interventions planned and realized in the south part of Switzerland evidences how often 

the practices of excavation, embankment, dislocation and deposit of spoils are still omitted and 

excluded from the architectural creative process. The need to deepen the contemporary relation 

between moving ground inside wide urban, rural, rur-urban territories and the design process, 

by contrast, becomes today extremely relevant, especially if one considers how depots, landfills 

or wastelands are increasingly shaping a collective imagination about the idea of landscape and 

giving rise to major political, economic, ecological implications. 

 

  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3  
Construction site plan and 
sections (Brione Sopra 
Minusio, Switzerland), 
about 45’000 mq of 
excavated material 

 

The second part of the research defines a theoretical framework based on literature and reference 

projects to trace an existing fil rouge that connects the historical, symbolic and founding 

meanings of earth movements inside landscape to more technical-technological issues about 

contemporary grounding actions (like digging, shaping, dredging, grading, dumping, levelling, 

recycling, reusing...), passing trough the concepts of Historical Ground (Dixon Hunt 2014), of 

Earthworks (Flam 1996, 177-187)  and of Drosscapes (Berger 2006, 36). 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Fig.4  
Schematic diagram of the 
research theoretical 
framework  
 

The third part is directed to the study of Infrastructural Monument (MIT center for advanced 

urbanism 2016) that deeply affects landscapes, which allows the observation of great earth 

movements inside challenging construction processes. According to the definition of 

Infrastructural Monuments - as the high-speed networks that are currently planned and partially 

realized in Europe – infrastructures are conceived as open, inclusive objects, as both common 

spaces and megaforms that, in addition to the realm of transportation of goods and labor, 

synthesize surrounding landscape, public space and architecture. Moreover, if the first 

generation of infrastructure was in the embankments, or at the edges of the city, now we are 

more and more often driving it underneath: “in these terms it is the beginning of a change in the 

way we relate to the environment and infrastructure, almost a denial of their need, a subversion 

of these conditions” (MIT center for advanced urbanism 2016, 108-109).   

The increasing tunneling activity, among other things, is producing broad excavated earth’s 

volumes. In the Alpine Region, for example, only the tunnelling work of the 57 km long 

Gotthard axis for the NRLA railway, which consists of two single track tubes around 40 metres 

apart linked to each other by cross-passages, originated more than 13.3 million of cubic meters 

of earth and rocks.  

While the inspiring, strong relationship between Alpine territories and streets, railways, tunnels 

has already been the object of several investigations and since 1993 AlpTransit AG has 

consulted a trans-disciplinary group, the “Beratungsgruppe für Gestaltung”, that has given rise 

to the specific architectural language and typological solutions to characterize gateways, 

viaducts, ventilation funnels, retaining walls, etc., this research looks at the topical relation 

between infrastructure and landscape from a different perspective, in which the Infrastructural 

Monument of AlpTransit is inextricably linked with its produced Monumental Ground movements. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig.5 
Hand-made drawing of the 
Faido AlpTransit building 
site 

 
Premise of the Artefact Submission 

Even if the reuse of inert materials in Switzerland has started around the 50s, the major design 

researches on this topic have been primarily addressed to findings linked to technological 

advancements, as the transport connections by conveyor belts, the large pump storage plants, 

the innovative TBM excavation methods, or to the need to reuse inert waste for high-quality 

concrete production and for shotcrete aggregates (Anagnostou and Ehrbar 2013). In particular 

during the last 20 years the AlpTransit spoil management played a significant role in the 

development of more environmental-compatible solutions, in the attempt to limit sound, dust, 

transport and environmental emissions and thanks to the creation of new water surfaces, new 



planted areas and ecological corridor near the railway line (Lanfranchi, Catelli and Bühler 

2019). Above all the ground-based operations, only the Sigirino depot intervention has been the 

subject of a structured design-research more specifically framed within the Landscape 

Architecture field, thanks to an analysis conducted by Atelier Girot, together with the ETH 

landscape students, based on geo-referenced point cloud models (Girot et al. 2013). 

Nonetheless, it is still possible to affirm that the infrastructure construction is “done by people 

other than landscape architects”, leaving little room for landscape spatial experience, reading or 

tactile involvement (Corner and Bick Hirsh 2014, 162). 

For this reason an in-depth quest for the effects of ground movements in the NEAT 

infrastructural sites and on the potentialities and challenges for the design of new 

infrastructural landscapes seems to be needed.  

 

Description of the Proposed Artefact 

During the Ca2re Trondheim conference therefore I will discuss the fourth part of the PhD 

research that focuses on the attempt to map and interpret the landscapes of the overall 

Infrastructural Monument of AlpTransit New Rail Link through a set of drawings, video and 

models. 

The exhibition would create a unitary narration composed by seven points plus one:  

.  drawings: six panels with a progression of different drawings* would give rise to a discussion 

on the possible design tools (topographical drawings, temporal maps and sections on different 

scales) to carry out the critical investigation on the AlpTransit landscapes.  

In particular the focus of the exploration by drawings concerns the new railway access points – 

with the corresponding construction sites – that are located inside valleys, alpine villages, urban 

spaces.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Fig.6 -7 
Topographical drawing and  
section of Gotthard and 
Ceneri Tunnel AlpTransit, 

 

 
 

In these places indeed the construction of AlpTransit deeply affects the surrounding areas: 

great volumes of inert materials coming from the infrastructure building sites have been spread 

as spoils inside the nearest territories, but, at the end of the “environmental restoration” 

following the engineering interventions, the movement of those great volumes of earth emerging 

from the tunnels is no more acknowledged nor easy to recognize.  

*Drawings are made on the basis of the Swiss National Cartography, AlpTransit and FFS 

Publications and informative literature (Alpexpress), Official AlpTransit technical drawings, 

Interviews to BGG / AlpTransit AG. 

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.8 
Sedrun access point, 
construction site  
and depots, 
˜375’000 mq. 

.  videos: a simultaneous projection composed by two different videos*. One is a short film about 

the perceived underground landscapes versus the superficial landscapes of the AlpTransit 

railway. The second projection is a presentation about the fundamental moving ground 

activities during the construction phase of Swiss infrastructural NEAT landscapes, to highlight 

how the construction and the manipulation of the land could reflect ideas about nature and 

dwelling terrain. 

* Videos are the result of the editing of footages realized during several individual surveys and 

during interviews at AlpTransit AG 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Fig.9 
Frame of the video 
“AlpTransit Landscapes” 

 
.  models: at the centre of the space, the dialectic interplay is heightened by two models that 

explore the issues of excavation and deposition processes. 

 



Methodology 

The investigation on the AlpTransit construction sites is made from the perspective of a 

landscape architect. In this phase of the research, drawings would serve as fundamental step of 

a cognitive process, introducing a different kind of knowledge: an epistemological contribution 

that supplements and enriches our understanding of science, nature and architecture (Agrest 

2018, 9) and leads to new compositional urgencies. 

For this reason, after the critical analysis of the official NRLA documents - through literature, 

in-situ surveys and interviews-, the research is shifting from the prominent technical, 

organisational, engineering and geologic representations that constitute the main public 

documentation.  

Topographical drawings serve as a tools to “trace praxis” (Leatherbarrow 2004, 251) and to 

integrate each earthwork to its environment and to its new possible shape, focusing both on a 

territorial and on a smaller scale and searching for a middle ground between the extremes of 

abstract interpretations and of contextual thoughts, between mode of seeing and objectivity, 

while temporary maps and sections follow the tracks of ground movements inside landscape 

before, during and after the realization of the infrastructure. 

Drawings, videos, models appear as design tools that, starting from a figurative and 

representational approach, could become an evolving, generative activity to seek for an 

innovative concept of space (Besse 2000): Monumental Grounds. 

 

Unveiling Monumental Grounds 

The final objective of the research is the translation of the existing AlpTransit groundworks into 

objects of Landscape Design.   

A discussion around design tools, that are the subject of this presentation, should expand and 

unveil the imaginary potential of contemporary earthworks linked to infrastructural 

construction activities, projecting those Monumental Grounds in a dimension placed between 

engineering, architecture, landscape, art and the feeling of the sublime.  
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Topographical drawings, Sigirno depot, Work in progress 
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Title The archaeological attitude as a design strategy

The following studies are, like others I have previously undertaken, “historical”, due to the 
sphere they deal with and the references they utilize; they are not, however, the work of a “hi-
storian”. This does not mean that they summarize or synthesize work which may have been 
done by others; they are – in one wishes to regard them from a “pragmatic” point of view – the 
record of a long and groping exercise, one which has often had to be revised and begun anew. 
It was a philosophical exercise; its stakes were to find out the extent to which the effort of 
thinking about one’s own history can liberate the thought of what one thinks in silence, and to 
allow one to think in a different way.1

With archaeological caution, the research aims to find in the practices, in the material 
vectors of the works or drawings, a form of tacit knowledge, a design attitude outside of 
a historiography, as restitution of an interpretative orientation, (in)actual and extensible 
methodology of analysis and design.
Rereading our architectural history, starting from the years of post-WWII reconstruction, a 
common thread seems to interconnect a small group of European architects who work on 
a Barthesian form of re-writing on the existing, a reading of the artifact (physically present 
or only ideal) as a critical text or, better, a proper construction paradigm.2

Lessons of balance, the works of architects such as Scarpa, Pikionis, Lewerentz or Fehn 
seem to move from the fragment, from a work on the detail where each singularity parti-
cipates in the organization of the organism-architecture.
Their projects seem to work seamlessly between the interior and exterior, by starting from 
the small scale and then rediscovering an idea of unity - perhaps more than in the overall 
composition of the structures - precisely in the design process or in a particular attitude, 
revealing a possible form of tacit knowledge in the “veiled messages” mostly identifiable 
in their drawings rather than in writings or declarations.
In fact, we can describe them as a generation of silent masters, who rarely published tre-
atises and writings about their project methodology, or created “schools”, rather leaving 
us works and drawings as materials from which we can draw a reflection on their poetics. 
Even the European architectural culture, which on the one hand has exalted the great qua-
lity of the works, has often avoided dealing with a wider reflection, often relegating their 
works and identities to “historiographic cabinets” that have accentuated their isolation, 
attributing the success of their works to a particular talent or a form of genius that was 
impossible to imitate.
An in-depth analysis of their working method shows instead of a disciplined design cohe-
rence where, even if the work is set in motion by personal drives, a particular process 
of research of the origin seems to free them initially from an idea of form, subsequently 
found among things through a patient research.
That genius is (also) discipline can be demonstrated by investigating the work on the phy-
sical matter operated by Carlo Scarpa, architect who in Italy paradigmatically inaugurates 
a design practice that has as its principle a careful re-reading and re-writing on the exi-
sting, a «conscious manipulation that continuously transforms».3

The ongoing indexing process of the huge archive of preserved drawings4, offers us the 
opportunity for a study and a reinterpretation, precisely through the drawing, of some of 
his paradigmatic works, allowing us to find also in detail, in its execution, the research for 
a point of onset.

1. M. Foucault, Intro-
duction to L’usage des
plaisirs, Editions Galli-
mard, 1984, 15.

2. G. Postiglione, L’in-
tervento sull’esistente
come “ri-scrittura” del-
lo spazio, in Patrimoni 
inattesi: Riusare per
valorizzare. Ex-carceri,
pratiche e progetti per
un patrimonio difficile, 
edited by F. Lanz, Sira-
cusa, LetteraVentidue,
2018, 251.

3. Ibid.
4. The inventory work is

currently being car-
ried out by the MAXXI
Architecture Archives
Center (Rome, IT) whi-
ch manages the Carlo
Scarpa archive acqui-
red in 2001.
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The work that can be considered the author’s testament is certainly the Brion Cemetery 
in San Vito di Altivole (1969-78). As Paolo Portoghesi already pointed out, it is possible 
to interpret it as a moment of conclusion of his research, also as a form of preparation, 
in equal and opposite movement, for the dismissal of death through his contemplation5 

and the idea of permanence through architecture. Thanks to the full design maturity, the 
presence of an enlightened client and a considerable financial availability, the exceptio-
nal sequence of artifacts and built spaces seem to be suspended between several times, 
born from a stratification of subsequent interventions and connected by an uninterrupted 
narrative. 
The investigation of the initial ideographies, the sketches and the drawings that precede a 
finished draft, can possibly reveal an extensible methodology.

Moving from the fragment: the excavation
For Scarpa, to each phase of the design process corresponded a drawing method, a sca-
le and a technique. For the initial studies the drawings were made in charcoal on heavy 
paper prepared according to the Beaux Arts technique of the stretcher, in order to allow 
a quick and continuous modification of the same design while keeping a trace of the pre-
vious ones.
The working method is first and foremost a selective practice that seems aimed at isola-
ting: to the interrogation of matter corresponds a process of extraction of the detail, of the 
“fragment” (material or immaterial) that defines a first separation, a boundary.
The intent seems to research what Goldschmidt would define as “form-element”, a para-
doxical structure, both sensitive and mental, which somehow contains the éidos, which is 
produced through a «lay alongside», a «join together» and, above all, a «exhibit» and an 
«expose».6

The author seems to be tracing an excavation perimeter in preparation for his investiga-
tion campaign, as an archaeologist delimits the area by initially defining a hypothesis of 
the artifacts to be revealed. Drawing is, in fact, always in projection of a program of uses to 
be developed as a construction but, at the same time, a measure of one’s own obsessions, 
a primordial act.7

Starting from a repertoire of simple geometric shapes (the square, the circle, the rectan-
gle, etc.) he seems to build a topography of interconnected signs, to be investigated later 
and of which he always keeps track during the process. From its Venetianity he «derives a 
perverse dialectic between celebration of form and the scattering of its parts, between the 
will to represent and the evanescence of the represe of its parts».8 In a certain way he does 
not take pieces from Venice but totally reconstructs his idea of the city, of relationships 
between spaces, paths and atmospheres. In a sense it can be seen as landscape-recall 
from memory that, more than to a form of contextualism, can be assimilated to what Mi-
chael Heizer’s does in his City project, an attempt to synthesize its lume materiale, ancient 
monuments and industrial technology.

5. P. Portoghesi, The 
Brion Cemetery by Car-
lo Scarpa, «GA: Glo-
bal Architecture», 50,
1979, 2-7: 2.

6. V. Goldschmidt, Le
paradigme dans la dia-
lectique platonicienne, 
Paris, Vrin, 1985, 53.

7. As in 1945 A. Giaco-
metti wonderfully de-
scribes «In every work
of art the subject is
primordial, whether
the artist knows it or
not. The measure of
the formal qualities
is only a sign of the
measure of the ar-
tist’s obsession with
his subject; the form
is always in propor-
tion to the obsession»,
quoted in: Contempo-
rary Jewish-American
Dramatists and Poets:
A Bio-Critical Sour-
cebook, edited by J. 
Shatzky, M. Taub, We-
stport (CT), Greenwo-
od, 1999, 302.

8. M. Tafuri, Cultura e
Fantasia di Carlo Scar-
pa, «Paese Sera», De-
cember 3, 1978.
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The countless tests, modifications and stratifications of drawings thus outline an aphori-
stic and systemic inclination, which is not in itself conclusive. That “unruly magician” that 
is involuntary memory9 has yet to elaborate the experience precisely through the trace.
As Tafuri already pointed out in his essays about Scarpa, it would indeed be wrong to spe-
ak of a fragmented architecture, with a nostalgic character, as this tendency to isolate and 
the regard for the artifact does not exclude his «playful game»10 with the same. It seems to 
be taking place, instead, through an elaborate use of geometry as a remeasuring element, 
a «poetic made of “figures” [...] as to indicate the traits of possible happiness even in the 
“time of crisis”».11

The artist’s initial segnatura, the use of the famous 5.5 x 5.5 cm module, is in this sense a 
form of pre-understanding of the place, not an ideal abstract, but derived from a system 
of proportions that is rooted on an idea of community, modulating - here with explicit 
reference to the Lecorbusian modulor - its dimension. Techné is construction on and not 
creation of; it is not the art of memory but memory of art.

The joint as onset point of form: the exposure
We can therefore define as an archaeological attitude, to say it with Agamben, that practice 
that deals not so much with a generic “origin” of things as with their point of onset, in the 
grounds of technics, in which the architect experiences history deconstructing its paradigms.      
In fact, what seems to be of interest to the architect in the subsequent design phases is 
precisely the interstitial, the link between the various elements arranged on the table.
Making poetry of the jointing also requires discipline. The increase in the hardness of 
the pencil corresponds to the use of different drawing techniques; on Scarpa’s cartoni12 
the permanence of the different lines, erasures and overlaps highlights the history of the 
project. The choice of the orientation of the drawing is also fundamental as it will be the 
same maintained during the construction phases.
The drawings seem to be permeated by vector intentions: always aimed at resolving the 
details, the joints, the moldings, the architect does not work scaling down from a general 
drawing but, as Zevi perfectly describes «he would reverse the process, attacking with 
ferocious inventiveness and extraordinary tension of energy each and every detail, in or-
der to make them signifying, in the certainty that from their dialogue and interlacement it 
would spontaneously spring the message of the whole».13

It is in this process of (re)signification of detail that formal (re)emergence is played: detail 
becomes the generator of architecture as «construction and construing of architecture are 
both in the detail. Elusive in a traditional dimensional definition, the architectural detail 
can be defined as the union of construction, the result of logos of teckné, with construing, 
the result of the teckné of logos. The teckné of the logos becomes the manner of production 
of the detailed design and logos of the teckné, which is the expression of the Venetian craft-
smanship, becomes the dialectical counterpart in the physical generation of the details».14

The method used for managing of such a complexity perhaps resembles that of the drawin-
gs of small objects (certainly mastered by Scarpa given his experience in botteghe and 
ateliers in the youth years), the use of overturned sections, of different colors, layers of 
tracing paper, allows him total control - and codification - of the complex spatial dynamics 
that gradually forms, showing on paper not only what is visible but also what is behind the 
observer or the represented structure.15

We can extract from these tomographies not only a way of representing but a proper way 
of conceiving the project - therefore the space - in which unity will have once again to be 
sought in the binder and not in the parts, its forming in their polarization.

9. S. Beckett, Proust, Mi-
lan, SugarCo, 1978, p.
28.

10. M. Tafuri, Il frammento, 
la “figura”, il gioco. Car-
lo Scarpa e la cultura
architettonica italiana, 
in Carlo Scarpa: 1906-
1978, edited by F. Dal
Co, G. Mazzariol, Mi-
lan, Electa, 1989, p. 79.

11.  Ivi, p. 86.
12. The term refers to the

way Carlo Scarpa used
to call his cardboard
flats.

13. B. Zevi, Un Piranesi
nato nel’900, L’Espres-
so, January 15, 1981,
143.

14. M. Frascari, The tell-
the-tale detail, in VIA 
7: The Building of Ar-
chitecture, edited by
P. Behrens, A. Fisher, 
1984, 23-37. 

15. G. Zambonini, Process 
and Theme in the Work
of Carlo Scarpa, «Per-
specta», 20, 1983, 21-
42: 24.
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Narrative Archaeologies: History & Stories
This form of exposition, observed in its various depths, takes on narrative features preci-
sely where the gesture, measured, becomes a sign, therefore meaning.
The drawings seem to be permeated with movement: in the technical plans or sections, 
permeated with an incredible number of stratified details, construction notes, human fi-
gures scrutinize the process, as a dance of references and references in which «thought 
and design coincide, sensations and figures overlaps».16  There is no clear final destination 
but a path made of attempts and uncertainties, an experimentalism where a rationalist 
and a pictorial-expressionist component seem to alternate. The joint becomes narrative 
path, making those Focillonian families of spirits close in harmonious and lasting rela-
tionship. Quoting the words of the editorial Vittorio Gregotti dedicated to the architect 
«there are no details in the work of Carlo Scarpa, but only constituent elements of a work, 
each of which proposes the whole question of architectural language at its micro level [...] 
its material way of being in the specific condition».17

In the design process there is a vector intention that articulates the whole in function of a 
moving spectator, guided through the paths - albeit with ample freedom of movement - to 
the contemplation of an open space inserted in the Venetian countryside.18 The restitution 
of a path through the context generates experience: among image and reality, it seems to 
dissolve the relationship between revealing what exists and transcribing a program throu-
gh the project of use, an action that sets the experience in motion through the various 
architectural devices by activating original narrative configurations.
Thus, the forms that emerge from the basin of water in which the small Chapel is inserted 
seem to represent the foundations of ancient buildings in dialogue with the reflection of 
the built, in anachronistic continuity. Precisely through this connection, Piranesian rum-
maging through the ruins, that other City19 is slowly being built, consisting of stratifica-
tions, pieces, paths and references in which the architect has chosen to be buried. The 
arché towards which this archaeology regresses cannot be located chronologically but, 
precisely through this phase shift - a peculiar relationship with Time - the (personal) sto-
ries can finally enter into dialogue with History, thus managing to transform it. For the 
dweller, the recognition of a personal (and collective) spatio-temporal identity in order 
seems possible: it is art of exhibiting, of recognizing through the timelessness of what is 
offered to the eye.
The possibility of reading the project, of the space as a place of the gesture, allows its tran-
smission and testimony, precisely starting from its material and its relationship with time, 
through its overall narration. A succession of figures populates the architect’s drawings as 
if they wanted to scrutinize the process, try to understand how each part connects to the 
others by interrogating it in different ways, wanting to verify its premises. In fact the faces, 
the figures are «metonymically embodied»20 in the artifacts, like ghosts they wander wi-
thin the space using it in a poetic way, in a synchronic exchange in which man measures 
space, man himself coincides with the idea of space.
The lesson derived from Scarpa’s work, from the observation and rereading of his drawing 
process, is that of a slow way of working, made of overlaps, in which the details lead to 
proximity and, in fact, are a way to take care of its users.21

16. F. Dal Co, Il corpo e il
disegno. Giulio Romano, 
Scarlo Scarpa, Álvaro
Siza, «Casabella», 856,
2015, 53-62: 60.

17. V. Gregotti, Carlo Scar-
pa, Frammenti 1926/78, 
«Rassegna», 7, 1981,
4-5: 5.

18. V. Zanchettin, Tomba 
Brion, cimitero di San
Vito d’Altivole (Trevi-
so), 1970-78 in Carlo 
Scarpa. Mostre e Musei
1944-1976, Case e pae-
saggi 1972-1978, edited 
by G. Beltramini, K.W.
Forster, P. Marini, Mi-
lan, Electa, 2000, 362-
383: 362.

19. P. Noever, The other
city / Die Andere Stadt.
Carlo Scarpa : The ar-
chitect working method
as shown by the Brion
Cemetery in San Vito
d’Altivole, Berlin, Ernst
& Sohn, 1989.

20. M. Frascari, A New
Corporeality of Archi-
tecture, «Journal of
Architectural Educa-
tion», 40-2, 1987, 22-
23: 23.

21. A. de Curtis, E. Migli- 
etta, Muovendo dall’in-
terno. Il lavoro dell’ar-
chitettura: contenendo,
esporre, in Costruire 
l’abitare contempora-
neo. Nuovi temi e me-
todi del progetto con-
temporaneo, edited by
G. Cafiero, N. Flora, P.
Giardiello, Il Poligrafo,
Padua, 2020, 296-300:
296.
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In the same way they offer the starting point for a possible definition of a work methodology, 
which investigates the chronosyntheticity of his designs by comparing it with a series of wor-
ks by contemporary masters and architects, in order to grasp the connections and, possibly, 
formulate a systematized work methodology proposal. The same can result in an open, 
inclusive process that can be used regardless of formal and stylistic choices, in its whole or 
in parts. A guideline therefore for that imaginative process of thinking22 that can make it be-
came a responsible practice, disciplinary foundation that is established right from the tools 
of the practice to be investigated, a test field for decisions made beyond the single project.

A selection of interpretative drawings will be presented during the conference in March.

22. J. Van Den Berghe, 
The Imaginative Pro-
cess of Thinking, in DS 
66-2: Proceedings of
the 1st International
Conference on Design
Creativity (ICDC 2010), 
edited by T. Taura, Y.
Nagai, 2010, 1-5: 5.
avaible at: https://
www.designsociety.
org/publication/30281/
The+Imaginative+Pro-
cess+of+Thinking (last
accessed: 14/02/2020)
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00. INTRO: 
This research statement reflects on the research content of the submitted artifacts as products of my ongoing experiments 
into developing a hybrid modeling technique as well as my reasons for developing this research/ the architectural 
significance; thus establishing the foundation for further development, and systemizing the research, making it 
reproducible for future hybrid architectural modeling by others.  
 
01. WHY: 

“The hand is the cutting edge of the mind.”  1 

This impetus for this research is the shift in architectural design process, specifically model-making, from a physical 
to a computational process; and the significant break this represents in architectural-modeling-as-a-thought-process 
involving the feedback/ critique between materials, space, and architect.  
 
Model-making physical (Mp) 
Physical architectural modeling, occurring traditionally at the intersection of hand, materials, and space – concerns “not just 
the particular material from which (objects) are made, but ... materiality itself as it confronts the creative human 
imagination.” 2 This means that physical model-making as a constant negotiation between material properties and spatial 
characteristics which affords “ a mode of existential and metaphysical philosophizing through the means of space, 
structure, matter, gravity and light” 3 and ensures that architecture, as a material object, is integral to and interlocking with 
space. 
Model-making computational (Mc) 
In digital model-making – mathematically based computational materials (meshes, surfaces, etc.) are engaged 
through parametric code and/ or scripted software tools, separated from physical space and experience, occurring 
rather in an infinite, user-defined space of reduced spatial characteristics; while thus freeing form-making from 
material and spatial limitations, these conditions also separates the modeling process from the critical feedback/ 
resistance these qualities provide.  
In summary: 
 Mp   hand/material/ space  
  objects connected to spatial context and sensory experience 

 Mc  eye/ computational materials/ reduced spatial context 
  computational objects connected to a spatial simulation and removed from sensory experience 
 
This research seeks to address the break in architectural-modeling-as- thought-process by developing a hybrid physical-
digital modeling technique to better align digital modeling with hands-on analysis-through-making, therefore material and 
spatial feedback.  
 
02. METHODOLOGY/ EXPERIMENTS – 2 PHASES  
Initially methodology of this research consisted of identifying and evaluating the various components and software 
required to produce a hybrid modeling technique capable of integrating physical and digital modeling, [image 16, 17]. 
Ultimately identifying the components of this hybrid modeling technique as:  

◦ micro- sensors and (Arduino) microprocessor hardware  
! linked to  

◦ Firefly software  
! capable of translating physical sensor data into information used in  

◦ Grasshopper parametric modeling  
! manipulating  

◦ 3D computational materials in Rhino 

The next phase of this research methodology was to integrate the micro-sensors into architectural models [image 15] such 
that physical model manipulations, informed by the material limitations and spatial realities, begin to drive computational 
modeling, these models were referred to as ‘sensor-models’ [images 01, 02,06,09 and 13] and experiments with these 
models are divided into Case Studies: CS00, CS01a, CS01b, and CS02 [image 00].  
 
 

“space is the machine” 4 
With these two phases of methodology and now in the 3rd year of investigation, this research has created a series of 
artifacts towards developing a hybrid physical-digital modeling technique which reflect the initial assumption that this 
technique is simply integration of physical and computational modeling processes. 
 
However in the last series of Case Studies, study ‘CS02’ proved an unexpected result:  
Here a simple 4-sided square chipboard model was constructed integrating flex and light sensors [images 01-05]. The 
location of each sensor relative to the others, the material properties (rigid chipboard) and geometry (cube/ rhomboid) of 
the physical model – effectively created a spatial network of dialogue among the sensors in which changing the angle of 
the flex sensor, changes the geometry from square to rhomboid, and increases or decreases the light received by the light 
sensors. Since the sensor data collected informs to parametric code to alter the digital model, the quasi-independent 
reactions of the sensors to each other and to their position in space, allowed data to become a quasi-independent actor in 
the hybrid-modeling process. 
In so doing, CS02 represents a point of departure for the next series of investigations described below. 
 
 
03. STATUS QUO  
Some important distinctions between this hybrid modeling research and other status quo hybrid digital-physical 
architectural research:   

◦ This research seeks to establish a workflow in which physical modeling drives digital modeling and is the 
reverse of most status quo hybrid architectural research such as 3D printing, in which digital information 
is brought into a physical realization. 

◦ Focusing specifically on model making as thinking-through-making, in which the end result (design 
object) is unknown and discovered through the modeling process this research does not concern Reverse 
Engineering (RE) in which 3D scans translate physical model into digital models. 

◦ This research focuses on i.e. architectural modeling – on engaging with a (resisting) object as the basis 
for architectural analytic spatial thought process – rather than virtually experiencing a hybrid-digital 
physical space such as Virtual and Augmented Reality. 

Further, the orientation of this research – prioritizing physical (analogue) techniques and context over computational is 
intentional. The inherent complexity and intelligence of physical systems makes clear that we cannot rely solely on reduced 
contexts of computational design environments and objects, and the separation of the design object from sensory 
engagement – to inform architectural practice. 
 
04. SPATIAL THEORIES 
In my practice and in this research, the purpose of architecture is to test spatial theories/ explore what it means to exist and 
operate in a spatial context. Some examples of architects, projects, and the corresponding spatial theories* tested are:  
Corbusier,  

◦ Villa Savoye, spatial theory: cinematic space, (architectural) promenade, and house to city relationship, via the car 
and roads, here literally driving into (under) the house. 

◦ Ronchamp Cathedral, spatial theory: the ability of individual highly sculptured objects (walls, ceiling, floor, etc.), 
linked by spatial element (sun path), to interrupt space and form a singular cohesive space 

◦ Unité d’habitation and Marseille Block ‘cité rediuse’, spatial theory:  urban street as a building, zoning degrees of 
public/ private. 

Meis van der Rohe 
◦ Barcelona Pavilion; The Brick House Project, spatial theory:  space as infinite, non-hinderable, existential space. 
◦ Farnsworth House, spatial theory: existentialism, house as the mind, a calm point to observe external chaos/ nature. 

 
F.L. Wright  

◦ Residential Houses, spatial theory:  hearth as center of domestic life, home as social brick/ foundation to build larger 
community/ society, house as social/ civic incubator. 

 
 
 
 



05. NEXT STEP (CURRENT) RESEARCH  
As mentioned above the next and final series of investigations seek to further develop the strategy of analogue parametric 
modeling, found in CS02 – using a physical model to hold variables (sensors) in a spatially networked relationship. This 
series of investigations will create libraries: 

◦ library of sensors (flex, pressure, distance, light, etc.) paired with required resistors 
! calibrate and note the range in sensor data collected for use in data mapping  
! Note: number of sensors used per model is limited to control computation time 

◦ library of short parametric scripts to perform specific small modeling actions (folding, bending, surface 
distortion, etc.) 

! these will repeat to articulate the hybrid model 
Each Case Study will alternate the items in these libraries towards exploring a specific spatial theory*, the process is 
anticipated as: 

◦ identify an architectural goal/ spatial theory*  
◦ initial Mp as a simple geometry, pre-wired with power and ground circuits, to be articulated in the hybrid 

modeling process 
◦ locate and wire sensors and their resistors to initial Mp  
◦ connect sensors to their short parametric scripts (code)  
◦ articulate MpMc towards investigating an architectural goal/ spatial theory: 

! Mp, physical model (add, remove, fold and shape material, change materiality etc.) 
! Mp, add, remove, change sensors 
! Mc, alternate sensors and code pairings to create different computational model manipulations 
! repeat the above until spatial theory has been tested  

 
06. CONCLUSION/ CONTEMPORARY ARCHITECTURAL THEORY 
Reframing the task of hybrid models as parametric, aligns with the appropriation of the term from mathematics – to 
describe a flexible modeling process concerned first with defining relationships between (changeable) variables – in order 
to find a formal solution. The models of Frei Otto and Gaudi can be seen as (analogue) parametric, setting variables (string, 
weights, bubbles, etc.), under conditions of geometry and spatial forces to find architectural form. Further, parametric 
modeling (analogue and digital) can be seen as “create(ing) an organic link between a person and an evolutive piece of 
design” where “objects exist in more than 3 dimensions ... parameters become dimensions as crucial as the spatial ones.”5 
Lastly, in attempting to evaluate physical and digital methodologies in similar terms, this research attaches to 
contemporaneous philosophies: post-digital 6 and second turn 7 – in which human characteristics (precariousness, intuition, 
perception, etc.) are intellectually valued and increasingly invited to inform next generation computational methods – 
becoming additional layers or dimensions of the digital (design) context, increasing complexity, and more closely aligning 
digital space to physical space, the context of ourselves. 
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Strategies for the transformation of abandoned industrial sites in Romania

Motivation and historical context: the decline of industrial heritage post-1989

Post-communist Romania harbours a little known reality: its dilapidated industrial sites. (Ioan, Otoiu, 
and Chelcea 2007). Especially tragic are the traces of deindustrialisation in areas that have developed 
around industrial centres dating back to antiquity.

One such example is the Transylvanian small town of Hunedoara, whose entire raison d’être hinged on 
an iron and steel industry dating back to the Roman Iron Age. A site of roughly 500 hectares, framing 
the northern border and defining the skyline and horizon of the town, has all but disappeared since 
the early 1990s. Along with the destruction of the last chimneys of the C.S.H. Industries, collapsed an 
element of local heritage that has accompanied the lives of the local population over generations. A 
historic symbiosis between industrial production and individual identity has been erased over the span 
of a few decades. The now barren site’s future remains uncertain. (Wicke 2018) (Hunedoara 2014).

Such histories are repetitive and define Romanian urban and peri-urban landscapes. The uncontrolled 
decay of urban industrial sites, especially of ones located within or in the immediate proximity of met-
ropolitan centres, has catalysed the emergence of idle and uncontrolled loci, as well as the systemic 
erasure of industrial and cultural heritage. While transformations of derelict industrial areas have be-
come an established practice in Western Europe, as well as the academic interest in the aesthetics of 
urban and industrial ruination, in Romania, these pursuits are few and far between.
The Romanian state and Romania’s institutional culture contribute massively to the problematic han-
dling of its industrial heritage. “Until recently, heritage designation was mainly granted sites pertaining 
to faith, the Romanian nation, and historic and prehistoric pasts. Industrial and mining heritage regis-
tered at the Ministry of Culture (…) listed nothing production or labor-related.” (Kideckel 2018)

Excluding economic and political factors, an argument can be formulated to make sense of the gen-
eral population’s reticence towards a positive approach of its post-1989 industrial patrimony. This 
decline must be contextualised within the broader socio-cultural framework of local cultural identity.

An explanation can be found in post-war psychotherapy, as illustrated by Chris Gerbing in “Sie bauten 
eine neue Stadt”: “Die in dem für unmöglich erachteten Leidensdruck entstandene Betäubung sei 
verantwortlich dafür, dass in der Umgestaltung der Städte eine Abkehr von der Szenerie zu sehen sei, 
in der die Schrecknisse sich zugetragen haben.”

Industrial sites in Romania have flourished during, and served as a backdrop for a tremendous histor-
ical trauma: the rise, and perhaps even more significantly, the abrupt fall of communism. After 1989, 
consensus seemed to be a public and radical refusal to acknowledge any association with our socialist 
past, positive or otherwise. The systemic ignoring of Romanias industrial heritage can be traced back 
to this aggressive cutting of the cord that linked us to a shared past, perceived to be devoid of any 
cultural historical merit. Yet this memory is imperative and necessary for the creation of a fully fledged 
cultural identity.

“Trauma and discontinuity are fundamental for memory and history, ruins have come to be necessary 
for linking creativity to the experience of loss at the individual and collective level.” (Settis, 1998)

Aim 

It is thus important to investigate whether strategies can be developed in order to formalize the mor-
phological, functional and social disparities of decaying industrial territories. The final aim should be 
to actively obstruct the practice of erasure and replacement of cultural and industrial heritage.
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Case Study Context: Sibiu

The city of Sibiu can be used as an exemplary operating field to test viable courses of action for the 
preservation of its industrial patrimony: its intra-urban industrial sites can stand in for similar territories 
in cities where local identity is closely intertwined with its pre-1989 industrial heritage, and where ac-
tive, design-based preservation of the modern patrimony can yield viable results.

Other prerequisites for sustainable rehabilitation, such as the sites’ connection to local utilities, a 
strong human resource, a surrounding landscape that holds value for tourism, and funds that could 
be accessed through the European Union (Pusca 2015), are also met. The city’s cultural landscape is 
exceptionally vivid relative to its size and regional character: it ranks second in Romania by “Cultural 
Vitality Index” (0,88 according to a study commissioned by “Centrul de Cercetare și Consultanță în 
Domeniul Culturii, in 2010”). (Cosmescu 2016). It is home to various international art festivals, most 
notably the yearly ten-day “Festivalul International de Teatru Sibiu” (FITS), founded in 1993 by the 
local theatre company “Radu Stanca”.

The small size of the venues available for the festival, coupled with the absence of an opera house 
or other large stages, has forced the participants to claim a significant portion of public space: circus 
tents have been erected in parking lots, gyms and government buildings and most open public areas 
have been assimilated as performance sites.

Case Study 1: Fabrica de Cultura

With my “Wastelands” project (Uni Stuttgart, 2012) I examined the plausibility of using the site of 
the concrete prefab company “S.c. Constructii S.a.” in Sibiu as a retention pool for cultural activities 
during the FITS theatre festival, and as a functional hybrid for the rest of the year.

The roughly 20 ha wide area was at the time still operational, the production facilities occupying 3/4 of 
the site, the rest having been left deserted since the late 1980s. Its position within the city was initially 
peripheral, yet by 2012 the city had come to grow around and encircle the site.

sc constructii sa site - via bing maps 

The underlying argument for the project was the preemptive reactivation of a declining industrial 
site, before its acquisition and erasure by real estate developers. 

The design focused primarily on the reconversion of a structure that had been dubbed “the virgin 
ruin”, a skeletal concrete structure that had never been used, yet had remained on the site as the area 
was not needed for fabrication and the cost of demolition would have outweighed any immediate 
economic benefits.

While the structurally viable ruin was to be reanimated with minimally invasive architectural devices 
in order to preserve and incorporate the qualities of the derelict landscape, the development of the 
rest of the plot would be phased along with the downscaling of the fabrication areas over the span of 
twenty years.

Method

Four main design strategies were employed: 

the programmatic transformation of the main structure (aided by parasitic components like new cir-
culation elements or intermediary galleries), the use of materials and processes found on site (Heath-
erington 2017), the addition of a new building (a tower that would serve as a signal and an attractor 
to the site), and the curation of the interstitial spaces by carving walking paths, designating urban 
gardening allotments and defining spaces for open-air stages.

The initial project focused on the architectural intervention within the “virgin ruin” with its particular 
geometry - small parasitic buildings of standard story heights, latching onto a main hall, 37x10m and 
8m tall. The challenge proved to be controlling the depth of the main hall, while maintaining it’s pro-
portion and architectural characteristics (such as beams of horizontal cranes, skylights, other visible 
structural elements etc.). It was also imperative not to add any buildings to the existing cluster, so 
all functional requirements of a playhouse had to be met by existing spaces, such as an entry foyer, 
back- and side stages and auxiliary rooms. The main use as a theatre and assembly hall was to be 
complemented by a hybrid mix of programs such as studios, rehearsal rooms, gastronomy and rental 
workspaces.

As the chosen design playground was located at the back of the site, the path towards it was led by the 
space under another set of horizontal cranes, the area around it left mostly untouched, the palimpsest 
landscape used to incorporate time layers (Lynch 1972) and natural edges.

fabrica de cultura - the “virgin ruin” - photos by the author



Between 2012 and 2014 this project has served as a conceptual framework for the conversion of an-
other fabrication hall on the same site into a theatre space, designated specifically for the play “Faust” 
by director Silviu Purcarete for the “Radu Stanca” theatre.

The initially envisioned rehabilitation of the “virgin ruin” at the back of the site had proven problemat-
ic: in a sense, the conceptual decision to first operate on the ruin was based on a desire to underline 
what Kersten Geers calls “tautological survival” of buildings, the structure’s claim to survival was simply 
it having existed for so long. It was, in Geer’s parlance, a building that “negotiated its own useless-
ness”- and failed. Therefore the strategy to reprogram the ruin proved unfeasible and another hall of 
similar proportions was chosen.

Similarly to the previous building, the difficulties of dealing with the depth of the new space were 
met with innovative stage design solutions rather than architectural interventions: the stage opens 
successively into a roughly curated back stage, allowing the entry and participation of the public. 
Similar to the initial project, no new buildings were added to the cluster of fabrication halls, the only 
interventions being the cleaning of the space, the adding of raked seating rows, a circular stage and 
the backdrop for the play.

Despite difficulties with site access and management, rudimentary and low cost interventions, and 
insufficient spaces for public assembly or waiting areas, “Faust” is an ongoing production in Sibiu and 
sold out over its entire playtime. The site has been renamed into “Fabrica de Cultura” and now hosts 
numerous large scale events during the FITS.

After an adjacent hall underwent a similar reconversion in 2016, no other interventions to the “FDC” 
site have been planned. The main issue is the management of the uncontrolled spaces around the two 
“playhouses”. While the play “Metamorphosis” is often staged outside in summer, for the majority of 
the year the landscape surrounding the transformed factory buildings is still left in a state of neglect, 
denying the initial intention of curating the aesthetics and reviving the memory of the former industrial 
site.

Such qualities have been successfully explored and used by the stage design within, yet there is lit-
tle incentive from the theatre company or the city to reanimate spaces of more vaguely defined use: 
the site has proven too big to be disciplined by small interventions, without adding new buildings or 
intense landscaping efforts, which both carry with them costs that cannot be immediately amortized.

fabrica de cultura - the faust play - photos by the author

Preliminary Conclusion

The interstitial landscape has proven harder to control than the architectural object, threatening the 
successful reanimation of both. 

The boundary between the pragmatically useable object and an emancipatory appropriation of “wig-
gle space” (Venturi and Scott Brown 2007) had not yet dissolved. This can be partly attributed to 
programmatic “monoculture” and the lack of functional hybridization, as no synergies developed 
between the performance space and its surroundings. The theatre and the concrete factory (where 
production was still ongoing) each claimed and used what they needed, depleting the site of an in-
trinsic vagueness which rendered it so intriguing at first. In a conterpreservation heritage practice, any 
“attempt to find balance between continued process and planned use” (DeSivey 2017) must negoti-
ate the dichotomy between intent and action.

Something essential was therefore missing in order to assure the sustainable survival of the interven-
tion. Or something had been omitted during the conceptual and planning process.

Research Question 

The question my research now poses is what further insights can be gathered from the practical expe-
rience with “Fabrica de Cultura”, while reflecting on the driving initial design process and its effect on 
the materialization of the project and whether these observations can be used to define methods for 
approaching other similar sites. 

fabrica de cultura - photos by the author



Exploring two projects, the aforementioned “Fabrica de Cultura” and “Fabrica Independenta”, both 
linked by location and regional identity, can lead to a new way of knowledge (Prominski 2019) : pro-
duction about design processes, in a “paleoteric way of knowing (retrospective, working with knowl-
edge)” - “Fabrica de cultura”, as well as a “neoteric way of knowing (forward looking, working with 
designing) “Fabrica Independenta”. (Buchanan 1998).

Case Study 2: Fabrica Independenta

This research site is located on the northern border of Sibiu’s old city centre, between the outermost 
belt of the medieval fortress wall and the river Cibin, its silhouette clearly visible amongst the tiled 
roofs of the old town. The former industrial sector of the “Uzinele Rieger” (a manufacturer of agricul-
tural machinery) founded in 1896 and consisting of 19 buildings on a site of roughly 9 ha, has halted 
production starting with 1992, and has now lied dormant and dilapidated for the better part two de-
cades. (Pavăl 2014). Exceptionally, a few of the fabrication halls have been declared “historical monu-
ments” (Pavăl 2014), preventing the demolition of the site.

However, despite some tentative studies by students of Universitatea de Arhitectura si Urbanism “Ion 
Mincu”, and the site’s intriguing and atypical character, no further action was taken to rehabilitate the 
former “Rieger” factories, even though opening the site and reanimating it might potentially catalyze 
the restructuring of the entire surrounding urban tissue. (Cina 2009)

Method

My approach to a design oriented handling of the issue of “Independenta” starts with an initial intu-
itive experiencing of the site. The aim being to appropriate and distort classical empirical methods 
of architectural and urban analysis. Leaning on a theory of “ludic thinking” (Rötzer 2013) and “playful 
design” (Kania-Feistkorn 2019), the aim is to interrogate the site beyond the confining norms of stan-
dard feasibility studies.

sc constructii sa site - via bing maps 

One first such act was ‘breaking into’ the site. As access into the buildings was limited, the field un-
known and precarious, this “urban exploration” unveiled “an indeterminate space; a place outside the 
circuit of the productive structures of the city, an internal, uninhabited, unproductive and often danger-
ous island, simultaneously on the margins of the urban system and a fundamental part of the system.” 
(Edensor 2008) The field appears not as something to be operated on but as a ‘terrain vague’ and an 
“active participant” (Kien 2016) to the design process that should follow.

“The Zone wants to be respected. Otherwise it will punish.” (Tarkovsky 1979)

The “necrotic” (Comaroff 2013) topography of the wasteland imposes its own parameters on the plan-
ner: walking across the precarious ground, a “strange and disruptive space” (Edensor 2008), allows 
one to experience the landscape away from the urbanist’s sterile bird eye view, and influences further 
actions.

The immediate contact with the site revealed three main actors and their relationship with the sur-
rounding area: the enclosing wall, a tall administrative building flanking the main entrance, and the 
buildings within the site.

The wall is of particular interest as it acts as a territorial barrier between the picturesque old town and 
the uncontrolled topos of the wasteland. Other studies suggested the removal of the wall as a first step 
towards rehabilitation (Corina 2016), yet this should be treated with care, as it also appears to have 
assimilated part of the old town wall and a medieval defensive tower in its perimeter. The unreflected 
lifting of such an important barrier would lead to a disruption of the balance between two ontological-
ly opposing environments. One would “leak” into the other, the already decaying site dissected, and
“inappropriately opened” (Comaroff 2013). On the north side of the plot, the river (and a riverside 
street) acts as an impediment to the site’s sprawl, the wall becomes redundant;  perhaps is it here 
where a permeability of the site can be tested before tackling the south border.

The entry to the site is marked by the aforementioned administrative building, flanking a “square” 
(currently a parking lot) - these elements are interesting as they form a definitive halt to a circulation 
artery flowing up from the main square of the old town. The street connecting a series of plazas within 
the city terminates here and penetrates the site - this serves as another argument towards a very deli-
cate manipulation of the buffer zone between the living city and the dormant industrial zone.

The landscapes within the enclosure seem promising. As opposed to the “Fabrica de Cultura”/s.c. 
Constructii s.a. site, the scale of the buildings as well as the interstitial spaces appear smaller at first 
sight, appropriately human. It is here where the main interventions should take place.

fabrica independenta - photos by the author



Conceptually, the site has set a few parameters for these further operations, yet the main aim is to 
avoid a common practice of heritage conservation: maintaining the ruins as a “ceremonial hide”, 
“where the remains of non-viable buildings are stretched across the surfaces of newer and larger as-
semblies” (Ker-Shing 2013).

A fourth defining element of the site is the presence of nature: an array of agents in animal, vegetable 
and chemical form, slowly reclaiming the abandoned buildings. “Plants generate particular aesthetic 
effects, as they take hold in disused structures, softening the hard lines of architecture a contributing 
to its “pleasing decay”” (DeSilvey 2017). This presence is also relevant since it is a symbol of a veg-
etational island in an urban environment where green spaces are for the most part lacking. From an 
architectural point of view, this generates tension, as the question arises to what degree “vegetative
autonomy” (DeSilvey 2017) is to be allowed in reclaimed industrial wastelands, and what degree of 
control should be exercised in order to tame but not destroy nature. 

Aim and strategy

It is worth arguing that the responsible approach would be to incipiently curate the disrepair by main-
taining the “palimpsest landscape” and allowing a visitor to safely meander through the field. Natu-
rally, heritage must connect to issues of daily life, like housing, food or recreation; yet before diving 
unthinkingly into forced programmatic use, engagement with the space must be mediated. 

In the case of the industrial ruin, it is not the architectural device that generates spacial purpose, but 
the other way around. The next step is the reactivation of public and political interest by small archi-
tectural interventions, such as parasitic structures that enable movement (and idling) on the site.

Facing forward, it is imperative to frame the city’s development without demonizing its industrial past, 
and by reconnecting these sites with the population’s shared regional cultural identity. As these devel-
opments have started only recently, it is difficult to foresee a palpable and objective solution; yet the 
goal is not to forcefully “inhabit a corpse” (Comaroff and Ker-Shing 2013) but to explore the potential 
of life within it, as “ruination does not signal the absolute annihilation of building and organization but 
instead opens out to radically different forms of organization and organizing.” (DeSilvey 2017)

fabrica independenta as seen from the city centre - photos by the author
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A retroactive theorem for the 
“Caracoles”: 
the geometry of inflation  

0. Abstract

In "Delirious New York," Koolhaas (1978) applied the 
idea of "theorem" to a cartoon drawing made in 
1909. The intelligence of the diagram was that it 
could describe "the ideal performance of the 
Skyscraper […] as a utopian device for the 
production of unlimited numbers of virgin sites on 
a single metropolitan location" (p. 69). In 1963 in 
France, another theorem arose. With the name of 
" O b l i q u e F u n c t i o n ," P a r e n t a n d V i r i l i o 
conceptualized the inclined plane as a utopian 
device for urbanizing a new world outside the 
rules of capitalism. 

In both cases, the theorem was more than a 
drawing. It was the space for theoretical 
speculation to exercise the social potential of 
architectural ideas. On the one hand, with 
Koolhaas, the ideological independence among 
floors, on the other hand, with Parent and Virilio, a 
new structure for the production of consciousness 
on single bodies. In contrast to the Skyscraper, 

which was reproduced around the world, the 
architecture of the Oblique saw fewer examples. 

However, with the name of "Caracoles," the 
theorem of the Oblique took material shape in 
Chile between 1974 and 1982. The idea did not 
travel from France, instead arose from the 
geometric space of Chilean architects’ imagination. 
These buildings were characterized by an atypical 
floor plan solution, shaped by a footpath with an 
ascendant spiral ramp, surrounding a central void 
to accommodate small shops. 

What was the ideal performance of the 
“Caracoles?” This ongoing Ph.D. seeks to reinvent 
its theorem as an exercise that can reformulate its 
social implications and, even further, to 
understand how the theorem of "Caracoles" 
reproduced the logic of architectural reasoning. 

The theorem of "Caracoles" was paradoxically 
retroactive. From the perspective of "Function 
Oblique," and sharing the same design logic, it was 
theorized first as a place outside capital. In times 
of an inflationary crisis, though, the "Caracoles" 
was the novel reinvention of the free plan as a new 
scheme for profit. Therefore, it was the applied 
way for capital to survive. Under and atypical plan 
solution, they integrated the diagnosis and 
solution to inflation. 

The "Caracoles" became a successful concept 
grounded in its architectural shape, and it was 
shared throughout society for a short period of 
time. However, as it was predicted by Parent and 
Virilio, the "Caracoles" became obsolete structures 
outside the flow of capital. This happened not 
because of the use of the incline as the main 
element, but rather by its opposition to the most 
fundamental principles of capitalism: flexibility, 
and the exponential logic of growth. 

Keywords: Spiral Buildings, “Caracoles”, theorem, 
geometry, inflation  
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1. The atemporal rules of the theorem

Within the architectural landscape of concepts, it 
was Rem Koolhaas who, in 1978, used the concept 
of the theorem. That was the title of a short 
section of the book "Delirious New York, a 
retroactive manifesto for Manhattan." He applied 
the idea of the theorem to the skyscraper,  
exemplified by a cartoon drawing published in the 
magazine Life in 1909.  

The drawing worked, according to Koolhaas, as a 
theorem. For him, the drawing "describes the ideal 
performance of the Skyscraper" (1978, p.69) in 
which each floor could have an independent 
function, landscape, and ideology. The theorem 
could describe the utopian performance of the 
building, rendering a yet unseen possibility for the 
skyscraper. 

However, not only that section describing the 
theorem, exercises its potential. The "retroactive 
manifesto" is the theorem of the book, meaning 
the formulation of a possible theory in the midst of 
any.  1

The structure of the book and its argumentation 
logic relied on the paranoid critical method (PCM) 
invented by Salvador Dali. That involved organizing 
unrelated (or even fake) evidence in a logic that 
poses the skyscraper as a deliberate act. His 
hypothesis of "manhattanism," searches creatively 
in the past to reconstruct a believable logic in 
order to interpret a future. 

In a different field, the idea of the theorem was 
used by the Argentinian writer Ernesto Sabato to 
prove how far rationality has imposed its structure 
to the art world. He explained how the police novel 

followed the rules of the scientific method. The 
theorem here meant that the evidence needs to be 
organized in a causal chain of events to 
demonstrate a hypothesis. The novel was less 
about the story and more about the presentation 
o f a t h e o r y, a r t i c u l a t i n g t h e n e e d f o r 
rationalization and surprise (1953, p.30), whose 
outcome provides intellectual satisfaction (1951, 
p.37).

Sabato's idea of the theorem, meaning the 
revelation of a hidden structure, mirrored 
Koolhaas' conception. Yet, what is noticeable is 
how Sabato, by describing the logic of the police 
genre, is describing Koolhaas himself. Koolhaas 
performed this process in his book, following the 
theorem and geometrical canon of the police 
novel. 

But it is Sabato who makes evident the relationship 
between time and theorem, which is in Koolhaas 
related to the idea of the retroactive. Sabato 
briefly explains that while a theorem describes, a 
hypothesis explains. That means that a theorem 
needs a geometrical description, but a hypothesis 
needs a chronological explanation. He indeed 
notices that the theorem does not need a scheme 
following the laws of temporal causality but rather 
atemporal logic. 

This suppression of time is evident in Koolhaas' 
book. Koolhaas uses the atemporal logic of the 
theorem  to explore in the realm of ideas. He 2

suspended the constriction of time and the rules 
of causality to place the skyscraper as a 
premeditated design. In doing so, his theory of 
"manhattanism" is close to the atemporal rules of 
architectural argumentation.  
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2. Common ideologies based on geometry

The same logic for the same architectural solution 
arose at different times and in different contexts. 
Francisco Brugnoli Cañas in Chile between 1939 
and 1954 and Parent and Virilio in France between 
1963 and 1968 all interpreted the potential of the 
incline ramp. 

While "Function Oblique,” (fig.5) the theory 
developed by Parent and Virilio, belongs today to 
the academic spectrum of ideas, they likely never 
read the Spanish essay that Brugnoli wrote nine 
years earlier.   

Francisco Brugnoli Cañas’s wrote "Los edificios en 
espiral" (“The spiral buildings”) in 1954 (fig.4) after 
he built the Italian Mausoleo in Chile (1939-1942). 
The Mausoleum (fig.1,2) is a building of 7 floors that 
uses a spiral ramp with an inclination of 6% for 
path throughout the building and as access to the 
tombstones. The ramp is a noncontinuous 
structure made of inclined slops. 

He named the building "Mausoleo-Espiral" ("Spiral-
Mausoleum"). Before, he designed an idea for a 
spiral lift in Valparaiso, and he studied the slope of 
staircases searching for a better way to ascend 
continuously.  3

In his essay from 1954, he followed the same 
argumentation of Parent and Virilio. The idea of 
the incline circulation as a densification and 
growing model found its argumentative place after 
the horizontal extension of the city and the 
vertical repetition pattern.  

On the other hand, less utopian than Parent and 
Virilio, who looked at the incline as a new 
urbanism that could bring consciousness through 

a bodily experience, his concept described how 
the incline could be utilized for public buildings.   

This convergence of argument and strategy can be 
explained through Evans' work on geometry (fig.3). 

Against the conception that geometry can only be 
found in a stable place of architectural 
composition, Evans says that geometry can also be 
found in some unstable places, such as the place of 
s p a c i a l p r o j e c t i o n , i m a g i n a t i o n , a n d 
consciousness.  4

That geometric reasoning under the framework of 
a modern architectural education, explains that in 
different social and political contexts, the logic of 
the incline was the same space for theorizing 
about the effects of a new system of densification. 
While Brugnoli did not engage in a theoretical 
exercise imagining a new growing structure for 
the city, for Parent and Virilio, that new scheme 
represented the opportunity to create a new 
urbanism outside the logic of capital. 

Images	

(1)	Italian	Mausoleum	
Photo	by	Francisca	Evans	
Retrieved	from	
hp://urbano.wikiexplora.com/CementerioGeneral

(2)	Italian	Mausoleum,	1939-1945	
Drawing	by	the	author	

(3)	Projecon	and	its	analogues:	The	Arrested	Image	
Robin	Evans	
Published	in	The	Projecve	Cast,	1995,	p.367	

(4)	Fragment	of	the	essay	“Los	edificios	en	espiral”
Francisco	Brugnoli	Cañas,	1954	

(5)	The	Funcon	of	the	Oblique	
Claude	Parent	and	Paul	Virilio	
Published	in	Architecture	principe,	1966	und	1996
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3. The inflationary and creative time for the first
"Caracol"

The idea of the incline found a fertile place to grow 
as a design strategy for commercial buildings in 
Chile between 1974 and 1982.  

The buildings were characterized by a floor plan 
solution based on a centrifugal composition 
surrounded by a footpath with an ascendant spiral 
ramp, surrounding a central void to accommodate 
smalls shops. 

The first blueprint was designed in 1973 under the 
name "El Caracol" (fig.1,2) by the architects Melvin 
Villarroel  and Eugenio Guzmán. 5

Neither Guzman nor Villarroel replicated the 
scheme again, but Villarroel later developed the 
the void as a concept for his resort-architecture in 
Spain.   

Melvin Villarroel was born in Bolivia and studied 
architecture in Santiago. He graduated from 
University in February 1966. He studied 
architecture under precepts based on the 
imperatives of science and originality promoted by 
the modern movement (Torrent, 2010, p.113-121). 

Chile was experiencing the highest inflation in 
history when the first "Caracol" was built in 1974. 
Under these circumstances, Osvaldo Fuenzalida, 
the promotor of the first and subsequent 
“Caracoles," affirmed "At the time of the 
"UP" (Popular Unity), when the real estate business 
was very bad, we had to think about more special 
things" (Paz, 2004) 

The incline was a creative solution for the lack of 
investment from large companies. The internal 

organization of the building was based on splitting 
ownership among small stores, thus allowing a 
new type of enterprise that sought to bring in 
small entrepreneurs.  6

The "Caracoles" was a typology that shaped a new 
business model by rescaling the size of the 
investment and the shape of the administration, 
which did not follow the logic of vertical repetition 
or horizontal expansion. 

The inflationary crisis was the context for the 
design of the first "Caracol." Therefore, the crisis 
also affected its finance strategy.  Under the 7

widespread precept that time is money, "El 
Caracol" reframed its relationship with time by 
rectifying its relationship with capital.   

In 1974, because the currency was an unstable 
measure, it was impossible to lend over 20 years 
for the construction process, and the construction 
contracts predicting projected building costs were 
highly risky. 

On the one hand, the first "Caracol" was partly 
financed through catalogue purchase. The building 
was advertised in the newspaper and, after 15 days, 
was sold through a blueprint sale.   8

On the other hand, the construction contract for 
the first "Caracol" was made using an invented 
indexation unit, “Construction Cost Unit,”  to 9

estimate the future cost of materials.  10

Images	

(1)	"El	Caracol,"	facade	
Melvin	Villarroel	and	Eugenio	Guzmán	
Retrieved	2019	from	
hp://www.arqmodern.com/2015/11/16/caso-no16/

(2)	"El	Caracol,”	floor	plan	
Melvin	Villarroel	and	Eugenio	Guzmán	
Courtesy:	 Archivo	 de	 Originales,	 Centro	 de	 Documentación	
FADEU.	 Sergio	 Larraín	 García-Moreno,	 Facultad	 de	
Arquitectura,	Diseño	y	Estudios	Urbanos,	Ponficia	Universidad	
Católica	de	Chile.	

(3),	(4)	"El	Caracol,"	interior	pictures	
Photos	retrieved	from	hp://www.melvinvillarroel.com/	

(5)	Geometric	scheme	of	"El	Caracol"	
Drawing	by	the	author	

The	 geometry	 of	 "El	 Caracol"	 is	 determined	 by	 a	
center	 that	 configures	 a	 circular	 void	 from	 which	 the	 stores'	
subdivision	is	created.	A	property	line	is	maintained	among	the	
floors,	which	has	a	radius	of	7,9	meters.	The	circulaon	scheme	
follows	a	ramp	that	decreases	its	size	as	its	ascends,	going	from	
3	 to	 2	 meters.	 According	 to	 that,	 the	 central	 void	 increases	
from	5	 to	a	 radius	of	6	meters.	With	 this	geometry,	61	stores	
were	created	that	had	an	average	size	of	27	m2.
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4. Visions of An Atypical City made of Atypical Plans

After "El Caracol," the name "Caracoles" was kept 
as the name for the subsequent spiral strategies in 
Chile. The concept was efficiently transmitted 
among promotors , a rch i tects , bu i lders , 
entrepreneurs, and consumers. 

The few scholars who analyzed them have defined 
them as the typological link between the 
commercial warehouse and the mall.  I disagree 11

with that argumentation because those typologies, 
the warehouse, and the mall, belong to the 
systematization of a different design strategy: the 
free plan.  

The free plan was popularized as a principle with 
Le Corbusier (Guedes, 2014). Later, with the work 
of Aureli (2011), Marullo (2014), and Koolhaas (1997), 
t h e o v e r p r o d u c t i o n o f f r e e p l a n s w a s 
conceptualized as the typical plan. With this 
concept, they were emphasized its generic design 
solution, in which global success was aligned with 
a capitalistic agenda that sought to cope with 
instabilities.  

But with the "Caracoles," another principle was 
created: an atypical plan  as an alternative design 12

strategy opposed to the typical plan. In 
contraposition with the idea of vertical repetition, 
the atypical plan of the "Caracoles" exercised the 
idea of continuity. 

In Chile, the production of "Caracoles" occurred 
during a period coexisting with its critique. 
Humberto Eliash caricatured the idea of a city 
made of the "Caracoles's" atypical plan (1978 p.28). 
In his drawing (fig.3) is portrayed as a non-unitary 
city made of single and novel products.  

In a different sense, the idea of a city made of 
atypical plans was also illustrated by Bureau 
Spectacular  in a three-part comic (fig.4). But 13

distinct from the criticism of Eliash, the atypical 
plan here performs the role of the place of a city 
made of unexpected places and unpredictable 
people. 

But the "Caracoles," as an atypical plan solution, 
did not entirely oppose the logic of the typical 
plan.  Even if from a design perspective the 14

"Caracoles" is the antithesis to the typical plan, its 
geometric detour can also be interpreted as the 
creative and novel reinvention of the free plan in 
response to a financial crisis. 

In this fashion, Eliash’s critique can be seen as a 
criticism of the creative enterprise of architecture 
at the service of capital.  The relationship 15

between architectural creativity and capital was 
less evident with the typical plan, which has been 
branded as generic. Moreover, the typical plan 
integrated other objectives such as flexibility, and 
an affiliation to the precepts of the modern 
movement. 

The "Caracoles" was successfully replicated by 
different architectural firms between 1974 and 
1982, forming a body of 44 buildings just in Chile.  16

But while, the ultimate goal of the "Function 
Oblique" was a unitary city for awakening bodies; 
the "Caracoles" was a new place for consuming. 

Images	

(1),	(2)	The	Funcon	of	the	Oblique	
Claude	Parent	and	Paul	Virilio		
Published	in	The	Funcon	of	the	Oblique,	1996,	p.68,	p.	70	

(3)	Originalidad	y	Delito	
Humberto	Eliash	
Published	in	Ars	2,	1978,	p.28	

(4)	Atypical	Plan	
Bureau	Spectacular-Jimenez	Lai,	
Retrieved	2019	from	
hp://bureau-spectacular.net/	
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5. The Guggenheim

The second explanation that prevails today in the 
interpretation of the "Caracoles" model is its 
relationship with the Solomon R. Guggenheim 
Museum of Frank Lloyd Wright.  But under the 17

parameters of the "Caracoles," the Guggenheim 
building can be seen as an unsuccessful enterprise. 

The entire process of its design and construction 
lasted 15 years, compared to one year and five 
months for the first "Caracol." In addition to the 
lengthy and inefficient process of the building 
design, Wright’s relationship with the building was 
also fraught. During the 15 years, Wright 
completed more than 700 drawings, and the 
architect's fees did not adjust accordingly.  
Furthermore, Wright died before the inauguration 
of the building (Wright & Pfeiffer, 1986). 

However, Wright was convinced that the shape of 
the building was perfectly suited for the non-
objective art collection. To reinforce and 
communicate his belief, he even proposed the 
name "Archeseum" in 1955, a name that was 
dismissed by the administration.  

The views of the Guggenheim were made in the 
last period of 1958 to show how the building 
should be experienced (fig.1,2,3). He (or one of his 
architects) drew pictures of non-objective art in 
the background as the content of the museum. 

Wright's deep belief in the connection between 
shape and content was in conflict with the artists' 
opinion. They composed a public letter protesting 
the construction of the building, stating that art 
required a "rectilinear frame of reference" (Wright 
& Pfeiffer, 1986, p.233). 

The reproduction of several spiral buildings under 
the name of "Caracoles," in contrast to 
predecessors such as "Mausoleo-Espiral," "Espirova 
Excéntrica," and "Archeseum," demonstrates how 
efficient and well connected the concept of 
" C a r a c o l e s " w a s t o i t s o w n t i m e a n d 
circumstances. 

Images	

(1),	(2),	(3)	Interior	perspecves	of	the	Guggenheim	Museum	
Frank	Lloyd	Wright,	1958	
Published	 in	 The	 Guggenheim	 Correspondence,	 1986,	
p.255-257	

(4)	Interior	view	of	"El	Caracol"	
Melvin	Villarroel,	1972	
From	Municipal	Archive,	Providencia	

(5) Floor	 plan	 comparison	 between	 the	 Solomon	 R.
Guggenheim	Museum	and	"El	Caracol"	
Drawing	by	the	author
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6. "Dos Caracoles": "El Caracol" twice copied  

The second “Caracol" building was constructed in 
1977 and was named "Dos Caracoles," which means 
"Two Snails." 

Osvaldo Fuenzalida, the same developer of "El 
Caracoles," worked this time with the architects 
S e rg i o L a r ra í n G a rc í a -Mo re n o , Ig n a c i o 
Covarrubias, and Jorge Swinburn.  

If the connection between the Guggenheim and "El 
Caracol" can be questioned, the relationship 
between "El Caracol" and "Dos Caracoles" is 
explicit. For the "Dos Caracoles" design, the 
scheme of "El Caracol" was not only used as a 
reference model; it was twice copied (fig.5),  to 18

make a single interconnected building. 

After "Dos Caracoles," the office of García-Moreno, 
Covarrubias, and Swinburn replicated the design  
logic three more times: In 1978 with "Caracol Plaza 
de Armas" (fig.3) and "Caracol Portal Lyon" (fig.2) 
and in 1979 with "Caracol Los Pájaros"  (fig.1) 19

Architects and promotors took part in the 
investment. Sergio Larraín García-Moreno was 
one of the co-owners of "Dos Caracoles," and 
Osvaldo Fuenzalida owned 1/3 of the biggest store 
on the top level of  "El Caracol." 

Images	

(1)	Geometry	of	"Caracol	Los	Pájaros"	
Sergio	 Larraín	 García-Moreno,	 Ignacio	 Covarrubias	 and	 Jorge	
Swinburn,	1979-1982	
Drawing	by	the	author	

(2)	Geometry	of	"Caracol	Portal	Lyon"	
Sergio	 Larraín	 García-Moreno,	 Ignacio	 Covarrubias	 and	 Jorge	
Swinburn,	1978-1980	
Drawing	by	the	author	

(3)	Geometry	of	"Caracol	Plaza	de	Armas"	
Sergio	 Larraín	 García-Moreno,	 Ignacio	 Covarrubias	 and	 Jorge	
Swinburn,	1979	
Drawing	by	the	author	

(4)	Jorge	Swinburn	signature	on	one	of	the	blueprints	of	the	"El	
Caracol,"	meaning	that	he	owned	at	least	that	sheet		
Courtesy:	 Archivo	 de	 Originales,	 Centro	 de	 Documentación	
FADEU.	 Sergio	 Larraín	 García-Moreno,	 Facultad	 de	
Arquitectura,	Diseño	y	Estudios	Urbanos,	Ponficia	Universidad	
Católica	de	Chile.	

(5)	 Geometric	 comparison	 between	 "El	 Caracol"	 and	 "Dos	
Caracoles"	
Drawing	by	the	author
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7. The model of two "Caracoles"  

After the design of "Dos Caracoles," the two-time 
building shape became a model itself. It was 
replicated by Jaime Bendersky with Juan Brunetti 
(fig.3,4), and by the office of Larraín, Bolton, Prieto, 
and Lorca (fig.1,2). 

Six years after the creation of the first "Caracol," 
this last office built the "Caracol Ñuñoa in 1980, 
with an exterior similar to Wright's Guggenheim 
building.  

This construction perpetuated the widespread 
misconception that the practical idea of the 
"Caracoles" instead had a cultural origin. Yet, the 
"Caracoles" was at that time a more successful 
model because i t was shared knowledge 
throughout society.    20

Architectural reasoning, under the logic of 
scientific research, followed the rules of a 
theorem. This means that every architectural 
project seeks to recreate the parameters of the 
world to become a model itself. Under these 
parameters, the success of the "Caracoles" was 
that they were connected to their own time. They 
were replicated without the need of any principle, 
because they integrated the diagnosis and solution 
to inflation. 

Images		

(1)	"Caracol	Ñuñoa	Centro”	
Floor	 plan	 with	 drawing	 scheme	 made	 by	 the	 author.	 The	
building	is	located	on	a	corner	site.	The	radius	of	the	ramp	and	
the	building	facade	increase	with	its	height.	

(2)		"Caracol	Ñuñoa	Centro”		
Sergio	Larraín	Prieto,	Carlos	Bolton,	Luis	Prieto,	Armando	Lorca,	
1978-1979	
From	Municipal	Archive,	Ñuñoa	

(3),	(4)	"Caracol	Irarrazabal"	
Jaime	Bendersky,	Juan	Luis	Brune,	1978-1979	
From	Municipal	Archive,	Ñuñoa

13



8. The typification of the atypical and the end of the 
"Caracoles"  

In a 1977 architectural magazine, Cristián Boza 
criticized the introduction of an "exotic plan" such 
as the "Caracoles". Two years later, in tune with 
this criticism, the office that he merged with 
Luhrs, Muzard, and Associates created a design 
that can be interpreted as the typification of the 
atypical plan of the “Caracoles" (fig.1,2). That meant 
introducing elements such as steps and galleries. 

Even with this typification of the atypical design, 
the "Caracoles" could not cope with the 82' crisis. 
One of the last was built during this crisis, and its 
shops were rented only by paying the shared 
expenses. 

Images	

(1)	Geometry	of	"Caracol	Eve"	
Crisán	Boza	Díaz,	 Jorge	Luhrs,	Francisco	Muzard	y	Asociados,	
1979	-	1981	
Drawing	by	the	author	

(2)	Geometry	of	"Caracol	Plaza	lo	Casllo"	
Crisán	 Boza	 Díaz,	 Jorge	 Luhrs,	 Francisco	 Muzard,	 and	 Duval	
Moreno	Asociados,	1981	
Drawing	by	the	author
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9. Exporting the idea to Ecuador  

During the economic crisis in Chile, the team of 
builders and architects of "Caracol Ñuñoa" 
exported the idea to Quito and Ambato, building 
two “Caracoles" (fig.1,2). 

The vision of Brugnoli of having public institutions 
in spiral buildings finally took place in Ambato 
(fig.2). After some shops were left empty, the State 
could not sell the building. Therefore, they decided 
to move some public institutions to accommodate 
their civil service platform (El Heraldo, 2018). With 
this change, the State saved the rent money that 
they would have to expend renting offices in some 
typical plan.  

This demonstrates that the atypical plan of the 
"Caracoles" was outside the space of profit and the 
flow of capital.  

Images	

"Caracoles"	in	Ecuador:	
(1)	"Centro	comercial	Caracol	de	Iñaquito,"	1981-1982	
Retrieved	2018	from	
hps://hazteverecuador.com/centro-comercial-caracol/	

(2)	"Caracol	de	Ambato,"	1992	
Retrieved	2018	from	
hps://www.radiocre.com/	
Under	 the	 tle	 “gobierno	 preve	 recaudar	 15	 millones	 de	
dólares	en	subasta	de	bienes”	

(3)	"Centro	comercial	Espiral	de	Quito,"	1980	
Retrieved	2018	from	
hps://www.facebook.com/	

The	"Caracoles"	 (1)	and	 (2)	were	had	 the	same	Chilean	 team.	
Architects:	 Sergio	 Larraín	 Prieto,	 Carlos	 Bolton,	 Luis	 Prieto,	
Armando	Lorca	under	the	company	Coydesa.	Builders:	Elepevé	

(4)	Geometry	of	"Caracol	Bandera	Centro,"	Sanago,	1981	
Sergio	Larraín	Prieto,	Carlos	Bolton,	Luis	Prieto,	Armando	Lorca	
Drawing	by	the	author	
	 Apart	 from	 the	 double	 soluon	 of	 "Caracol	 Ñuñoa	
Centro"	(1979),	this	firm	designed	"Caracol	Bandera	Centro"	in	
Chile,	that	can	be	taken	as	a	previous	exercise	for	Ecuador.
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10. Time, space, and inflation 

The idea of a double "Caracol" was proposed by the 
office of García-Moreno, Covarrubias, and 
Swinburn for Miami, on the corner of E Flagler 
Street and SE 3rd Ave (fig.1) where today stands a 
Marshalls’ building. The idea was dismissed, and 
the building was never built.  

It can be speculated that the United States' 
economy was not appropriate for an atypical plan 
like the "Caracol," even if it was a double solution. 

Relating arts and economics, the art historian and 
critic Philip Ursprung uses the concept "eternal 
present" to introduce the factor of time. His 
central hypothesis is that Presence, as access to 
time, is a scarce resource since the economic 
crisis of the '70s. From then on, the middle class 
could not benefit from the idea of progress, 
meaning that their place in History was truncated. 

"El Caracol" reshaped its commitment to time by 
rearranging its financial condition through a pre-
sale and by its own index, currency for 
construction contracts. 

But in another sense, Ursprung uses a similar 
concept to "eternal present," or Presence.  He 21

connects the notion of Presence, (against 
abstraction), to the material, the tectonic and 
atmospheric architecture of Peter Zumthor. 

The Presence of the "Caracoles" was against the 
abstraction of money and the typical plan. But also, 
it could be said that architects in Chile were 
designing from an "eternal present," meaning that 
in an unstable period, they were unable to predict 
the "Caracoles'" near obsolescence. The consensus 

later was that the architect's inflexible strategy for 
trade spaces was a questionable decision. 

Images	

(1)	Isometric	view	of	a	double	"Caracol"	in	Miami	in	the	corners	
of	E	Flagler	Street,	SE	3rd	Ave	
Sergio	 Larraín	 García-Moreno,	 Ignacio	 Covarrubias	 and	 Jorge	
Swinburn	
Courtesy:	 Archivo	 de	 Originales,	 Centro	 de	 Documentación	
FADEU.	 Sergio	 Larraín	 García-Moreno,	 Facultad	 de	
Arquitectura,	Diseño	y	Estudios	Urbanos,	Ponficia	Universidad	
Católica	de	Chile.	

(2)	Isometric	view	of	"Dos	Caracoles"	
Sergio	 Larraín	 García-Moreno,	 Ignacio	 Covarrubias	 and	 Jorge	
Swinburn	
Courtesy:	 Archivo	 de	 Originales,	 Centro	 de	 Documentación	
FADEU.	 Sergio	 Larraín	 García-Moreno,	 Facultad	 de	
Arquitectura,	Diseño	y	Estudios	Urbanos,	Ponficia	Universidad	
Católica	de	Chile.	

(3)	Museum	of	Unlimited	Growth	
Le	Corbusier	
Published	in	Forms	and	techniques:	Le	Corbusier,	
the	spiral	plan	and	diagram	architecture,	2010,	p.	322			
	 In	 contrast	 with	 the	 inflexible	 design	 of	 the	
"Caracol,"	 the	 Museum	 of	 unlimited	 Growth	 proposed	 by	 Le	
Corbusier	 searches	 to	 integrate	 the	arrangement	of	 the	 spiral	
with	a	scheme	to	enlarge.	

(4)	 Simplified	 geometry	 of	 “Caracol	Ñuñoa"	with	 new	 ground	
floor	as	an	approach	to	the	project	 that	could	have	existed	 in	
Miami.	
Drawing	by	the	author
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11. Conclusion: The theorem of the "Caracoles" and its 
eternal present, a model against growth  

In his essay "The Work of Art in the Age of 
Mechanical Reproduction," the philosopher and 
cultural critic Walter Benjamin makes a correlation 
between films and architecture. Both can be 
grasped under state of distraction, and therefore 
they can be great social mobilizers. 

This distracted reception was the potential that 
Parent and Virilio saw in the architecture and 
urbanism of the Function of the Oblique. But did 
the "Caracoles" as spaces for trade have a cultural 
agenda to raise? 

From an academic perspective, the "Caracoles" are 
not only neglected but even despised for their 
design decisions. Those include the inclined floor 
of the stores in the first "Caracol," its awkward 
central ground space, the ramped pathway 
without any endpoint, and mostly because of its 
inflexible layout. However, the opportunity to 
revisit the "Caracoles" is to reconsider today its 
precepts that question a capitalistic development 
today in crisis. 

The hidden agenda of the "Caracoles," even for its 
designers, was to stay outside the flow of capital. 
In times when the value of money was uncertain, 
however, that condition was still not evident. 

During the crisis, the "Caracoles" rescaled the size 
of the capital investment and shaped an 
administration model based on single owners. In 
doing so, they reformulate theory and praxis. 

In praxis, this arrangement assumes the idea of a 
domestic trade based on community. This aspect 
c a n b e m o r e c l e a r l y s e e n i n " C a r a c o l 

Bandera" (fig.4,p18), which started to transform 
with the implementation of kitchens during the 
'90s. By then, the initial entrepreneurs left, and the 
floor plan design was not appealing for significant 
stockholders. The rents decreased enough to 
attract the attention of those who were selling 
food illegally on the street below. The building is 
today crowded and is recognized for its small 
shops of Latin American food.  

Between theory and praxis, the first “Caracol" 
inaugurated a design model where similar 
attempts had been made in the past. The solution 
model of the "Caracoles," without any radical 
theory, had an academic commitment with the 
shape of the architectural project, at the expenses 
of other academic commitments of the 
architectural project such as materiality, place, or 
program. This design came from an academic 
perspective and was received within a broader 
society. The building integrated the diagnosis and 
the solution to the crisis.  

In theory, the atypical plan of the "Caracoles" was 
the reinvention of the typical plan in a time of 
economic crisis, and it was also its inflexible 
antithesis. But even further, the "Caracoles" could 
be defined as a "Critical Space Practice."  22

  
With its presence, it redefined the capitalistic 
precepts from which it operated. The most evident 
example is that the rigid logic of the "Caracoles" 
made it unable to extend. Therefore, the 
"Caracoles" stood against one of the most 
fundamental principles of capitalism: the 
exponential logic of growth.  

However, the "Caracoles" was a short cut model, 
an idea that was unable to exercise its original and 
unknown potential. The development was 

interrupted by the '80s crisis and an economic 
system that moved towards aggressive capitalism. 

The active and transformative power of the 
architecture of the "Caracoles" relies on its 
obsolescence, which is the symptom of its most 
radical paradigm: a decreasing capitalism.  
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Notes 

1 According to Enrique Walker (2010), this text belongs to 
a series of books with "Learning from Las Vegas" and "Pet 
Architecture" that look at the ordinary city in search of 
an argumentation that could determine a subsequent 
architecture. He establishes that those books are less 
about the cities that they address and more about their 
architectural concepts such as "duck," "decorated shelf," 
and "pet architecture." The potential of those arguments 
was that the authors were able to include them within 
their own architectural practice.  

2 Both Koolhaas and Sabato's theorems arose and owed 
their success to an inductive method, which means from 
the description of cases instead of theoretical 
speculation. The description of the cases in both 
describes the main argument: "manhattanism," and the 
"scientification" of the novel. It can be said that less 
successful theorems are the ones that arose from a 
deductive method, meaning a hypothetical and 
speculative formulation. Among these are the group of 
concepts imagined by Krauss for a further landscape art 
categorization in her well-known essay "Sculpture in the 
Expanded Field" (1979), and also Virilio and Parent with 
the concept "Function of the Oblique.” 

3 The idea of a spiral ascendent circulation, according to 
scholars and the book "Cuatro Siglos de Arquitectura en 
Santiago" (1943), under the name "Espirova Excéntrica" 
was supposedly patented in 1939. However, no record 
under his or the idea's name was found in the National 
Institute of Industrial Property (INAPI). In 1954 Brugnoli 
patented, together with Froilán Labbé Moreno, the 
combined system of a cork with a bottle opener. 

4 This idea about a share knowledge base in geometry 
suspends the validity of the concept of influence and 
originality as a proper argumentation framework for 
similar ideas, a scheme that is often used by scholars. 
Concerning Brugnoli and Parent and Virilio, it is less 
important to know who had the idea first, and it is more 
important to understand the framework under which 

analogous ideas make sense in a field and to a broader 
audience. 

5 Born in Bolivia, he studied architecture at the Pontifical 
Catholic University in Santiago, Chile. According to 
Miguel Laborde (2001), he had the idea of a Caracol 
already in 1968-1969 when he proposed a building on the 
corner of the streets Estado and Huérfanos. The last 
series of blueprints of "El Caracol" of May 1973 does not 
include his name even though his name is in the building 
permit of the same date. Before the building was 
finished, Villarroel migrated to Spain, where he 
established a successful firm developing resorts. 

6 As Marchant points out, at that time, it was more 
profitable to build a scheme of co-property based on the 
subdivision of the space: "Small investors acquired the 
shops, many of them retired because, since the '60s, 
there was a law that granted benefits to early retirement. 
In the post-military coup era, no large groups were 
willing to invest in projects such as snails. This led to the 
arrangement of many co-owners that operated under the 
scheme of sale-by-floors law of that time, which paid 
common expenses." (Marchant, 2018). Translation by the 
author. 

7 According to Sabato, the modern conquering of the 
world happened thought two complementary forces: 
reason and money (1953 p.52). But he claimed that the 
conquer unfolded in time at the expense of space. 
Following his logic, this can be seen in the correction 
strategies made for devaluation processes, namely 
inflation for money and obsolescence for building. 
Meanwhile, a correction coefficient has been made for 
inflation ("Unidad de Fomento" in the case of Chile), no 
correction strategy has been made for spacial 
obsolescence. 

8 According to Fuenzalida, the blueprint purchase helped 
to build the Caracol quicker. In a time of crisis, the 
construction process lasted less that one and a half 
years. 

9 In Spanish "Unidad de Costos de la Construcción.” 

10 Osvaldo Fuenzalida stated: "… when that snail [El 
Caracol] was started, the construction business was 
paralyzed. We even had to invent the Cost of 
Construction Unit. There was no UF, and nobody knew 
how much what was being built would cost. We had 
annual inflation of 400%, and a construction material 
could go up more than 40% in the same month"  (Paz, 
2004, p.274). Translation by the author. Currently, all 
kinds of contracts made in Chile for an extended period, 
such as in real estate and loans, use the "Unidad de 
Fomento" or UF. The idea behind the indexed unit of 
account is to assure a value throughout time, decreasing 
the effects of currency devaluation. The UF is adjusted 
daily to reflect the changes in the cost of living, but not 
in the workers' salary. 

11 Marchant makes a significant contribution by 
identifying the Chilean "Caracoles" as a study field, with 
his research project funded by the Chilean University 
2008. As an outcome, he published two articles, one 
focused on Santiago (2011) and the other on the regional 
context (2010). Even today, the explanations and 
perspectives given by him prevail among the subsequent 
scholars such as Plaut & Sarovic (2010), De Simone (2012), 
and Altikes & Fuentes (2015). Nevertheless, this research 
does not share his conclusion or his perspective. With his 
study of the "Caracoles," he concludes that the buildings 
were a stage within the continuous evolutionary chain of 
commercial spaces in Chile, placing the "Caracoles" as a 
typological link between the warehouse and the mall.  
 That idea was the main misconception that 
influenced subsequent ones. It was founded in the use of 
an evolutionary framework, taking the "Caracoles" as a 
biological species and not as a cultural synthesis. At the 
same time, he does not analyze the spaces that preceded 
the snail and the ones that followed, despite concluding 
that they were part of an intermediate stage of 
development. Marchant interprets the "Caracoles" as a 
typology within the evolution of commercial spaces. 
However, that definition does not satisfy the fact that in 
most of the cities, spiral buildings were never built. 
Moreover, his explanation its too emphatic on looking for 
the origins of the typology, a perspective that has 
prevailed in the subsequent descriptions made by other 
academics. The problem is that this perspective 
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overshadows other possible interpretations beyond the 
formal one.  

12 One of the contributions of this thesis is the 
development of the atypical plan concept with the study 
of spiral constructions. First, the concept has not been 
interpreted previously. The two authors who mention it 
(Krumwiede, 2016 and Kuo, 2013), made a limited effort 
to elucidate it. This limitation was most likely due to the 
case studies that they selected. They seemingly did not 
know about the spiral buildings, and the examples that 
they chose to illustrate their conception of the atypical 
plan were similar to the ones that were used to illustrate 
the typical plan. 
 Understanding the "Caracoles" as an atypical 
plan phenomenon, it can be said that the spiral buildings 
were a parallel development, an interruption in the 
technical improvement of the free plan as spaces for 
exchange. They were the reinvention of the typical plan 
in times of currency devaluation. The paradox was that 
the atypical plan was an inflexible, fixed, and fragmented 
solution built already in postmodern times of flexible 
accumulation.  

13 In 2016 Bureau Spectacular built I the "Tower of 
Twelve Stories" for Coachella, a building-section 
installation that followed the aspects of its atypical plan 
drawing. 

14 Aureli established in "The Project of Autonomy…" that 
nothing can be created outside a capitalist ideology. 
Therefore, the idea of the atypical plan should be placed 
within the space of capital. 

15 Deamer makes evident the relationship between 
architectural education and capital: A system has been 
successfully aligned with a capitalist ideology, that 
embraces the "myth of creativity (…) convin[ing] us that 
architecture serves a social purpose while hiding his 
real-estate-driving agenda" (Deamer, 2018, p.21). 

16 On a smaller scale, other structures like the Chilean 
ones can be found in Ecuador (3), Perú (1), Argentina (1), 
Uruguay (1), and Spain (1). 

17 This is evident in the article of 2010 written by Plaut & 
Sarovic titled: "Guggenheim effects: the spiral shopping 
center as a modern typology in Chile in the 1970s.” 

18 One of the floor plans of "El Caracol" that today 
belongs to the Original Archive in Chile has the signature 
"from Jorge Swinburn." On the drawing is a superposed 
transparent piece of paper that contains a study of the 
ground floor, adding six stores using the central area and 
part of the ramp. That solution was not implemented. 
Through a superposition of the floor plans of "El Caracol" 
and "Dos Caracoles," it can be seen that the floor plans 
are almost identical.  It is speculated that the firm of 
Swinburn used the "El Caracol" blueprint not just as a 
reference, but as a drawing to trace. The potential of "El 
Caracol" with the later twice-reproduction of "Dos 
Caracoles" was the introduction of a clear diagram. 

19 With "Caracol Los Pájaros," the model became more 
sophisticated, including features such as air conditioner 
and parking spots. Thus it incorporates some devices 
that, as Koolhaas has established, belong to the free plan 
strategy. 

20 Among the architects and architectural firms that use 
the Caracol strategy more than once, Carlos Prieto 
Correa and offices such as Boza, Luhrs, and Muzard; 
Domínguez Errázuriz and Domínguez Cruz; and Larraín, 
Bolton, Prieto, and Lorca can also be included. With the 
last group, the idea was imported to Ecuador. Prominent 
architects such as García-Moreno, Jorge Elton, Jorge 
Aguirre, and Jaime Bendersky worked on some 
"Caracoles" buildings. Those architects are recognized as 
essential contributors to the Chilean architectonic 
culture in close relationship with the ideas that the 
modern movement promoted. However, their "Caracoles" 
projects do not belong to their known repertory. 

21 Ursprung established that Presence is a scarce 
resource, and the art industry will commodify it. 

22 Janes Rendell has appropriated the term "Critical 
Spacial Practice" to indicate a place between art and 
architecture, in which some practices could redefine the 

rules and test the disciplinary boundaries that first 
determined them.
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FORM-FINDING OF PERFORMATIVE SURFACES THROUGH 3D

PRINTING ON PRESTRESSED TEXTILES 

ABSTRACT

This paper investigates the technique of 3D printing on prestressed fabrics as a way of creating three-
dimensional textile composites and explores potential applications of this method in the architectural
industry.  Design methodology take advantage of the elasticity and self-shaping properties of  these
structures, looking into aspects such as materiality, modularity and scalability. 

Design methodology relies on 3D printing a less elastic material such as thermoplastic polymer on top
of  an  elastic,  prestressed  fabric.  After  releasing  the  tension,  the  fabric  transforms  into  a  three-
dimensional textile structure.  This self-forming process results from the interplay and search for the
balanced state between the two opposing elements: the elastic, prestressed fabric and the stiffer, 3D
printed polymer.  Forms created in this  way are  pure representations  of  their  material  properties,
energy stored in these materials and forces acting on them. As a result, they are structurally stable and
inherently efficient.

The  study  consists  of  two  parts.  The  first  one  aims  to  understand  the  physical  and  geometrical
principles that influence the shape transformation. In nature, out-of-plane deformations of flat sheet
materials are often the most energy-efficient solutions to deal with material access. Examples of such
systems are kale leaves or seashells, which curl towards the perimeter since it costs them less energy
than extending. In the case of prestressed fabrics, their embodied energy acts in the opposite direction
and causes shrinkage, whereas the excess 3D printed material deforms out of plane creating wrinkles
and curls. 

The  second  part  of  this  research  investigates  possible  implications  of  proposed  methodology  for
design and outlines new forms of architectural expression arousing from material form-finding. Focus
is  put  here  on modular  assembly  and performance.  Softness  and elasticity  of  designed composite
modules are used to create performative assemblies, being able to change their shape and reconfigure.
Moreover, design space does not only study various 3D-printed geometries, but also examines different
custom-knitted patterns of the fabric. As a result, several modules are developed as case-studies to test
different  shape transformations and suggest various potential  functions for both inner spaces and
outer building envelopes.

As additive  manufacturing becomes more affordable,  materials  more intelligent,  and textiles  more
robust,  the  pool  of  potential  applications  of  textile  systems  is  continuously  expanding.  Proposed
methodology  suggests  novel  applications  for  lightweight  textile  structures  in  architecture  and
construction such as sun-shading, acoustics, air de/humidifiers, or wind/solar energy generators.

KEYWORDS

self-shaping textiles, material form-finding, 3D printing on textiles, custom knitted fabrics 
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INTRODUCTION

Textile structures have been used in architecture since humankind first began to build.  Nomadic tribes
from  all  over  the  world  used  fabrics  to  build  shelters  for  themselves  and  their  animals,  taking
advantage of their tensile strength, flexibility and adaptability. Fast to construct and lightweight tents
were initially built from natural and local material such as skins, barks, woven mats or woolen fabrics.
[1] 

The  same  characteristics,  which  led  to  the  initial  utilization  of  fabrics  thousands  of  years  ago,
nowadays have brought textiles to the forefront of innovation. New highly engineered textiles with
growing  strength-to-weight  ratio  and  low  carbon  footprint  gradually  replace  traditional  building
materials. 

New fabrication technologies,  computer-controlled  looms,  knitting  machines and robotics  redefine
textile  production  processes,  while  recent  developments  on  the  molecular  level  of  material
composition  lead  to  the  invention  of  new  materials  being  able  to  self-actuate  and  reconfigure.
Combining smart materials with advanced digital manufacturing creates new opportunities for textiles
as intelligent, adaptable facade solutions. According to Bradley Quinn ‘the cutting edge in architecture
is not sharp, but sensuous and soft.’ [2]

GLOBAL CHALLENGES

‘We have modified our environment so radically that we must now modify ourselves in order to exist in
this new environment ‘[3]

According to the IPBES report [4] about 75% of land and 66% of ocean areas have been significantly
altered by people. Human activities irreversibly affect the climate and environment,  perturbing the
ecosystem around the globe. We are facing environmental degradation and biodiversity crisis, which in
combination with diminishing resources and incessant population growth demand radical changes in
the way we live, act and build. Our lifestyle choices need to be reconsidered and new solutions must be
found for more sustainable living and efficient use of materials. 

The United Nations in the World Urbanization Prospect [5] predicts that by 2050,  68% of world’s
population will leave in the urban areas, which is 25% more than in year 1950. Considering this rapid
urbanization growth architecture needs to become much more visionary and courageous than in the
previous decades,  so that it  can adjust to the rapid climate and environmental  changes and serve
future generations. 

‚Natural ecosystems have complex biological structures: they recycle their materials, permit change
and adaptation,  and make efficient  use  of  ambient  energy.  By contrast,  most  man-made and built
environment  have  incomplete  and  simple  structures:  they  do  not  recycle  their  materials,  are  not
adaptable, and they waste energy.‘ [6]

Most of the crude architectural solutions are still far behind the dynamic, intelligent and intrinsically
efficient  structures  built  by  nature.  Nevertheless,  with  the  help  of  new cutting-edge  technologies,
advancements in material  science and engineering,  the idea of  ‘smart’,  adaptive  built  environment
becomes more and more viable.

ADAPTIVE BUILDING ENVELOPES

Facades, being interfaces between buildings and environment, play an important role in the regulation
of the energy waste in buildings. They negotiate between desired conditions of the indoor spaces and
the fluctuating conditions of the outdoor environment. This strategic position in-between the two very
different  and complex environments may push facades to the forefront of sustainable thinking.  As
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adaptive, intelligent systems they could help to optimize the energy used for heating, cooling, lighting
or ventilating and in the same time provide optimal comfort for indoor and outdoor spaces. [7]

How  can  we  maximize  the  use  of  natural  energy  sources,  minimize  material  waste  and  design
according to the local needs and conditions? Can we learn from nature and its laws of adaptation in
order  to  create  flexible  systems adapting  to  the  ever-changing environmental  conditions?  Can  we
design not only new buildings but also new materials and production processes? 

MATERIAL FORM-FINDING 

Technological advancements and material innovations are alone not enough to create new concepts for
more sustainable  living. Once we have intelligent  materials  and new fabrication methods,  the key
question becomes how to design with these materials and technologies. How to maximize material
efficiency? How to use its intelligence for sustainable design solutions? The answer to many of these
questions lies in the relationship between material and geometry and how these two relate to each
other.

The  efficient  and  functional,  but  also  complex  and  diverse  forms  of  plants  and  living  organisms
inspired architects and designers for centuries. [8] Unlike often in architecture, in nature there is no
space for superficiality. Every biological form is a result of the morphogenetic processes, influenced by
its material characteristics and environmental context. 

‘The waves of the sea, the little ripples on the shore, the sweeping curve of the sandy bay between the
headlands, the outline of the hills, the shape of the clouds, all these are so many riddles of form, so
many  problems  of  morphology,  and  all  of  them  the  physicist  can  more  or  less  easily  read  and
adequately solve: solving them by reference to their antecedent phenomena, in the material system of
the mechanical forces to which they belong, and to which we interpret them as being due. ‘[9]

Fig. 01: Seashell, Stevens P.S. Patterns in nature. 1974.

Seashells for example curl more on the edge than towards the center because they grow at a faster rate
on the perimeter and creating waves is the most efficient way to deal with the material access. [Fig.01]
As  Stevens  remarks:  ‘nature  makes  cups  and saddles  not  as  she  pleases  but  as  she  must,  as  the
distribution of the material dictates’ [10] 
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FORM-FINDING EXPERIMENTS

The following study aims to examine the out of plane deformations resulting from the process of 3D
printing on prestressed fabric.  This  material  form-finding method was developed by the MIT Self-
Assembly Lab. [11,12] It relies on 3D printing a less elastic material (such as thermoplastic) on top of
an elastic, prestressed fabric. Once the tension is released, the textile transforms into a specific three-
dimensional shape, whereas its form is influenced by the 3D printed pattern. This part of the research
aims to  analyze  different  parameters  affecting  the  transformation  in  order  to  understand  the
relationship between the material properties, the energy stored in the pretensioned textiles and their
final form. 

Fig. 02. Single 3D printed line on prestressed fabric (left). Line transforming into a wave after releasing

the tension from the fabric. (right) Collaboration with Lorenzo Guiducci, Matters of Activity. Image Space

Material. Cluster of Excellence at Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

The first case-study focuses on the 3D printed lines transforming into waves. Two series of physical
experiments were carried out where a single line was 3D printed on a fabric, which was prestressed
only in its longitudinal direction. [Fig.02] The width and length of the line did not change throughout
the experiments.
In the first  series of  tests  the pretension of  the fabric  varied and the height  of  the line remained
constant,  whereas in the second series the height  of  the line  varied and the tension of  the fabric
remained constant.

Fig. 03. Series of 3D scans of one line with different heights. The line is 3D printed on fabric prestressed in

its longitudinal direction. 
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After  several  tests  the  tension  was  released and  all  the  textile  composites  were  3D  scanned  and
analyzed. [Fig.03] As a result, every printed line transformed into a wave with different wavelength
and  amplitude.  It  occurred  that  different  parameters  of  the  3D  printed  geometry  affect  different
aspects of the transformed geometry: the height of the lines affecting the amplitude and the stretch
affecting the wavelength. [Fig.04]

Fig.  04.  Three  lines  3D  printed  with  different  height  (left).  Three  lines  3D  printed  on  differently

prestressed  fabric.  (right)  Collaboration  with  Lorenzo  Guiducci,  Matters  of  Activity.  Image  Space

Material. Cluster of Excellence at Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

The experiment was then repeated with multiple lines of the same height and surface pretension, each

time changing the distances between the lines. If the distance was big enough, the lines transformed

independently into the same configuration. Once the lines were closer to each other, it affected the

amplitude of the waves created on each line. 

DEVELOPMENT OF PERFORMATIVE MODULES

The second part of the research aims to apply the observations from the previous experiments into the
design process of performative textile surfaces. It focuses on the development of a textile module and
its geometrical phase-change which would allow for multiple configurations. Several modules are then
assembled into a larger surface and tested for an exemplar application as sun-shading envelopes. 

For comparability of the results, the conditions of the experiment were the same for all the samples.
They were all printed by the Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) 3D printer using the same printing
settings, materials and module sizes. The filament used for the experiment was polyactic acid (PLA) - a
thermoplastic polyester derived from renewable biomass, applied on the elastic knitted fabric (85%
Polyamid and 15 % Elastan) and pre-stretched in both directions to 150%. 
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Fig. 05. Two different strategies for stiffening the circular module: concentric rings (left) and radial ribs

(right).

The starting point for the development of the textile unit is a circular boundary which transforms into
a saddle shape. After  diverse tests and prototypes with increasing complexity,  two main strategies
were chosen to stiffen the circular module and serve as case-studies for further development. 
The first strategy relies on concentric rings,  the second one on radial ribs. [Fig.05]

Fig.06. Two modules developed in order to test in a larger assembly.

These two strategies are developed further into modular elements that are able to change their form.
[Fig.06]  Both  modules  are  then  multiplied  into  a  larger  assembly.  Different  shape-changing
mechanisms are designed for each of the models allowing the surface to control the amount of light
that it lets through.

CASE STUDY_01 

The first case-study model uses the elasticity of the modules for their shape-change. Single units can be
compressed by pulling  the two opposite  sides  towards  each  other.  As  a  result,  the  modules form
vertical,  closed surfaces. [Fig.07] Once the force is released, they come back to the initial,  balanced
state.  This  methodology  allows  to  reduce  the  energy  needed  to  activate  the  system  and  use  the
intrinsic properties of the material to drive the shape transformation in one direction. In the other
direction a mechanical activation is used at the moment, but alternative solutions  are planned to be
developed in the future.
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Fig.07. Geometrical transformation of the first module. 

Fig.08. Opening and closing of the textile surface. Prototype 85 x 85 cm

One of the challenges for fabricating identical modules lies in the pretension of the fabric. One can
easily observe slight differences among the modules, which result from the manual pretension.[Fig.08]
The imprecision could be minimized by decreasing the area of the printing bed, whereas the problem
can be completely eliminated in the industrial production with automatic tensioning mechanisms.

Fig.09. Sun path analysis of the open and closed modules facing south in Berlin, Germany on July the 17 th

at the following times: 10:00 AM, 12 AM, 3 PM and 5 PM. 

In order to evaluate the results and test the functional of the proposed system, digital representations
of open and closed modules are modeled and their sun shading performance is simulated. Sun path
analysis  [Fig.09]  and  solar  radiation  analysis  [Fig.10,Fig.11]  are  carried  out to  compare  the  two
strategic orientations of the modules: the southern and the western one. It occurs that on the southern
side the open modules protect better against direct sun light, whereas on the western side the vertical
modules  perform  better  and  let  more  daylight  through.  As  a  consequence,  transformation  of  the
modules from one state to another could be used to adapt to the sunlight conditions throughout a day.
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Such passive solar design strategy could increase energy efficiency and thermal comfort in  the built
environment. 

Fig.10.  Radiation analysis  of  the  open and closed modules  on the southern facade  in  Nashville,  USA

(Grasshopper Ladybug)

Fig.11.  Radiation  analysis  of  the  open  and  closed  modules  on  the  western  facade  in  Nashville,  USA

(Grasshopper Ladybug)

CASE STUDY_02 

The  second  case  study  relies  on the  experimental  design  process  where  both  parts  of  the  textile
composites are examined: the 3D printed geometry as well  as the textile logic of the pretensioned
fabric. This time the focus is put on the potential transformations of the second circular module with
the stiffening ribs arranged radially from the center to the boundary. As a result of several prototyping
experiments, an additional cut is introduced into the geometry in order to create a spiral-like surface.
Contrary to the previous examples,  the phase-change does not happen now by applying tension or
compression on the geometry, but by simply rotating the modules or parts of them. [Fig.12, Fig.13]
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Fig.12. Studies of the movement of one textile module: top view (upper row), side view (lower row)

Fig.13. Single module rotated 180 degrees

Rather than looking at the individual modules independently, this study focuses on the orientation of
single  modules  in  a  larger  assembly.  The  following  example  demonstrates  a  system  where  the
individual  modules  do  not  change  their  form  but  depending  on  their  relative  position  to  their
neighbors,  the  character  of  the  whole  surface  changes.  Here  the  modules  are  arranged along  the
vertical  ribs  that  rotate  along  the  vertical  axis.  [Fig.14]  As  a  result,  the  overall  surface  gradually
transition from closed to open state. This system could be potentially activated  by the wind energy,
resulting in a fully passive and adaptive sun-shading scheme.
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Fig.14. A sequence of multiplied rotating modules (Rhino Grasshopper) 

Another  aspect  which  can  increase  material  efficiency  of  the  textile  composites  is  the  local
differentiation of  the knit  pattern within  the fabric.  Several  tests  were set  up in order to test  the
influence of the knit on the deformation of the fabric and locally control its stiffness, elasticity and
porosity.  Custom  elastic  knits  for  the  experiments  were  produced  at  the  STFI-  SaJ chsisches
Textilforschungsinstitut in Chemnitz.  The tests  focused on two different  aspects  of  the production
process: increasing sizes of the knit loops and diversifying the knit pattern in the specific areas of the
textile.  [Fig.15]  Design of  the custom knitted fabrics  will  be  investigated in the next  phase of  the
development, looking into the several challenging aspects such as synchronization between the knit
pattern  and  the  3D  printed  geometry  and  influence  of  the  custom  fabric  on  the  geometrical
transformation. [Fig.16]

Fig.15. Knitted fabric with ‘Fang’ pattern (left) and four different loop sizes (right). 
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Fig.16. 3D printing on a custom knitted fabric with ‘fang’ pattern

Both  case  studies  touch  upon  different  aspects  of  the  self-shaping  textiles  and  their  potential  to
perform different functions in the built  environment.  Rather than trying to solve specific  technical
difficulties,  this paper aims to outline manifold directions and possibilities discovered in the design
process which could be worth pursuing in the  next phase of the research. 

CONCLUSIONS

3D printing on prestressed fabrics is a robust methodology for creating three-dimensional, lightweight,
transformable composites with a lot of potential as building structures or smart textile facades. Some
of the remaining challenges in the architectural applications of this methodology are the materiality,
durability and scaling up of the manufacturing process, however presented experiments demonstrate
that the self-shaping principles could be used to increase material efficiency and allow adaptation.

Areas  that  require  further  development  and  improvement  include:  control  and  precision  of  the
pretensioning to  minimize differences between the modular elements,  attachment and connections
between the elements as well as assembly logic and configurations. Geometrical and behavioral studies
will be carried out parallel with material prototyping and custom knitting.

Current phase of this research presents the  principles guiding the shape transformation, negotiating
between the tensile  force  of  the fabric  and the juxtaposed strength of  the 3D printed geometries.
Moreover, it aims to outline the possibilities of activating and enlivening these textiles after they have
found an optimal state.  

At the moment the transformation of the pre-programmed textiles in presented above case studies is
stimulated by mechanical forces. Once the external force is released, the textile composites naturally
come  back  to  their  balanced state.  Nevertheless,  recent  technological  advancements  and  material
innovations make it possible to imagine reversibility of this movement or  self-activation. One of the
possible  future  scenarios suggests  other  activation  models  such  as  SMA-  Shape  Memory  Alloys,
sensorics  or even passive  methods such as active  materials which could change shape due to the
external stimuli such as temperature or humidity. [13] Moreover, responsive materials could not only
replace the 3D printed part, but also inform the fabric itself. 
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As a result, combining the form-finding method with self-actuating materials could allow creation of
living  building skins adapting dynamically  to  the ever-changing environment.  This  process can be
enriched  by  looking  at  nature- not  by  mimicking  its  solutions,  but  by  learning  from  its  laws  of
adaptation and understanding the relationship between form, material and forces.
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Interactions in housing production 
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Various formats of participation appear to be current (again) on very different levels. Especially in 
planning, these formats are integrated into planning processes and even institutionalized. Public 
construction tasks in particular can no longer resist the general demand – or even necessity – and are 
forced to integrate these formats into their planning processes. Following Lefebvre in Das Recht auf Stadt 
it does not seem to be arguable that we have to take part in the discussion, but there remains the 
question of how. What impact do these processes have? How and where are the effects reflected 
(meaningfully) in the planning and production processes? My research attempt to portray these 
relations in the planning and production processes of residential buildings and living space. It is 
following the question: What impact do participation processes have at the level of politics, 
proceedings, planning, construction, operation and use today? Which could (or should) they possibly 
have in the future? The research starts with the individual experience knowledge of those who are 
involved in the processes: How is (and how could and how should) experience knowledge acquired, 
made available, visible and used projectively? On the basis of three different case studies of 
collaborative housing models and three different levels of project development, the research aims to 
examine the relationships of the responsible actors and their decisions in their concrete effects on 
project development and architectural production. Their impact of socially sustainable and affordable 
living space is to be worked out to make the opportunities (re)negotiable from an architecture-
producing perspective. Since collaborative projects often act in an exclusionary manner, the 
knowledge gained should be transferred in various formats to the conditions of general housing 
construction in order to point out possibilities for a more accessible and simplified collective and 
collaborative project development. The interest in knowledge and the possible insights are: 1. to prove 
the effectiveness of collective action and 2. to work out transferable strategies, formats, procedures and 
methods for the development of alternative models in affordable housing as individual patterns of 
action and 3. to develop new foundations and forms of development for non-profit housing 
construction. The research therefore first asks for existing and then possible conditions for the 
development of alternative housing models in affordable and non-profit housing construction.  

Lefebvre, H. (2016). Das Recht auf Stadt (1. Auflage). 1968. Hamburg: Edition Nautilus.  
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Abstract 

The dissertation investigates the concept of the copy, its ideological and aesthetic value in current 
architecture. The focus is on the theoretical and practical discussion of the question, if, after 
western modernity’s rejection and postmodernity’s reconsideration, the architectural copy is 
rehabilitated today. In which context, under which conditions and interventions does the copy of a 
past lost building seem to become a model for the future? 
The project idea starts from the case of Villa Deliella in Palermo. Designed in 1906 by Jugendstil 
architect Ernesto Basile, the Villa was located in the nineteenth-century district. In 1959 the City 
Council, in an obtuse and aggressive system of urban speculation typical of those years, authorized 
its demolition to construct a multistore building, never realised. Currently the politic 
administration is working to launch a design competition for its reconstruction in the original 
place.  
The aim of the research is to explore the theme of imitation in an attempt to find a theory of 
reconstruction that can mark the guidelines and be the foundation for cases of lost buildings in 
complex urban situations, where city development has to consider architectural heritage. A 
practical part of the thesis consists in a specific rebuilding design project for Villa Deliella. 
Archive materials are being studied and the poetics of Basile is being explored, with particular 
reference to his conception of copying and reconstruction. Also the evolution of the notion of 
mimesis is being investigated, starting from the philosophers of antiquity to contemporary 
aesthetic theories. The analysis of classical rewriting techniques (interpretatio, imitatio, 
aemulatio), which differed from each other for the different degree of adherence to the model 
and for the different personal creative contribution of the artist, are providing food for thought 
and impulses to research. Particular attention is paid to Benjamin and his ideas of originality, 
authenticity, and aura. Also the positions of scholars, such as Eco and Latour, are analysed, who 
consider the replicas as a trait of the life of the artwork and argue that, sometimes, they can even 
surpass the original model. From the theoretical study is deduced a methodology for procedures 
of copying, referring to artistic strategies of appropriation and re-enactment, which will be applied 
to the reconstruction proposal. 
In an excursus, case studies of architectures recently reconstructed according to three different 
ideologies are analysed and compared: the contemporary approach, Kunstmuseum Moritzburg; 
the pseudo-philological, Berliner Stadtschloss; the re-enactment visions, Dessau Masters’ Houses. 
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The investigation, part of the research programme on Territorial Fragilities by the Excellence 

Department of DAStU, deals with the necessity to intervene for the adaptation and prevention of 

the Modern architectural heritage in Italy through a design methodology. The field of interest, in 

particular, concerns the school heritage, built between 1950-1970, and realized with frame RC 

structures in seismic risk areas.  

The relevance of the topic, to which also “Casa Italia” department is interested in, imposes a 

resolution for which architecture and design actions must be central in the debate on the field.  

The dense net of schools, realized after the Second World War up to the Seventies, constitutes 

more than half of the buildings of this typology in Italy. The obsolescence, especially in the 

structural elements, to which these buildings are exposed, determined by the materials of which 

they were constituted, highlights the fragility of a heritage that must be adapted because of the 

strategic role it fulfills.  

The interest of the research will be aimed at buildings designed by the so-called "minor" architects 

who, after the establishment of Centro Studi per l’Edilizia Scolastica in 1952, have experimented 

innovative typological and technological solutions to renew the typology of the school building. 

Attention focused on the "minors" since it is aware that these buildings are more exposed to 

interventions that could be disrespectful of their architectural matter. In fact, even with the 

regulatory difficulties and the absence of constraints, there is a greater awareness about the value 

the buildings by the Masters possess and about their need to be preserved. 

The aim is to experiment, through design actions, solutions that can intervene on this valuable 

heritage for adapting it to the new needs. Interventions that can provide new vitality through the 

introduction of modifications that can dialogue with the architectural spaces through the structural 

strengthening. Working in contrast with the widespread emergency practices and rapid 

interventions that often change the architectural object irreparably and undermine its liveability.  

Using specific instruments like Carta del Rischio, data by Ministry of Architectural Heritage, 

Education and “Casa Italia”, it is possible to select case studies to test a methodology that, starting 
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from the work on buildings with distinct architectural qualities, can be applied to the dense network 

of schools in Italy. The aim is to outline a methodology based on the architectural design as 

a decisive element of intervention on the Modern architectural heritage. 



Abstract  
 
Illuminating the poem-drawing 
An insight in the entwinement between believing, learning and making 
 
Poem-drawing is a way of expressing thoughts and feelings related to a specific environmental situation – 
existing, imaginary or designed. The dialogue between verses and drawing lines creates a silent record of author’s 
architectural understanding and thinking, by intensifying his/hers presence in the processes of spatial 
interpretation. Poem-drawing invites both the author and the reader, to immerse emotively in a research-
through-design task; there, the subjective and objective dimensions of place-making complement and 
correspond to each other.  
 
The exhibition would be aimed at illuminating the ties between the three processes (three parts of the PhD) 
where poem-drawing is being found: the defamiliarization of the phenomenological (back)ground, the (a-) 
historical reverberation of chosen case studies, and the researching-through-making (designing the 
(im)Possible as a hopeful critique of the Real). The first frames the candidate's re-thinking of the existing 
sources of related theory ('vision of truth') as a structure of belief ; the second frames the candidate's reflection 
on the varieties of poem-drawing manifestation in the work of different personalities (Hejduk, Le Corbusier, 
Ponsi, Friedman, Kulper, Lequeu, Brodsky, Sejka, Archigram, Holl, Wilson, Bo Bardi, Ishigami, Van Den 
Berghe); the third frames the candidate's observation of the personal practice, poem-drawing collaborations 
and pedagogical experiments as a first-person-experienced ladder from self-cognition to self-abandonment.  
 
Considering the fact that the research is in the final stage, the exhibition strives to unfold, in a visual and 
understandable language, the mode and the meaning of non-linear confluence of the three parts. Unlike the 
previous (five) exhibitions in the CA2RE, where chosen fragments were being elaborated thoroughly, this 
installation aims to convey the importance of the whole – that is – the modes of interacting between the 
fragments. Whereas the previous exhibitions were elaborating on how a poem-drawing can free oneself from the 
known (defamiliarization), this exhibition aims to emphasize when do we encounter and experience a responsible 
way of forgetting. 
 
 
Keywords: poem-drawing, defamiliarization, spatial interpretation, research-through-design. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Author's chronological section(s) of the practice (part 3) overlapped with the moments of encounter 
of the case studies (part 2) and the structure of belief (part 1). 50x70cm. 
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Experimenting the possible. The transformation of space as a inquiry tool.  

 

 

A space for familiar relationships: a small redwood pavilion inside the meeting 
garden of the Milano-Bollate prison*. 
 

 
 
A new public space of coexistence: a grass, a wooden platform, four seats, three 
flower boxes and a painted pavement**. 
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the transformation of space as a inquiry tool
[abstract] Gianfranco Orsenigo

Experimenting the possible1.3



 
 
 
Two experiments of real transformation of space carried out by a group of researchers at the 
Politecnico di Milano into two different research, in which I have actively taken part in.  Although 
completed, their value lies in being part of a wider project network. 
 
Through the storytelling of their conception and realization process, performed collaboratively, we 
want to investigate a possible innovation of the role of architecture design. In particular, contributing 
to making decisions in transformative processes of marginal contexts. Marginal areas are those 
multi-problematic situations which, due to their complexity, are often excluded from requalification 
programmes and projects.  
The realizations described are not to be understood as attempts to resolve, but as tools to investigate 
the opportunities of contexts, following the cut (Ingold 2013) to see where it goes, ever alert and 
responsive to clues in a variable environment. Starting from what the project does (and not what it 
could be), putting the peculiarities of architectural knowledge at work, the project opens up to the 
collaboration of others. The engagement takes place through doing. 
The project assumes the form of a relational process, a contingent and relative 'social object' 
(Ferraris, 2009). It opens to the contribution of different actors and knowledge, professional and 
common. In this habitat, the specific contribution of the architecture is to advance tentative forms, 
an explorative prefiguration of the conditions of transformation. They aren't a prototype but an 
attempt to define an effective method. 
 
From this point of view the designer becomes an activist as described by Hirschman "it is not my aim 
to predict trends; rather, I apply myself to trying to understand what is possible and to calling 
people's interest in it" (1994). It turns out that the project is not so much an image of a future state 
of the world as an orientation to action and "continuous work on potential effects" (Pasqui 2018). 
 
* Prison Architecture: from Space of Detention to Place of Relationship, FARB2016, a call for basic 
university research. 
** West Road Project. A device for activating networks and public spaces throughout the diffuse 
neglected areas. Polisocial Award 2017 that rewards research with social purposes. 
 
 



 2 

-The Formal approach as a first experience to the practical case, the design investigation through the 

development of a concrete project: the architect's house.  

 - The experimental opportunity through design research methodologies to address the issues and 

establish a relationship and comparison with the case study of reference.  

The procedural moments of various orders will be recorded, those that determine, validate or reject the 

various options throughout the design project development. A support for an experimental training 

environment, framed with the project objectives, through the main stages of the design project, from 
observation and sharing to comparison. We hope that through a careful and systematic exposure of the 

design driven methodology, this approach can be transformed into a concrete research, safeguarding issues 

such as:  

- What is the role of the author's own experience in this work? How to frame the constant change of 

the author himself over time?  

 

 

 

 



AArrcchhiitteeccttuurree  aanndd  UUNNEESSCCOO  BBuuffffeerr  ZZoonneess..    
TThhee  aarrcchhiitteeccttuurraall  pprroojjeecctt  aass  aa  ttooooll  ffoorr  tthhee  UUNNEESSCCOO  BBuuffffeerr  ZZoonneess  ooff  ««ffrraaggiillee»»  aarrcchhaaeeoollooggiiccaall  ssiitteess..  FFrroomm  
ssaaffeegguuaarrdd  ppllaannnniinngg  ttoo  tthhee  ddeevveellooppmmeenntt  ooff  ddeessiiggnn  mmooddeellss  ffoorr  tthhee  eennhhaanncceemmeenntt  ooff  hheerriittaaggee..    

Greta Allegretti 
 

 

The object of this research is the relationship between the architectural project and two of the current 
UNESCO tools for the safeguard of heritage: the Management Plan and the Buffer Zone. Today these tools 
are mainly descriptive and programmatic; they are here given new meaning and use, as they should not only 
be seen as mere guidelines of protection, but also as a concrete design opportunity.  
The architectural project is identified as the key element to convert what now is a binding regime into a 
development and valorization plan. 

The research is focused on UNESCO archaeological sites and their «fragility»; in particular, on that condition 
of fragility which is rooted in these specific territories, and which can arise from both natural and artificial 
causes. There is a need to identify actual «design actions» that, along with the analysis and study of the sites, 
can build «design models». It is important that these models don’t remain too theoretical, on one side, but 
neither too specific, on the other side: they must be able to interpret a specific area, but also be useful for 
many areas. In order to reduce what would be potentially infinite scenarios, three Buffer Zone profiles – 
corresponding to different types of fragility – are identified: 

– low-density Buffer Zones (mainly unbuilt, rural and natural); 
– medium-density Buffer Zones (partially unbuilt and partially covered by urban fabric); 
– high-density Buffer Zones (saturated, fully covered by urban fabric). 

Each profile is studied through a selection of case studies – one per category. The deep understanding of the 
areas is achieved thanks to reading the UNESCO and local regulations documentation, the observation of 
maps and satellite views, but especially with field surveys: visits, photographical reportages and direct contact 
with local institutions are fundamental to comprehend the true limits and possibilities of every site. For each 
profile, the identification of problems and conflicts will be turned into general objectives and into the definition 
of the appropriate design actions. Through architectural project, all these elements, all these open questions 
and possible solutions will be systematized in a design model – a written and drawn plan – tested on each 
case study and applicable to all sites that belong to the same profile. 
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Industrial Colony of Vista Alegre (1924): nationalist aesthetics in the European 

context (early 20th)- the influence of Raul Lino 

	
Sofia Senos,  Universidade Lusófona 
 
 

Industrial Colonies are symptomatic urban study objects that allow a focused analysis, 

like a laboratory experience: 

- By their typology: small villages built around a factory, monofunctional and 

monosocial, with a private promoter (paternalistic character). 

- By their motivations: they reflect the prevailing thinking of the time about the working 

class, models of production, social organization and national identities. 

Vista Alegre is a Portuguese industrial colony founded in 1824. Two-hundred years of 

the history of the urban ideologies: from Utopian Socialism to the Garden-City.  

Raul Lino, the German-trained architect and the architect of the “Portuguese House”, 

introduces (1924) an “anti-urban” aesthetics with a nationalist character, influenced by 

the first Germany Garden-City of Hellerau (1909) and Muthesius's book “The English 

House” (1904).  

In 1924, the workers' village was enlarged. In contrast to the initial proposes, the urban 

plan follows the garden-city principles: an hierarchical plan, marked by a single-family 

dwelling (like the country-side) with a nationalistic aesthetic, which refers, in a 

picturesque way, to the imaginary models of vernacular architecture.  

Until now, there is not clearly and systematic evidences of the project authorship, but too 

many connections with Lino could be guessed.  

The main goal of this thesis is to establish this connection through 4 different topics: 

 

1. Early XX : RauL Lino in Germany (Whilmine period 1890-1918) 

From the Deutscher Werkbund and the Garden City Movement (influenced by the 

English experiences of Ebenezar Howard, Unwin and Parker). 
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Industrial Colony of Vista Alegre (1924)1.4



Study Case:  Garden-City of Hellerau (1909). 

 

2. RauL Lino (1890-1920): the construction of nationalist architectural aesthetic.  

From British Ultimatim (1890) until the establishement of a dictatorsip “Estado Novo” 

(1926)) 

Study Case:  Workers Quarter “Lucas e Ventura” by Carlos Ramos (the important 

director of Porto School that worked with Raul Lino (1918-1921)) 

 

3. Vista Alegre – One-hundred years (1924): Pinto Basto Family (founders of Vista 

Alegre), an avant-garde family in Portugal. 

Through the way that is celebrated the centenary of the Porcelain factory, understanding 

the context of the Portuguese economic and artistic political elites. 

Study Case: Pinto Basto Family House by Raul Lino 

 

4. Raul Lino's Architectural Language 

To establish a genealogical relationship between Vista Alegre's architecture and the 

projects idealized and designed by Raul Lino. 

Study Case:  School, kindergarten and single-housing projects of Raul Lino 

 

Understanding Lino to understand the consciousness and theorized choices that 

transforms Vista Alegre into a relevant urban and architectural example, which translates 

models of social and ideological organization. 
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This thesis investigates how ecological resilience of urban greenspaces can be increased by an 
evidence‐based design process and the landscape architect expanding its role throughout the design 
and construction phases. It defines principles how the ecological value of new urban greenspaces can 
be raised. 
 
In urban landscapes, ecology can’t be isolated from societal and/or cultural factors. Therefore, 
creating ecological resilience while maintaining societal and cultural significance in an era of rapid 
change is a formidable task. These changes can be of various type and impact such as passing 
architectural trends, changing maintenance routines, changing policies and politics, budget cuts, urban 
densification and sprawl or both predictable and unpredictable weather phenomenon caused by 
climate change. The success of an urban habitat, a fundamental aspect in any resilient greenspace, is 
coupled to aesthetics, perception, maintenance, and foremost to adaptability. 
 
This thesis is based on five case studies. Three completed projects, Briggen Passage, Entrance Park and 
Shoreline Park are situated in Gothenburg, Sweden. Play & Learn Park is a project in late design stage 
(as of December 2019) and is set to be opened in June 2021 as part of Gothenburg’s 400th anniversary 
celebrations. An additional fifth project, yet to be named and located, will be designed and built as 
part of this thesis. The latter will provide a feedback loop to the tools synthesized from the first four 
case studies.  
 
The thesis critically analyses both the success and shortcomings of the case studies. Though every site 
is unique with its specific challenges, the tools proposed in the thesis create a backbone to a 
successful process and establish the right preconditions for creation of resilient urban greenspaces. 
The proposed design process is firmly grounded on research, statistics and previous experience of 
both the author and other architects, and experts from other disciplines. This is combined with a 
series of user workshops, workshops with maintenance staff and municipal employees, and active 
participation in the building process.  
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DESIGNING AND STRATEGIZING THE CREATIVE CLUSTERS FOR 
SUSTAINABLE REVIVING of SUBURBIA

Abstract: 

Purpose:
Suburbia, with its many sustainabili� problems, is possibly the next biggest frontier of exten-
sive pro-sustainabili� measures in Slovenia (or/and Europe). One of the possible measures how 
to revive suburbia is trough establishing and supporting creative clusters, which are small 
sub-urban areas, with stronger concentration of creative industries. The aim of this initial phase 
of my doctoral investigation is to elaborate possibilities how to design and support those clus-
ters and why some of them are succeeding, others not.

Methods:
To answer this question, I will analyse my professional work with those clusters in the last 
decade, including ‘’bottom up’’ and ‘’top down’’ projects and initiatives and compare it with simi-
lar practices from local and regional level. First part of the research will focus on experience 
through interviews and personal observation, later in the process I expect to add some amount 
of measurable data.

Implications:
Within the research, I expect to create a better understanding, where in suburbia creative clus-
ters are appearing and why and how creative clusters e�ect on local circular economy and 
sustainable development. Later I will use this data to create guidelines for developing the tacti-
cal urbanism policies, for designing creative clusters and frameworks how to invest into cre-
ative areas in order to shi� from existing models of suburbia into more sustainable develop-
ments.

Trondheim goals:
The initial data and personal experiences indicate, that fluidi� of people, accessibili� of a�ord-
able individual transport and less constant way of life (peer to peer way of life) are main chal-
lenges for  creative clusters areas to achieve positive impact on the sustainabili�.
My first goals for Trondheim are to present my personal experiences and findings from my 
creative practice in suburbia and elaborate on the findings. I will expose the question of how 
much mobili� (physical and mental) of creative class individuals is e�ecting the success or 
failure of those creative clusters initiatives. I will present story and experiences of people 
involved in Štajn students architecture group (later Štajn architects), which I have lead for last 
decade. Through the printed graphic material, statistical data and presented parts of interviews 
with its members, I intend to open a debate around the table on the topics of reviving suburbia 
with creative clusters. 
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DESIGNING AND STRATEGIZING THE CREATIVE CLUSTERS FOR 
SUSTAINABLE REVIVING of SUBURBIA

My personal mental hyperci� image, as a result of testing my less constant way of life (peer to peer way of life) , which i 
live in the last few years. Is that kind of living opportuni� for suburbia, product of suburbia or cause for suburbia?

One of many ‘’bottom up’’ strategic projects, where we designed moving mamooth, to show the local people, where the real 
bronze statue of mamooth could be. It was a test. It was an creative and learning experience. This project was one of many 
tactical tests, how to change and develop the public space trough creativi�.

DESIGNING AND STRATEGIZING THE CREATIVE CLUSTERS FOR 
SUSTAINABLE REVIVING of SUBURBIA



	

An	Accessible	Frame:		
Research	on	ancient	Chinese	landscape	architecture,	towards	an	
interactive	practice	paradigm	
	
	
	

IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn		
	
In	the	contemporary	interpretation	of	Chinese	gardens,	框景,	pinyin:	Kuang	Jing,	is	often	mentioned	
as	a	very	typical	technique	in	garden	composition.	As	early	as	the	beginning	of	the	last	century,	in	
the	first	systematic	introduction	book	in	English	of	Chinese	gardens:	Gardens	of	China,	by	Osvald	
Sirén,	 it	was	mentioned	as	a	concrete	means	of	the	design	principle	of	"borrowing	the	scenery",	
which	is	recorded	in	园冶,	pinyin:	YuanYe,	the	most	important,	also	the	most	early,	ancient	Chinese	
garden	design	book.	
In	this	Ph.D.	research,	beginning	with	a	narrative	of	special	Kuang	Jing	that	is	defined	as	"enframing	
the	scene";	then	tracing	back	the	epistemological	and	ontological	level	reason	of	this	phenomenon;	
ultimately,	it	aims	to	discuss	a	sort	of	interactive	practice	method	for	today's	spatial	design.	
	
In	the	innovative	created	word	enframing,	the	root	frame	is	present	as	a	verb,	means	to	place	(a	
picture	or	photograph)	in	a	frame.		
The	first	step,	to	add	the	suffix	‘-ing’,	it	aims	to	form	the	verb	present	participle	of	verbs,	into	an	
ongoing	state.Here,	it	is	to	show	that	this	is	a	synchronic	phenomenon,	especially	it	happened	during	
the	visits/experiencers	standing	in	front	of	the	frame.	
The	second	step	is	to	add	prefix	‘en-’,	according	to	the	interpretation	of	the	Oxford	Dictionary,	it	
means:	(added	to	nouns	and	adjectives)	forming	verbs	expressing	conversion	into	the	specified	state.	
Here,	 it	 implies	 that	 the	 visitors/users	 also	 put	 themselves	 in	 the	 scene	 when	 they	 enframing	
intentionally	or	unintentionally.	In	other	words,	‘enframing	the	scenery’	is	not	only	a	design	method	
but	also	a	spatial	experience	mode,	that	requires	both	designers	and	users	to	hold	some	common	
empathic	perception	to	enable	it	to	work.	
It	is	a	special	kind	of	Kuang	Jing,	that	the	frame	here,	is	accessible.		
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Narrative	of	one	piece	of	personal	experience	
	
Wangshi	Garden,	网师园,	pinyin:	Wangshi	Yuan,	literally:	Garden	of	the	Fisherman,	is	one	of	the	
eight	UNESCO	World	Heritage-listed	sites	in	Suzhou.	It	is	located	in	the	hinterland	of	Suzhou	urban	
area.	As	the	typical	representative	scholar	garden,	limited	by	its	small	size,	Wangshi	Garden	adeptly	
skills	for	synthesizes	art,	nature,	and	architecture	to	create	unique	metaphysical	masterpieces.		"	
This	garden",	wrote	by	Chen	Congzhou,	who	is	one	of	the	most	authoritative	garden	historians	in	
contemporary	China.	"is	 implicit	 in	expression	and	 infinite	 in	meaning,	a	good	 illustration	of	 the	
aesthetic	appeal	that	less	is	more."		

	
Fig.	1.	The	location	of	Wangshi	Garden	in	Suzhou	City.		

Adapted	from	Liu	Dunzhen	(1979)	
	

	
Fig.	2.	Plan	of	WangShi	Garden,	and	the	location	of	Tiyun	Chamber		

Adapted	from	Liu	Dunzhen	(1979).	
	
Under	the	contemporary	architectural	perspective,	the	well-known	phenomenology	architecture	
scholars	Steven	Holl	mentioned	that	Wangshi	Garden	is	“a	miniature	model	of	ultra-modern	
architecture”	1	
	

	
	

Fig.	3.	Photograph	of	Wangshi	Garden.		by	Author,	Sep.2016.	

																																																								
1	Trips	to	China	–	selected	journals	of	Steven	Holl,	Journal	of	World	Architecture,	1	(2007)	pp.	22~33	
	



	
In	the	North-East	part	of	the	Garden,	there	is	a	courtyard	named	梯云室,	pinyin:	Tiyun	Shi,	meaning:	
a	chamber	by	stepping	the	clouds	into.	It	used	to	be	the	study-room	for	the	owner.		
When	I	visited	there,	it	was	a	common	cloudy	day.	There	were	few	visitors	in	this	remote	little	yard.	
I	stood	in	the	room,	looking	toward	the	courtyard	and	making	a	sketch,	in	that	moment	of	stillness,	
I	found	the	view	I	saw	looked	much	like	a	traditional	Chinese	landscape	painting.	Close	to	me	were,	
the	 wooden	 pillars	 and	 beams	 of	 the	 chamber,	 in	 the	 backlighting	 the	 details	 were	 lost,	 very	
resembling	the	painting	frame,	reminding	the	viewer,	me,	of	the	memory	and	visual	experience	of	
painting.	

	
Fig.	4.	Sketch	of	the	Yard	of	Tiyun,	by	Author,	Sep.2016.	

	
This	 was	 a	 typical	 game	 of	 Chinese	 scholar	 garden	 as	 I	 have	 read	 in	 many	 contemporary	
interpretation	books,	not	unusual.	But	when	I	really	strolled	inside	the	yard,	abnormal	things	had	
happened:	I	found	the	real	size	of	the	yard	was	much	deeper	than	I	felt	when	I	had	been	looking	at	
it	and	sketching	the	scene.	

	
	

Fig.	5.	The	comparing	photographs	that	show	the	different	depth	of	the	yard	in	visual	perception		when	standing	
opposite	sides	of	the	yard.	

I	realized	that	the	situation	in	the	yard	of	that	day,	and	my	experience	both	of	modern	architecture	
training	and	implicit	Chinese	landscape	painting,	made	me	misjudge	the	spatial	scale	in	front	of	me.	
The	real	space	size	by	current	body	experience	cognition	was	greater	than	the	previous	judgment	
based	on	visual	perception	memory	or	knowledge.	

The	relevant	theories	in	contemporary	architecture	discourse	
	
The	topics	related	to	this	personal	experience	mainly	lie	in	the	domain	of	cognition/expression	
and	representation/medium	of	space.	
	
In	short,	human	beings	need	both	the	optic	and	haptic	senses	working	together	to	cognize	a	space	
comprehensively,	which	 is	 three-dimension,	and	 the	perception	of	 the	different	direction	of	 the	
space	is	not	homogenous.	This	conception,	mentioned	by	Bishop	Berkeley	in	An	Essay	Towards	a	
New	Theory	of	Vision,	in	18centure,	has	later	been	confirmed	by	contemporary	behavioral	cognitive	
science.		
There	are	a	number	of	philosophers	and	art	historians	discussed	about	this	topic	through	times.	
While,	 in	 the	 spatial	 design	 field,	 Bernard	 Lassus,	 a	 French	 landscape	 designer,	 combining	 his	
practice	working	to	expound	"	The	tactile	scale	is	the	one	in	which	we	move,	in	which	it	is	required	
to	acknowledge	ourselves	with	precision:	to	park	our	cars,	locate	the	stairs,	and	open	the	door,	...	
this	tactile	scale	is	the	zone	within	which	the	confrontation	of	imprecise	information,	transmitted	
by	 the	 eye,	 must	 correspond	 to	 images	 registered	 in	 our	 memory	 to	 allow	 ourselves	 to	move	
easily."2	
This	idea	is	beyond	the	classic	representation	system	of	modern	architecture	that	on	the	basis	of	
linear	perspective	and	mathematical	projective	cast,	in	which,	by	unilateral	emphasising	on	vision	
and	erasing	of	ambiguous	in	perception,	the	real	space	and	human	being's	perception	were	arrested	
in	the	projection	homogenous	visualization.	To	Colin	Rowe,	this	kind	of	 image	system	should	be	
beneficial	to	the	sharenessity	of	architectural	knowledge.	Ocularcentrism	has	its	western	cultural	
roots,	and	influences	so	far,	from	Plato	regarded	that	vision	is	the	greatest	gift	for	humanity,	to	Le	
Corbusier	 claimed	 that	 "	 I	 exist	 in	 life	only	 if	 I	 can	 see."3	nevertheless,	more	and	more	 theories	
criticize	it.	Pallasmaa,	in	The	Eyes	of	the	Skin,	argued	that	retina	architecture	leads	the	loss	of	the	
plasticity	of	 space;	 further,	 called	 to	 reject	 the	Alberti's	window.	Also,	he	believed	memory	and	
imagination	could	act	space	and	evoke	the	entire	senses	of	the	built-space-users.	
Robin	 Evans,	 schemed	 a	 concise	 illustration	 to	 summary	 the	 geometry	 of	 architecture	 cast	 by	
projection.	 In	 this	 scheme,	 to	 describe	 the	 relation	 number	 (7):	 Perspectival	 space	 (three-
dimensional)	between	the	object	and	any	mobile	observer,	he	wrote:	"	The	building	is	projected	
toward	the	observer,	but	what	is	projected	toward	the	building?	...	The	answer	has	to	be	that	the	
building	presents	 itself	to	us	as	a	field	of	action,	 ...	When	we	look	at	the	building	and	imagine	 it	
otherwise,	then	decide	to	alter	something	about	it,	the	building	becomes	as	irresistibly	impressed	
with	us	as	we	have	been	with	it."	Ultimately,	he	pointed	out	"There	are	two	further	targets,	the	
perception	and	the	imagination	belonging	to	the	observer,	and	two	further	projective	spaces	behind	
them,	(9)	and	(10).	Imagination	and	visual	perception	are	shown	as	pictures,	because	that	is	how	
they	are	normally	described.	They	are	not	pictures,	but	the	very	fact	that	both	are	thought	of	in	that	
way	is	very	significant."4	

																																																								
2	The	Landscape	Approach,	University	of	Pennsylvania	Press,	Philadelphia,	1998,	p43	
3	Precisions,	MIT,	1991,	p7	
4	The	Projective	Cast,	Architecture	and	Its	Three	Geometries,	1995,	p369-370	



So,	my	experience	in	Tiyun	yard	might	be	a	valuable	case	to	study.	It	is	not	only	a	concrete	mode	
responding	aforementioned	theories,	but	might	also	can	reveal	how	the	observer's	imagination	and	
perception	cast	and	act	the	built	space.		
	

	
Fig.	6.	Scheme	highlighting	the	relation	of		

Observer's	perception/Imagination	and	the	Design	object.	
Adapted	from	Robin	Evans,	Projection	and	its	analogues:	The	Arrested	Image.	(1995)	

In	the	experience	that	I	spend	in	Tiyun	yard,	the	most	interesting	and	researchable	part	is	relating	
to	Chinese	traditional	painting,	relating	to	another	visual	perception,	which	seems	to	be	different	
from	the	general	visual	habit	that	has	been	worldwide	domesticated	by	linear	perspective	nowadays.	

AAnnootthheerr		wwaayy		ooff		sseeeeiinngg::				CChhiinneessee		TTrraaddiittiioonnaall		PPaaiinnttiinngg		
	
It	is	generally	believed	that	unlike	the	Western	paintings	(mainly	in	the	period	since	the	Renaissance	
era	until	Impressionism),	Chinese	paintings	had	not	chosen	to	develop	the	technique	of	an	accurate	
linear	 perspective5 .	 By	 relevant	 literature	 reviews,	 in	 PhD	 thesis	 analysis,	 this	 has	 led	 to	 two	
important	characteristics	of	Chinese	painting:	flatness,	and	the	frameless,	which	offer	the	original	
formation	 and	 legitimacy	 for	 the	 spatial	 composition	 in	 garden	 design,	 shown	 as	 the	accessible	
frame	as	one	kind.	

																																																								
5	Although	as	early	as	the	middle	of	the	fifth	century	A.D,	Zong	Bing宗炳	(375-443	A.D.)	explained	the	principle	of	the	
vanishing	point	perspective	in	his	Prologue	of	Painting	the	Landscape,	山水画序.		It	hadn't	been	developed	more.		
[昆仑山之大，瞳子之小，迫目以寸，则其形莫睹，迥以数里，则可围于寸眸。诚由去之稍阔，则其见弥小。
今张绢素以远暎，则昆、阆之形，可围于方寸之内。竖划三寸，当千仞之高；横墨数尺，体百里之迥.]	“Human	
eyes	are	small,	while	the	real	world	is	big.	If	standing	nearby	the	object,	you	cannot	get	the	complete	body	of	it;	
moving	far	away,	you	will	get	it.	Set	a	piece	of	transparent	fabric	between	you	and	the	object,	for	casting:	one	inch	on	
the	fabric	implies	thousands	of	kilometers	of	the	mountain...”	(Translate	by	Author)	

Contemporary	famous	 art	 historian	 Wu	 Hung,	 in	 his	 book	 Space	 in	 Art	 History,	 defined	 “two	
fundamental	ways	of	using	spatial	concepts	in	conventional	art	historical	research	of	images.”	One	
is	 pictorial	 space,	 “which	 conceives	 space	 as	 a	 constitutive	 element	 in	 the	 literary	 or	 religious	
meaning	of	an	image”;	while	the	other	one	is	visual	space,	“which	conforms	with	the	framework	of	
formal	 analysis	 and	 visual	 psychology	 and	 treats	 space	 as	 the	 substance	 and	 means	 of	 visual	
perception	and	representation."	(2018)	
The	flatness	discussed	in	this	article	is	in	the	context	of	visual	space;	while	the	frameless	sets	in	the	
consideration	of	pictorial	space.	
	
Flatness：Compression	of	Space	on	the	Z-axis	
	
It	is	general	knowledge,	by	linear	perspective	drawing	technique,	the	visual	space	of	Western	classic	
painting	extends	inward	beyond	the	plane	of	the	canvas	successfully.	Since	there	is	no	development	
of	 scientific	 linear	 perspective,	 Chinese	 painting	 lacked	 the	 technique	 that	 creates	 the	 illusion	
extending	along	the	deep	direction,	namely	Z	axis.	Therefore,	the	visual	space	of	Chinese	painting	
tended	to	extend	in	the	direction	of	the	X	and	Y	axes.	This	characteristic	of	Chinese	painting	can	be	
simply	defined	as	flatness.	
	

	
	

Fig.	7.	Scheme	of	the	X,Y,Z	–	axis	in	pictorial	space.	
Adapted	from	Scuola	di	Atene	(fresco,	1509-1510	A.	D),	by	Raffaello	Sanzio	

	



	
Fig.	8.	Flatness	of	the	pictorial	space,	

form	analysis	of	Chinese	Landscape	Painting	(1984),	by	Wen	Fong	(1930	–	2018)	
	

	
	

Fig.	9.		Flatness	in	the	sketch,	by	Author	
	
It	 can	be	 said	 that,	 this	 viewing	experience	 from	the	visual	 space	of	Chinese	painting	 led	me	 to	
compressional	judge	the	spatial	depth	of	the	front	yard	of	Tiyun.	It	is	worth	adding	that	the	cloudy	
weather	of	the	day	let	the	scenery	inside	the	yard	to	look	just	like	a	Chinese	landscape	painting,	
without	strong	light	and	shadow.	This	also	strengthened	the	flatness.	

	
Frameless	painting:	Handscroll	
	
The	handscroll	is	a	long,	narrow,	horizontal	scroll	format	of	paintings,	which	usually	measures	up	
to	several	meters	in	length	and	around	25–40	cm	in	width.	They	require	viewers	to	unroll	the	
image	by	hand	when	they	want	to	see	and	enjoy	them.	It	is	a	dynamic	process.	This	process	also	
implies	that	there	is	no	painting	frame	for	the	image.	When	you	roll	the	picture,	you	can	stop	at	
any	width,	anywhere.	This	implies	that	there	is	actually	no	picture	frame.		

	
Fig.	10.	Partly	framed	from	"A	Thousand	Li	of	Rivers	and	Mountains"	(1114	A.	D.)		

(complete,	51.3 × 1191.5 cm),		
by	Wang	Ximeng	(1096	-	1119	A.D.),	Palace	Museum,	Beijing	

	
Indeed,	there	 is,	 for	the	visual	space	 that	extending	 in	X	and	Y	axes,	no	need	frame	 to	mark	the	
boundary	between	the	illusion	and	real	space,	they	are	in	parallel,	not	interfere	with	each	other.	
Unlike	the	illusion	world	in	which	Western	painting	stretches	on	the	Z	axis,	it	must	be	terminated	
by	a	frame	to	prevent	erosion	of	the	real	world.	
Because	of	this	parallelism,	non-involvement,	the	person	who	reads	the	painting	gets	permission	to	
enter	the	illusion	world,	she	or	he	can	go	into	there,	then	come	back	to	the	real	world.	Actually,	in	
ancient	China,	there	are	thousands	of	legends,	novels,	etc.	recorded	this	kind	of	story.6	
The	existence	of	frameless	paintings	provides	the	legitimacy	of	cultural	roots	for	the	existence	of	an	
accessible	frame	in	a	garden	spatial	organization.		
	
PPeerrcceeppttuuaall		IInntteerraaccttiioonn		
	
To	find	out	the	root	of	these	phenomena,	we	should	look	back	into	history.		
	
It	is	well	known	that	the	Tao	Te	Ching	is	one	of	the	most	important	Chinese	classical	texts,	which	
was	credited	to	6th-century	BC.	It	is	also	the	fundamental	text	for	both	philosophical	and	religious	
Taoism.	Based	on	the	conception	of	harmony	between	human	beings	with	nature,	nature	 is	not	
treated	as	an	object	that	needs	to	be	domesticated,	instead,	it	is	the	meta	of	Tao.	In	this	culture,	a	
person	should	develop	the	ability	to	grasp	Tao	in	vast	nature,	learn	and	express	it	in	various	ways.	
Meanwhile,	 based	 on	 the	 conception	 that	 human	 cognition	 and	 knowledge	 are	 limited	 and	
personalized,	 in	 the	process	of	 grasping	and	expressing	Tao,	 ambiguous	 is	not	only	allowed	but	
encouraged.	The	metaphorical	consensus	is	not	accurate	science	but	perceptual	empathy;	personal	
perception	and	imagination	play	an	important	role.	This	conception	widely	and	strongly	influenced	
																																																								
6	Taking	an	example:	Mural,	in	Strange	Stories	from	a	Chinese	Studio,	聊斋志异,	pinyin:	Liaozhai	Zhiyi,	by	Pu	Songling,	
1740	a.d.	



the	whole	ancient	Chinese	culture;	Chinese	scholars	 including	poets,	painters,	 calligraphers,	and	
gardeners	took	it	as	a	source	of	inspiration.	
	
In	Painting:	two	dimensions		
	
For	 painting,	 there	 is	 a	 record	by	Wang	Wei,王微（415-453	A.D.）in	 Xu	Hua,	叙画,	 "The	 fixed	
human	eyes	cannot	see	things	completely	and	thoroughly.	Painting	essentially	aims	to	express	the	
Tao,	embody	it;	it	should	create	a	more	holographic	visual	space	by	moving	the	viewpoint	to	judge,	
choose,	logical	reason.	"	[目有所极，故所见不周。于是乎以一管之笔，拟太虚之体，(以)判躯
之状，画寸眸之明。]		
Wang	Wei	was	from	the	same	era	of	Zong	Bing,	who	clearly	described	the	plain	perspective	principle	
(See	footnote	5	for	details).	Wang	Wei’s	declaration	explained	the	reason,	in	epistemological	and	
ontological	level,	why	in	ancient	China	linear	perspective	technique	has	not	been	developed.	
Recent	scholar	Wen	Fong	(1950-2018)	in	his	research,	discussed	Chinese	traditional	painting	be	as	
“images	of	the	Mind”	(1984).	That	is	to	say,	it	is	more	about	expressing	subjective	visual	experience	
than	an	objective	visual	experience.	This	difference	 led	to	the	appearance	of	 traditional	Chinese	
painting	very	different	from	Western	painting	in	both	medium	and	content.	It	developed	a	different	
visual	 habit	 which	 can	 also	 be	 said	 as	 a	 turned	 paradigm,	 for	 simply,	 to	 name	 it	 perceptual	
interaction.	
Taking	a	famous	landscape	handscroll	as	a	typical	example,	to	explain	how	perception	interaction	
working	during	the	appreciation	process.		

	
Fig.	11.	Analysis	diagram	of	the	various	reading	view	trajectory.		

Adapted	from	Along	the	River	During	the	Qingming	Festival,	(25.5	×	525	cm),		
by	Zhang	Zeduan	(1085–1145	A.D.).	

	
In	the	landscape	handscroll,	the	larger	scene	in	the	image,	there	is	no	element	with	a	strong	body	
block	to	divide	the	pictorial	space,	the	viewer’s	line	of	sight	is	free	to	stroll	under	the	guidance	of	
hidden	perspective	points.	Different	people	with	different	backgrounds	would	get	different	track	of	
view	movements	to	produce	different	visual	space.	Even	if	the	same	person,	each	time	she	or	he	
reads	the	same	painting,	the	trajectory	of	the	moving	viewpoint	may	not	be	the	same.	That	is	to	say,	
by	every	time	a	handscroll	is	unfolded,	the	visual	space	understood/deciphered	from	the	painting,	
which	certainly	has	a	stable	pictorial	space,	by	even	the	same	viewer,	 is	various.	Further,	 in	 this	
process	of	space	interpretation,	because	the	painting	themselves	are	not	created	according	to	the	
scientific	precise	linear	perspective	technique,	the	interaction	of	information	about	the	space	is	not	
based	on	knowledge,	but	on	perception,	and	imagination.	It	is	perception	interaction.	
	
In	Space:	Three	dimensions	
	
Turn	to	spatial	domain,	In	Chapter	11	of	Tao	Te	Ching,	it	writes:	“...	Mould	clay	into	a	vessel;	From	
its	not-being	(in	the	vessel's	hollow)	arises	the	utility	of	the	vessel.	Cut	out	doors	and	windows	in	
the	house	(-walls),	from	their	not-being	(empty	space)	arises	the	utility	of	the	house.	Therefore,	by	

the	existence	of	things	we	profit.	And	by	the	non-existence	of	things	we	are	served”	[...	埏埴以为
器，当其无，有器之用。凿户牖以为室，当其无，有室之用。故有之以为利，	无之以为
用。]	
In	this	piece	of	a	sentence,	here	are	three	times	of	appearance	of	the	character	无	(pinyin:	WU.)	The	
first	two	"WU"s	were	tagged	separately,	to	explain	the	hollow	of	the	vessels	and	the	empty	space	
of	a	room,	that	is,	the	physical	space	in	the	real	world.	But	they	both	allude	and	allegorize	the	last	
philosophical	WU	in	this	sentence,	that	is,	the	not-being.	In	other	words,	space	here	does	not	only	
mean	the	physical	void	as	part	of	architecture.	It	somehow	means	the	space/gap	between	human	
perceptual/cognition/memories/experiences	 and	 the	material	 world,	 in	 other	 words,	 the	 space	
between	realities	and	minds.	It	is	rather	similar	to	the	idea	of	a	perception	field	in	phenomenology	
when	the	interaction	of	perceptions/memory	/imagination	is	happening.		
	
In	the	scholar	garden,	the	space	experience	of	‘enframing	the	scene’,	the	frame	not	only	framed	
the	scene/landscape	into	the	interior	space.	It	also	allows	people	walk	inside	it,	inside	the	image	
which	they	might	have	gazed	at	just	seconds	before.	When	they	walked	inside	the	frame	(as	inside	
the	illusion	space),	for	them,	the	image	translates	into	space,	they	would	update	the	recognition	
of	their	perception	about	that	space.	The	original	cognition	of	space	through	visual	experience	was	
questioned	by	the	updated	body	perception	spatial	cognition.		
So,	relative	to	two-dimensional	painting,	in	three-dimensional	space,	the	perceptual	interaction	
happens	in	the	ongoing	suspense	of	visual	experience	and	body	perception	

	
Fig.	12.	The	working	mechanism	scheme	about	the	suspense	that	visual	experience	and	body	perception.	

	
In	fact,	this	kind	of	continuous	activity	that	is	generated	by	visitors	is	guided	and	spontaneous,	not	
only	happens	in	‘enframing	the	scene’.	It	also	can	be	found	in	many	places	and	moments	during	
the	whole	process	of	strolling	through	the	scholar	garden.	It	seems	like	it	is	carefully	designed	to	
deliberately	create	this	kind	of	ambiguity	in	the	perception	of	space.	

Ongoing	research:	an	interactive	practice	paradigm	
	
In	the	above	analysis,	we	see	that	logically	another	way	of	seeing	in	traditional	Chinese	painting	is	
highly	consistent	with	the	phenomenon	of	"enframing	the	scene"	in	Chinese	garden	space.	This	fits	
Panofsky's	chain	about	visual	habits:	the	way	of	seeing	-	the	way	to	create	the	space	to	match	this	
visual	habit.		
Moreover,	this	another	visual	chain,	unlike	the	one	tamed	by	the	linear	perspective	that	solidifies	
and	simplifies	human	being's	entire	but	not	homogeneous	 in	various	direction	perception	about	
space,	it	retains	the	ambiguous	of	personal	cognition	to	let	memory	and	imagination	able	to	cast/act	
the	built	space.	In	Chinese	ancient	cases,	it	can	be	simply	understood	that	worked	under	the	Tao,	a	
conception	that	gained	widespread	but	has	never	been	clearly	explained.	



This	design	tool	that	defined	in	this	article	as	the	perception	interaction,	not	only	can	be	discussed	
in	 case-study	 at	methodological	 level.	 Furthermore,	 because	 it	 originates	 from	 another	 cultural	
context,	it	is	another	mental	habit7	that	might	offer	one	kind	of	turned	paradigm,	which	could	work	
as	 an	 interactive	 way	 in	 epistemological	 and	 ontological	 level.	 In	 present-day	 condition,	 it	 is	
expected	could	support	a	more	context-sensitive	and	function-flexible	spatial	design	practice.		
	
Referred	to	the	design	approach/progress	of	the	traditional	Chinese	scholar	garden,	this	PhD	thesis	
is	making	an	ongoing	practical	project	under	this	kind	of	interactive	paradigm.		
It	is	a	home	construction	project,	in	a	sensitive	culture	context	space,	with	well-educated	clients.		
It	is	working	under	an	open	designing	framework,	in	which	the	architect	plays	as	a	guide	instead	of	
the	decider,	while	users	are	the	decision-makers	of	their	living	space.	In	this	case,	it	is	expected	that	
the	user's	perception/memory/imagination	of	 space	 could	be	 included	 in	 the	whole	progress	of	
space	designing8.	
	
Frame	here	is	the	practical	projects'	work-frame,	it	is	accessible.	
	
	
 
	 	

																																																								
7	Erwin	Panofsky,	1976,	Gothic	architecture	and	scholasticism.	New	American	Library.	
8	This	part	is	still	ongoing,	and	due	to	the	coronavirus	outbreak	in	the	site,	the	planned	fieldwork	and	interview	have	
to	been	canceled.	Hope	during	the	conference,	an	alternate	text	interview	and	relevant	analysis	can	be	shown	and	
discussed.	
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Science Fictioning Architectural Pedagogy 

Science fiction (SF) has often been used as a descriptor, sometimes dismissively, of much 

work in architecture and architectural pedagogy, often as a synonym for a project’s novelty 

or for its aesthetic relationship to works of popular culture, rather than for its more nuanced 

investigation of futurity.  Such banal aestheticization merely reproduces a normative, easily 

digestible imagination of the future - what futurist Scott Smith calls “flat-pack futures,”1 rather 

than opening a discursive space about what we, collectively, might want the future to be like. 

The qualities which might make an architectural work most like SF are insufficiently 
established, and as such, the nature of what architects might learn from SF and how such 

learning might happen has been insufficiently explored.  SF critics, on the other hand, 

describe SF as a mode of speculation rooted in interwoven technical, socio-political, and 

affective imaginings whose difference from empirical experience produces a dialectical 

relation between that future imagination and the readers’ present — a revelation of the 

present through the projection of something that does not yet exist.  

This paper describes two experiments in architectural curriculum designed to take 

advantage of SF storytelling to illuminate what and how prospective architects might learn 

from SF.  The research engages with SF literature directly, and also draws on the field of SF 

studies to elaborate potential avenues for an SF pedagogy through a perpetual oscillation 

between projection and critique of students’ imaginations for the future.   Rather than 

providing a blueprint for any specific future, SF pedagogy aims at understanding the future 

as a contested space, a space open to continued definition by those who will live in it.  

I did not invent the term ‘science fictioning.’  Simon O’Sullivan and David Burrows use 

“fictioning” to describe the “myth functions” emerging in contemporary art, describing  "the 

writing, imagining, performing or other material instantiation of worlds or social bodies that 

mark out trajectories different to those engendered by the dominant organizations of life 

currently in existence".2  They also use the term “science fictioning,” although their use of 

the word seems to rely on a popular understanding of the genre - as the myth-function here 

are 

1 Scott Smith, “Beware of Flat-Pack Futures,” Lecture, from Media Future Week, Almere, NL. 4. July, 2013. 
https://vimeo.com/66314529. 
2 David J Burrows and Simon O’Sullivan, Fictioning: The Myth-Functions of Contemporary Art and Philosophy , 
2019. 
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strictly concerned with science, technology, and a kind of otherworldliness.   The potential of 3

this term is perhaps better captured by Jessie Beier.  In her excellent essay blending SF 

storytelling with socio-political critique, she understands SF as it works to change the 

present through the expression of potentials from strange and unknown futures.  These 4

usages of “science fictioning” capture some of its capacity, particularly in the force of the 

participial ending.  As a verb, we can characterize science fictioning in its action on an object 

- that is, attaching or imposing some attribute or quality of SF to another object.  I would like

to suggest this action as a type of design research.  It is impossible to systematize either SF

or architectural pedagogy, but “science fictioning” might suggest it is possible to design a

confrontation between both interdisciplinary fields.  The larger project attempts to unfold the

particular valence of this confrontation, both in describing the way in which architectural

production is already like SF, and in provoking this existing affinity.

Existing work in developing the particular correspondence between architecture and SF 

shows an appreciation of the speculative, futurological, and storytelling capacities of both 

fields, ,  as well as the critical perspectives afforded by SF.   I want to build upon this 5 6 7

previous work and direct it towards the specific problem of architectural pedagogy, where the 

challenge presented to the educator is to develop capacities in synthesizing affective, social, 

environmental, and technical demands in a singular design process - a process never more 

necessary than in the imbroglio of our present dystopian moment.  Contemporary pedagogy 

also finds itself in a transitional state from a tradition of master tutelage towards a model 

which aims to empower student subjectivities.  In its articulation of futurity, science fictioning 

does not rely on any specific narrative so much as it encourages students to think the future 

as a space open to contestation, a space where their own aspirations are instrumental in 

shaping the collective aims and articulations of an unknown future.  

Speculation is a broad cultural form expressed in a wide variety of media, and architecture 

has long supported speculative dimensions, and while novelty has become a poor substitute 

3 Simon D. O’Sullivan, “From Science Fiction to Science Fictioning: SF’s Traction on the Real,” Foundation: The 
International Review Of Science Fiction , December 31, 2017, http://research.gold.ac.uk/19772/. 
4 Jessie Beier, “Dispatch from the Future: Science Fictioning (in) the Anthropocene,” in Interrogating the 
Anthropocene , ed. Jan Jagodzinski (Cham, CH: Springer International Publishing, 2018), 359–400, 
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-78747-3_16. 
5 Nic Clear, “Refreshingly Unconcerned with the Vulgar Exigencies of Veracity and Value Judgement: The 
Utopian Visions of Iain M. Banks’ The Culture and Constant’s New Babylon,” Design Ecologies  3, no. 1 (June 1, 
2013): 34–63, https://doi.org/10.1386/des.3.1.34_1. 
6 Thandiwe Loewenson, “Fiction as a Form of Combat: Field Manoeuvres in the Realm of the Weird and the 
Tender” (Lecture, Aarhus, Denmark, May 18, 2018). Lecture, Aarhus School of Architecture, Aarhus, Denmark, 
18. May, 2018.
7 Amy Butt, “‘Endless Forms, Vistas and Hues’: Why Architects Should Read Science Fiction,” Architectural
Research Quarterly  22, no. 2 (June 2018): 151–60, https://doi.org/10.1017/S1359135518000374.

for newness in much architectural production, at its best, the discipline has produced work to 

challenge not only the built environment, but also to assert the work as an artefact of a new 

or different world - Lebbeus Woods or Buckminster Fuller are exemplary in this regard.  This 

process has a strong resonance with the process of SF worldbuilding - that authorial process 

which develops the context of a given story.  A paradigmatic example is the ecology, 

geology, religion, and interstellar politics intrinsic to the narrative development of Frank 

Herbert’s Dune.   World-building or “worlding,” however, has a larger resonance for Donna 8

Haraway.  She reminds us that the relationship between imagined futures and real world is 

performative, that the science fictional exercise of crafting worlds can equally describe our 

own “patterning of possible worlds” offering radical alternative modalities to reshape the 

existing world.   As Haraway so succinctly writes, given their potential for shaping our 9

imaginations what is possible, “it matters what stories we use to tell other stories with.”   10

 

While SF transports its readers to different temporal, scientific, social, or biological 

paradigms, the pleasure of SF is not only in its imagination of diverse possibilities - the 

difference from the reader’s reality - but, to quote Carl Freedman, in “the difference such a 

difference makes.”   Darko Suvin defines this difference as SF “cognitive estrangement” in 11

his seminal text of SF criticism.  Referencing Bertold Brecht’s “Verfremdungs Effekt” in 12

theatre, Suvin’s estrangement describes the imaginative elements of the fiction which mark it 

as distinct from the experience of author or reader, but which dialectically produce a critical 

relationship to the present by imagining it otherwise.   Such estrangement confers upon the 13

reader’s particular historical moment a kind of contingency and openness to intervention and 

utopian potentiality.   14

 

Worldbuilding and estrangement may seem at odds with one another, one shapes the 

nuances of non-reality, while the other insists that such non-reality is really about the here 

and now.  In fact, SF is constituted by this perpetual oscillation between projective and 

critical modes of operation.  This simultaneity echoes one of the central concerns of SF 

criticism, in a distinction also introduced by Darko Suvin, as to whether SF is extrapolation or 

8 Frank Herbert, Dune  [1965] (New York: Ace, 1990). 
9 Donna J. Haraway, Staying with the Trouble: Making Kin in the Chthulucene  (Durham: Duke University Press 
Books, 2016), 31. 
10 Haraway, Staying with the Trouble , 11. 
11 Carl Freedman, “Science Fiction and Critical Theory [1987],” in Science Fiction Criticism: An Anthology of 
Essential Writings , ed. Rob Latham, Reprint edition (London ; New York: Bloomsbury Academic, 2017), 232. 
12 Darko Suvin, Metamorphoses of Science Fiction : On the Poetics and History of a Literary Genre  (New Haven, 
Mass.: Yale University Press, 1979). 
13 Suvin, Metamorphoses of Science Fictio n , 7. 
14 Fredric Jameson, “Progress versus Utopia, or, Can We Imagine the Future? [1982],” in Archaeologies of the 
Future: The Desire Called Utopia and Other Science Fictions  (London: Verso, 2007), 281–95. 

 
 



analogy, that is, whether its vocation is to imagine the future, or whether it forms a collective 

document of the preoccupations and anxieties of the present.   Although Suvin finally 15

favours analogy,  later critics recognize the oscillation as the productive element, both of SF16

 and of Utopian imaginations, where, for example, Ruth Levitas argues for a simultinaity of 17

“archeological” and “architectural” modes of interpretation for literary Utopias, a concurrent 

examination and contextualization of a proposal even as it is brought into the world.   18

 

The two experiments described here both introduce this oscillation between a critical 

engagement with the present and the projective imagination of future possibilities into 

architectural pedagogy. Both of these experiments work directly from SF literature - either 

short stories or excerpts from novels - and involve several iterations or ‘translations’ between 

various media.  ‘Translation’ becomes one of the more useful analogies for the methods 

explored in the teaching experiments described here.  In both experiments, students 

proceed through multiple stages, although rather than moving from one language to another, 

the translation is an act of re-imagination; students were asked to move from text to visual 

media and back over several phases, at each stage trying to faithfully represent the nuance 

of their interpretation in the new translation. Such an exercise in storytelling echoes a 

pedagogical process described by Stephanie Liddecoat as multimodal ficto-criticism.   19

 

As a style of writing, ficto-criticism - a blending of fiction and criticism - navigates the 

heterogeneity and complexity of language and theory through narrative synthesis rather than 

within disciplinary protocols of academic writing.   Referring to Bakhtin’s discussion of 20

literature's dialogic character, Anna Gibbs writes that ficto-critical writing is inherently 

multivocal; its heterogeneous voices contain its own challenges, doubts, speculations, its 

own critique or antithesis.  In writing and translating their text as ‘ficto-critical’ storytelling, 

students begin to articulate points of view that are radically different from their own 

experience, writing with a voice not their own from inside the first author’s text.  From this 

non-authoritative starting point, students began their own domestication of the storytelling, a 

“translation” from the text of the story into a visual storytelling language.  This shift in media 

15 Suvin, Metamorphoses of Science Fiction , 27. 
16 Darko Suvin, “Goodbye to Extrapolation,” Science Fiction Studies  22, no. 2 (1995): 301–3. 
17 Istvan Csicsery-Ronay, Jr.  “The Seven Beauties of Science Fiction.” Science Fiction Studies  23, no. 3 
(November 1996).  https://www.depauw.edu/sfs/backissues/70/icr70art.htm . 
18 See: Ruth Levitas, Utopia as Method: The Imaginary Reconstruction of Society  (Houndmills, Basingstoke, 
Hampshire ; New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013). 
19 Stephanie Liddicoat, “Writing the Client: The Role of Fictocriticism and Prose Fiction in the Architectural Design 
Studio,” Higher Education Research & Development  38, no. 1 (January 2, 2019): 77–96, 
https://doi.org/10.1080/07294360.2018.1539065. 
20 Anna Gibbs, “Fictocriticism, Affect, Mimesis: Engendering Differences,” Text Vol. 9 No. 1, accessed August 20, 
2019, http://www.textjournal.com.au/april05/gibbs.htm. 

 
 

implicates the student in externalizing their own subjective experience of the text, but also 

charges them with being intentional with how the nuance of the text is effected by such 

translation.  The multiple translation in each exercise are, in effect, “multi-modal” repetitions 

of the story becoming, following Liddicoat, heuristic evolutions of the narrative in order to 

activate the student’s subjective investment and understanding of the narrative and their 

client in progressive steps.  21

 

“Playing Innocent” is a semester-long studio project which translated relational modes from 

short stories by J.G. Ballard into body-scale architectural devices.   Students, working in 22

groups of four, were presented with one of 9 short stories, each of which contained some 

relational mechanisms that they were to activate.  These initial impossible provocations 

underwent several translations or ‘mutations’ into a final performative artefact in the public 

space of the school. The demand for a working material prototype necessitated progressive 

‘translation’ all the way from conceptual ideation to very specific technological demands. 

The second project, a one week workshop titled “There and Back Again,” is an experiment in 

developing client, program, and a model of “future living” for a master’s studio project, 

directly appropriating the estranged worlding from works of SF.   23

 

 

 
Figure 1 - Affective exploration of the subjective experience of space and proximity as it is moderated differently 

though different senses - touch, sound, and sight, derived from a J.G. Ballard’s short story “The Enormous 

Space” [1989].  Students: Sophie Elizabeth Hutchinson, Oleksandra Ianchenko, Nanna Louise Holmberg Nielsen, 

David Bjelkarøy Westervik 

 

21 Liddicoat, “Writing the Client” 
22 This project is subsumed under the title “Playing Innocent: Action, Agency, and Architecture,” and is a 
semester-long project for a second- and third-year students in a Bachelor unit.  The project was conceived and 
conducted by the author and Naina Gupta in the autumn semester of 2017 at the Aarhus School of Architecture.  
23 This project was conducted by the author during the autumn 2019 semester in Studio 2B at the Aarhus School 
of Architecture, as a part of a brief defined by studio tutors Robert B.Trempe, Dagmar Reinhard, and Claudia 
Carbone.  As a consequence, the author was involved in the workshop and in the final critique, although not the 
intermediate development of the project.  

 
 



In “Playing Innocent,” the students explored ‘relational mechanisms’ that were either 

affective - describing a relation between a subject and their environment - or social - 

describing the relation between subjects.  An example of an affective mechanism is drawn 

from the short story “The Enormous Space” [1989], which describes the character’s gradual 

withdrawl from social interaction as the literal expansion of space around him.  The 

character’s agoraphobia becomes such that he retreats to the smallest closet in his house, 

eventually watching the grid of tiles expand around him into an infinite space.  The group 

translated this story into an exploration of the subjective experience of space and proximity 

as it is moderated differently though different senses - touch, sound, and sight.  Their final 

iteration was a space which was simultaneously social and isolating, with the visual field 

being shielded inside a womb-like fabric, while the plasticity and porosity of the material 

allowed the possibility of social experience through sound and touch to the adjacent cell [fig. 

1].  The translation eventually was resolved to the level of technical issues demanded by the 

internal coherence of the structure’s story, such as the development and testing of fabric 

patterns and details. 

 

While the first experiment worked to resituate an estranged position inside contemporary 

experience, the second asks students to interrogate their own narratives of futurity.  Building 

upon elements of science fictional storytelling, the workshop also integrates multi-modal 

translation in a cyclical process between text and image.  This workshop focused on SF 

texts as a document describing future living scenarios, but students’ analytical skills were 

deployed not by systemizing these futures, but by extending and building upon these stories. 

They were given the minimal directive from their studio instructors that they should design a 

future living scenario for a ‘caretaker’ for their site, the ruins of the Jarlshof Prehistoric and 

Viking Settlement, near the southern tip of Mainland in the Shetland Islands. The program 

developed during the workshop informed their design work for the rest of the semester, and 

this paper looks at the preliminary results, as well as the final submissions.  

 

Students were individually given one of 9 short stories or extracts from a novel, each 

describing an individual or group of characters who form the basis for a new client and 

program for the studio’s site.  While diverse, the texts describe a relatively solitary living 

scenario appropriate to the life of a caretaker, but with diverse environmental qualities, 

attitudes, responsibilities and relations to a larger community.   While the co-implication of 

character and environment might be found in many types of literary fiction, works of SF 

explore concepts outside the lived experience of the reader, thus an estranged position from 

 
 

which to stage an investigation in ‘future living.’ Rather than an unconscious acceptance of 

the status quo as inevitable or immutable, the framing of the project as ‘future living’ is an 

implicit critique of the normative model of housing programs which assume generic 

requirements for all potential inhabitants, and made it necessary for students to critique their 

own assumptions of what constitutes a home.  

 

In working not only with literary fiction, but with SF specifically, students were doubly 

challenged, in engaging first with a subject distinct from their own experience - the character, 

and second, with an estranged context - future or some alternative present which introduces 

a different technical, social, or affective milieu.  Although describing future modes of living is 

impossible by definition, the partial, non-authoritative point of view offered by the estranged 

character and context of the text opened up a range of possibilities to explore, and their own 

narratives began trace a path through this territory.  In such a way the students can 

understand and situate the future living describe in the text in relation to their own 

experience of the world as well as looking for potential developments arising from outside 

dominant cultural expectations of futurity - enacting the dialectic enabled by Suvin’s cognitive 

estrangement.  

 

 
Figure 2 - Intermediate and final results: Julius Deane’s “Safe House,” by Jesper Asferg Scheel 

 

These texts presented estranged contexts which presented characters’ lifestyles in relation 

to pressures our facing our own future - climate change, economic change, food insecurity, 

data privacy, and migration.  Skinner and the Girl, from William Gibson’s “Skinner’s Room,”  24

are living atop the ruins of San Francisco’s Bay Bridge after it has been damaged by an 

24 William Gibson, “Skinner’s Room,” Omni , November 1991. Gibs 

 
 



earthquake and occupied by that city’s dispossessed, while the same author’s Julius Deane 

is a paranoid and debauched criminal [fig. 2].   Economic disparity has hollowed out Toronto 25

in Nalo Hopkinson’s Brown Girl in the Ring,  where the matriarch Mami Gros Jeanne has 26

settled in a park where she grows and prepares folk medicines for her community.  As well 

as external pressures, the texts also introduced provocations from the characters’ unique 

qualities.  While both are scientists, Sax from Kim Stanley Robinson’s The Martians is a 

unique and moving meditation on aging and memory [fig. 3],  while the same author’s Frank 27

Vanderwal is going through a midlife crisis and experimenting with pseudo-“paleolithic” living 

in a near-contemporary Washington, DC [fig. 4].  Nnedi Okorafor’s “Mother of Invention” 28

contemplates and conflates sheltering and motherhood,  while Pangborn, from J.G. 29

Ballard’s “Motel Architecture” describes the strange psychological condition emerging from 

the mind-body dissociation resulting from our immersion in communication technology.   30

 

Figure 3  - Inspired by Kim Stanley Robinson’s The Martians [1999], the ‘thickness’ of Sax’s social relations in the 

layered structural organization, by Hafdis Bragadottir 

Figure 4  - Inspired by Kim Stanley Robinson’s 50 Degrees Below  [2007], Frank Vanderwall’s experiments in 

‘paleolithic’ living variously interpreted by Kristoffer Holmgaard Gade (left) and Mathias Klith Harðarson (right) 

 

25 William Gibson, Neuromancer (New York: Ace, 1984). 
26 Nalo Hopkinson, Brown Girl in the Ring  (New York: Warner Books, 1998). 
27 Kim Stanley Robinson, The Martians  (New York; London: Spectra, 2000). 
28 Kim Stanley Robinson, Fifty Degrees Below . (New York: Spectra, 2007). 
29 Nnedi Okorafor, “Mother of Invention,” in A Year without a Winter, ed. Dehlia Hannah (New York: Columbia 
Books on Architecture and the City, 2018), 213–31. 
30 J. G. Ballard “Motel Architecture” [1978] in The Complete Stories of J. G. Ballard  (New York: W. W. Norton & 
Company, 2009). 

 
 

This last story was the only one to be included in both experiments, and the results illustrate 

the diversity of responses.  In the story, Pangborn lives intentionally confined to a 

wheelchair, naked and bathed in artificial light, while endlessly analysing television, 

especially the shower scene from Alfred Hitchcock’s “Psycho” [1960].  Pangborn’s total 

immersion in the space of the screen begins to be disturbed by the regular visits of a 

cleaning woman. During the course of the story, Pangborn begins to feel the presence of an 

intruder in his space, evinced by physical traces such as body odour, or footprints on the 

clean floor. This presence so disturbs the character that he kills the cleaning woman before 

killing the intruder - his own body.  Students in the first project focused on the fragmentation 

of body, viewed through the screen. What the story describes as the mediated disintegration 

of the individual is translated by the students into an architectural device which initiated 

spatial and social connections through the apparatuses of the frame and mirror, but where 

subtle modulations of angle and pitch fragmented the reflection of the individual, and layered 

other reflections onto the space [fig. 5].  The disintegration of the body leaves room to invite 

otherness into the space of the body-image. 

  
Figure 5 - Affective architectural element exploring the disintegration of the body image through optical devices of 

reflection and framing.  Students: Mathilde Møll Helms, Niclas Heydorn, Anne Sofie Ravnsbæk Geertsen, Lesia 

Balan 

 

In the second workshop, the same story activated a discussion with the tutor which situated 

Ballard’s story in a critical relation to architectural proposals exploring the same theme. 

These include Mike Webb’s “Cushicle” and “Suitaloon” [1967] - a living infrastructure to 

supply the body with all its needs including media diet, as well as Diller + Scofidio’s 

“Para-site” [1989] and “Slow House” [1991], both of which explored the dissociation of 

physical and informational experience.  Even now, information technology significantly 

dominates our attention - perhaps to the detriment of our physical bodies.  Nevertheless, the 

object with such a discussion is not to propose a moralizing counter Ballard’s story, but 

 
 



instead to see the currency of such a lifestyle, and to look for potentials inside of it.  For one 

student, this discussion resulted in a program for a caretaker which imagines that much of 

that job might be better accomplished using digital tools.  Her proposal for a caretaker’s 

house provokes the physical body, while supporting the digital infrastructure necessary to 

monitor the site’s ruins.  The student then developed the possibility that the physical and 

digital spaces might be co-implicated, with each disrupting and augmenting the experience 

of the other [fig. 6]. 

 

 
Figure 6  - Speculation on overlapping physical and digital experiences, 

inspired by J.G. Ballard’s character Pangborn from “Motel Architecture” and 

image of subsequent design proposal, by Vildana Duzel  
 

What these initial experiments in architectural pedagogy show is an emerging affinity 

between the aims of architectural pedagogy and SF literature and criticism.  In the face of an 

unknown future, we cannot hope to maintain the status quo. Presenting the cultural 

meditations of futurity found in SF to architectural students articulates the future as a site of 

active intervention and contestation, of a shared imagination and desire, in which students 

have the pleasure and responsibility of articulating. 
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Atlas of Threshold: Spatial Narrative of Others  

After modern humanityÕs Þrst exodus from Africa, human had wandered to the Middle East, to Europe, Asia, and 
the Americas. However, after nearly 3500 generations, migration has been introduced as a national security 
issue to the world in which one in three countries use surveillance technologies to control human trafÞc at their 

borders/border-zones. As it is visible from the aftermaths of the recent conßicts, the more strict controls 
implemented on the routes or the more walls, whether concrete or mesh wire built, more permanent migration 
and routes are created. The continuous wars and conßicts in the world, especially in the Middle East and Africa, 

combined with climate change, deforestation, energy resources, and inequitable Þnancial systems, still cause 
displaced populations. Today, the ÒprecarityÓ of the status, movement, narratives, and places of the displaced 
populations become visible more than it has ever been. However, the spatial narrative of the journey of the 

refugees subjected to bio-politics and bio-legitimacy is often neglected in contemporary cities in which 
precarity, a quality that becomes an emblematic term of the neoliberal milieu, is immanent. Within this context, 
the research seeks to investigate the spatial implications of displacement through precarity, and liminal phases 

of the movement by examining the multiple formations of the border as frames, and its spatiotemporal 
constructions.   

In this scope, even though territorial borders seem to be drawn from above with ÒarrogantÓ gaze, by constant 
Þxation and regulation of the mobility, it is understood that they reproduce social practices and spaces. 

Therefore, researchers need to leave the spaces of certainty associated with Cartesian ÒknowledgeÓ and 
ÒEuclideanÓ space to understand the reality of the ground. Architecture, as an ideological position through 
which power reiÞed as space, limits and separates one thing from another, and thus, it is a form of reproducing 

territorial logics in smaller scales. Within this interface, social and political power becomes spatial, boundaries 
of status, spaces, movement, and narratives get blurred, and both deÞnitions and formations of borders 
overlapped. This research seeks to understand how critical, counter, and radical approaches towards knowledge 

production and representation may be used in architectural discourse to challenge the Òancient order of 
discourseÓ as the view from above, which sees space as only representable by being precisely visible and, of 
course, two-dimensional. The main argument will be how anthropological data can be visualized and discussed 

through counter practices using mapping as a performative act in architectural perspective, and potential of the 
ambiguous spatial vocabulary of bodily inhabitation based on terms such as Ògroundless,Ó Òuncanny,Ó and 
Òliminal.Ó In that sense, atlas, as an outcome of the research, will be examined through its structure ÑÒcontent, 

context, and technique.Ó This framework includes investigating other ways of geographical presentation and 
cartography of anthropological data to represent generative spaces and architecture(s) of transition/waiting. 
Thus, atlas, as a heterogeneous collection could be active, performative, and subjective rather than being a 

product of the traditional notion which has come with a promise of showing the world as Òit really isÓ and to 
produce Òtrue knowledgeÓ about the surface of earth. Within this perspective, God-like, totalizing gaze 
obsessed with seeing everything at once will be discussed by investigation of sequences, pieces, and divisions 

in different scales. Therefore, this methodology suggests ÒotherÓ perspectives rather than ÒfamiliarÓ or ÒtestedÓ 
methodologies of the ÒobjectiveÓ production of knowledge that particularly fails to cover differences and 

multitude aspects, particularly at the interface of migration and place. Thus, this research tries to answer these 
questions: How the movement of displacement can be visualized, how spatial relations can be reconsidered 
with the narrative of precarity and which tools and scales can be used to investigate Òsuspended,Ó Òin-between,Ó 

ÒuncannyÓ architecture of waiting inhabited by others. 
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Spatial Narrative of Others
[abstract] Dirim Dinçer
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Deviating	mapping	as	an	approach	to	liquid	planning	-	complexity,	adaptation	and	change	
Gisle	Løkken	
	
Keywords:	deviating	mapping,	complexity,	liquid	planning	
	
Abstract:	
The	existing	planning	regime	lack	flexibility	for	rapid	change,	and	has	on	the	contrary	proven	
to	restrict	innovative	planning.	We	therefore	need	better	investigation	methods,	and	more	
dynamic	measures	adaptable	to	the	changes	to	come.	
	
Through	practice	I	have	gained	substantial	experience	with	deviating	mapping	and	radical	
planning,	and	will	use	planning	projects,	competition	entries	and	conducted	master	studios	
as	empirical	basis	to	develop	new	understanding	and	theory	for	experimental	research	and	
potentially	more	operative	planning.	These	are	experiences	that	challenge	well	known	ideas	
about	landscape	approach	and,	which	in	turn	question	ecological	and	democratic	aspects	of	
the	latest	decades	of	extreme	urbanization	and	landscape	consume.		
	
My	research	will	form	around	several	concepts,	which	imply	experimentation	and	
confrontation	with	internalized	methods.	A	core	concept	is	the	DeleuzeGuattarian	Rhizome1,	
which	indicates	a	nonhierarchical	approach	to	complex	systems,	appreciating	any	knowledge	
or	experience	without	bias.	Related	to	other	radical	concepts	it	can	develop	through	a	
schizoanalysis2	finding	ways	to	process	complex	information,	and	to	better	understand	the	
different	schism,	which	often	affect	the	planning	process.		
	
I	will	strive	finding	operational	methods	for	the	plan	to	be	a	continuous	work	in	progress,	
rather	than	a	static	law.	A	progressive–regressive3	method,	which	always	keeps	the	planning	
process	informed	and	tested,	can	be	highly	applicable	as	a	dynamic	approach.	The	regressive	
part	implies	mapping	of	relational	information	in	space	and	time,	and	the	progressive	part	
points	at	a	new	understanding	of	a	comprehensive	ecology.	
	
	
	

																																																								
1 ’unlike the trees or their roots, the rhizome connects any point to any other point, and its traits are not necessarily linked to traits of the same nature; it brings 
into play very different regimes of signs, and even non sign states. (…) Unlike the graphic arts, drawing, or photography, unlike tracings, the rhizome pertains to 
a map that must be produced, constructed, a map that is always detachable, connectable, reversible, modifiable, and has multiple entryways and exits and its own 
lines of flight.’ (Deleuze&Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus,1980: 23)  

	
2 ‘Schizoanalysis rejects reductionist modifications in order to pursue complexification and processual enrichment towards the consistency of its virtual lines 
of bifurcation and differentiation’ (Felix Guattari, Chaosophy, 1995: 61) 
 
 
3 The method is in its nature transversal, and is inspired by Lefebvre’s understanding of spatial production and the transformation of economic, political, 
technological and social categories, and Sartre’s notion of a didactic relation between man and it’s social and cultural context	
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complexity, adaptation and change
[abstract] Gisle Løkken
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ARCHITECTURE 
IN A BOTTLE
THE TIME CAPSULE AS A DESIGN-DRIVEN METHOD FOR THE END TIMES
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The Time Capsule as a Design-Driven Method  
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A programmatic abstract introduces 
Archrypt, from the research question and 
statement to methodology and results.

manifesto1 

     Archrypt aims to be a 
critical-operational work 
on the need to transmit 
architectural memory 
through an architecture of 
memory.
Archrypt refers to the 
ancestral dimension of 
architecture connected to 
its function of "time capsule" 
ante litteram.
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dolut que nihil ea 
solupta tibusaes mo 
volor autatum iliquidio-
saNatibeat. Ehenis mo 

Repelitatem di acculpa-
ris si aut quis aligentibus 
dolut que nihil ea 
solupta tibusaes mo 
volor autatum iliquidio-
saNatibeat. Ehenis mo 

Repelitatem di acculpa-
ris si aut quis aligentibus 
dolut que nihil ea 
solupta tibusaes mo 
volor autatum iliquidio-
saNatibeat. Ehenis mo 

Repelitatem di acculpa-
ris si aut quis aligentibus 
dolut que nihil ea 
solupta tibusaes mo 
volor autatum iliquidio-
saNatibeat. Ehenis mo 

Our work is inspired by Superstudio, 
who used a narrative structure as a 
research method in his Twelve Cautionary 
Tales for Christmas (12 Ideal Cities,1971).

3o
 c

m

3o cm

Scenarios of extreme and 
catastrophic conditions represent 
a visual narration of the multiple, 
overlapping and possible ends of 
the world, where the archrypt is 
discovered.

catastrophic tales2 



Thomas Mann, 1938.

2o
 c

m

2o cm

The founding of the artifact 
represents an incipit for the narration, 
that reveals our message to posterity.

     We know now that the 
idea of the future as a ‘better 
world’ was a fallacy of the 
doctrine of progress. 
The hopes we center on 
you, citizens of the future, 
are in no way exaggerated. 
[…] Brothers of the future, 
united with us in the spirit 
and in this endeavor, we send 
our greetings.

the message3 
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Andrew Kovacs, Elevation for a 
Ziggurat, 2018.

The section of Archrypt will be 
projected on. The surface of the 
drawing is a projective space where 
reality and fiction virtually collide, 
screening the visionary, hallucinatory 
and dreamlike end of the world 
simultaneous prospectives.

4 animated section
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Nicolas Guichard, Vertical Knowledge.

Plans, sections and exploded 
axonometry drawings document the 
project and methodology.

5 exploded axonometry



 
Charles Jencks, Evolutionary Tree of 
Post-Modern architecture, 1960-1980.

42
 c

m
The archive and its selection process 
are graphically represented by an 
infographic. 
This conceptual map relates the 
analysis of case studies (collection 
of data, concepts, and projects) and 
the synthesis through categories. It 
emerges as a design strategy for the 
end of the world.

6 the archive
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42
 c

m

The form-giving process is 
documented with sketches, diagrams, 
technical drawings, maquettes and 
spatial analysis of several time 
capsules projects.

7 capsule genealogy



Focusing on the process, the aim 
is to interact with the audience, so 
every conference participant will be 
invited to send a proposal that will 
be collected and shared through our 
virtual repository vessel
@architectureinabottle.

+ #architectureinabottle



The presentation of our architecture in a bottle design-
driven research will consist of a multimedia installation 
(with drawings and projection), supported by a slide 
presentation on a screen.
The interaction with the audience will be encouraged 
before, during and (hopefully) after the end of the event.
Estimated time: 25min.

B Proposal on how it 
will be presented 
at conference.



C Research 
statement.
(1500 words)



The pressing and frequent warnings from the 
scientific community about the depletion of 
available resources and the irreversible effects 
of climate change, as well as the perpetuation 
of recurring economic crises, the exacerbation 
of social inequalities and the escalation of new 
nationalisms and conflicts, suggest the perception 
of the imminent advent of one or more disasters of 
global proportions. 

If the concept of apocalypse - understood 
precisely as an interpretation of the ultimate 
destiny of humanity - has remote origins, at least 
as long as there is historical memory, it is thanks 
to the increase of catastrophic factors, that has 
become clear the feeling that today the most 
probable end of the world is attributable precisely 
to human activities. However, since this perception 
is a product of the human mind, it seems to be a 
projection of man on the world, so the apocalyptic 
narratives appear as the representation of the 
fear of man's end in the world. While on the one 
hand there is a debate on what strategies could 
be put in place to avert or postpone the advent 
of the catastrophe, on the other hand, there is 

architecture in a bottle.

introduction >

apokálypsis:
 from Greek, revelation

the time capsule as a design-driven method 



the question of preserving the traces of a world 
(or, more simply, of our civilization) that risks 
disappearing or being definitively compromised, 
with the aim of transmitting to posterity the signs 
of our existence as instruments of knowledge for 
the archaeologists of the future. The operations 
of collection, selection, and archiving sometimes 
seem to exhaust the transmission of memory and 
architecture, which has always been committed 
to producing lasting evidence, is a time capsule in 
itself. 

However, is it possible to organize a repertoire of 
knowledge, strategies and tactics, theories and 
projects so that this heritage constitutes not only a 
cultural archive but also, and above all, a potential 
operational kit capable of offering our disciplinary 
relevance even in a remote and uncertain future? 
What are the processes that could be triggered in 
the contemporary world by the design of such an 
object?

The idea of transporting the traces of one's 
existence to the future is structured with 
modernity and the elaboration of the concept of 
history. The proper notion of time capsule - "a 
container used to store for posterity a selection 
of objects thought to be representative of life at a 
particular time" - dates back to 1876 (The Century 
Safe, A. Deihm), while the most famous is the 
Crypt of Civilization (T. Jacobs, 1936). However, the 
need to transfer elements of one's existence into 

research question >

time capsule method >

another dimension, not only temporal, is a cultural 
character that has much more ancestral origins. 
Are not the Egyptian pyramids or the Etruscan 
tombs primitive time capsules? Furthermore, 
was not the idea of creating an enclosed space in 
which to preserve the dead and objects of their 
contemporaneity in order to accompany them on 
their ritual and symbolic journey to the afterlife 
with a sort of repository vessel, an exquisitely 
architectural task? 
In recovering the most atavistic dimension of 
architecture by combining it with the most recent 
devices of memory transmission, Archrypt intends 
to pass on to the humanity of the future the 
theories and disciplinary practices that have so far 
confronted with the paradoxical and apocalyptic 
aspects of reality at the end of time. 
The urgency that pushed Jacobs to produce the 
memory of a world under the threat of the Second 
World War is today the same that guides us in 
his architectural translation of Archrypt in the 
shadow of the various possible contemporary 
catastrophes.

With the awareness that the reconstruction of 
the lost past takes place through the study and 
interpretation of archaeological finds, and with all 
the consequent limitations, Jacobs programmed a 
time capsule in which to collect objects from the 
most disparate of his era: a crystallized archive 
to be handed down to posterity. As Jacobs used a 
strict procedure to design his message in a bottle 

crypt, 
from Greek krypto 

and Latin crypta
means something 
hidden, extremely 

difficult to discover 
or invisible

methodology >



for posterity, our research aims to experiment with 
his time capsule as a design-driven method.

Jacobs identifies 8113 as the opening year of his 
capsule, summing up 1936, when he developed 
his design, to 4241 BC, the beginning  year of the 
oldest calendar in history, the pharaonic one. 
Resuming his premises, we choose 8281 as the 
opening date, applying his criterion, which is 
4241+2020=6261+2020=8281.

While Jacobs identified the inventor and 
photographer Thomas Kimmwood Peters as 
the archivist, we propose the architect as the 
simultaneous designer of the container and its 
contents.

In the case of Jacobs' capsule, located in the 
former underground pool of a university campus, 
the question of the container simply ended in the 
identification of a generic, covered, closed space. 
Our condition as architects requires us to consider 
the elaboration of a significant space, starting 
from the relationship between form and content.

Jacobs' capsule collected a heterogeneous 
selection of materials, from the sublime to the 
popular to represent the world culture of that 
specific moment. Our selection extracts strategies 
and projects, at different scales and through 
different analog media, to transmit knowledge that 
could potentially become operational tools to face 

expiring date

archivist

container

content

extreme future conditions. 

Jacobs' archive construction has triggered 
a process of interdisciplinary sharing and 
transmission, in the same way, our project 
aims to activate a community of architects 
and researchers to transmit the memory of its 
existence. 

Archrypt aims to be a critical-operational work on 
the need to transmit the memory of architecture 
through an architecture of memory. 
Archrypt refers to the ancestral dimension of 
architecture connected to its function of time 
capsule ante litteram.
If Jacobs' crypt was the result of a generic 
accumulative operation, a museum to be 
transmitted to posterity, Archrypt intends to 
build an operational archive, capable of triggering 
processes. Our design approach reworks an 
archetypal form, the ziggurat as well as the 
stepped skyscraper, reversing its direction and 
density, obtaining a cavity in which to organize, in 
an articulated scanning of architectural content. 
Our selection of theories and projects fall within 
a possible categorization of architecture of the 
end of time. This concerns various contemporary 
catastrophes: from traumatized landscapes to 
contaminated sites, to paradoxical and conflictual 
urban contexts, to cross the extreme settlement 
scenarios of desert, water, hypothetical glaciation 
or even beyond the limits of planet earth. 

process

the archive project >



The organization of our archive consistently 
follows a vertical scan from the larger scale 
(urban or territorial), to descend gradually into the 
dimension of the individual and the object. The 
spatial sequentiality instead follows a thematic 
principle: each "disastrous" category defines ad 
hoc paths that can be followed through vertical 
connections. Drawings, diagrams, models, visions, 
texts, samples of anthropic and natural materials 
alternate, composing a potential ready-made for 
the hypothetical discoverers of the future.

"How to write a message that anyone, even in ten 
thousand years, can understand?" One position 
is exemplified by Carl Sagan who included, before 
the launch of his Voyager Golden Record into 
outer space, a deciphering key, a sort of Rosetta 
Stone, for the translation of his message. In our 
case, we foresee spatial decoding consisting 
of a dimensional reference system to different 
units (metric system, modulor). Moreover, the 
question of interpretation concerns not only verbal 
communication but also the visual one, which 
is addressed by exploiting the materiality and 
spatiality of dismountable models and maquettes.
Moreover, how to convey the idea of the existence 
of a hidden place thought to be discovered only 
later, far away in time? To answer this paradoxical 
question, Umberto Eco referred to Thomas Seboek' 
strategy, dealing with nuclear waste and the 
consequent problem of informing some possible 
unsuspecting future visitors of their probable 

transmission and decoding >

danger; he suggested, surprisingly, to take back 
the ancient and the sacred, proposing "a sort 
of priestly caste" that "keeps the knowledge of 
the danger alive, creating myths, legends, and 
superstitions." If Jacobs' capsule is celebrated 
cyclically in a ritual way, the transmission of our 
Archrypt's existence will take place through a 
cyclical and recurrent disciplinary event which, in 
the mists of time, we hypothesize would turn into a 
sort of myth about its very existence. 

The elaboration and the outcome of Archrypt 
determine two parallel and inverse processes: on 
the one hand, the design and organization of an 
archive by an organized community, informed and 
aware of its own condition and destiny; on the 
other hand, the impossibility of foreseeing what 
will be the cultural and cognitive requirements of 
the possible Archrypt discoverers and what the 
processes that such a collection and organization 
of projects could trigger in them. This tension 
between a certain degree of determination (the 
project itself) and its not precisely determinable 
reception (the conceivable outcome) is the 
potential that places the designer as animator of 
individual desires.
The same indeterminateness reserves a projective 
potential, a territory in which the real and the 
imaginary are explored using an extreme narrative 
register, which abandons any claim to objectivity, 
in order to prove its possible limits and translate 
them into an objective configuration.

conclusion >
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UUsseerrssccaappeess  
The interior attitude of contemporary space 

 
The research project focuses on the contemporary city, wondering whether the traditional descriptive 

categories of Architecture, like typology, form or function, are still effective to describe its complexity, 

generated by phenomena like globalization, multiculturalism and digitalization. The hypothesis of the thesis is 

that contemporary space can’t be described just through the disciplinary lens of Architecture: it seems to need 

more dynamic categories, aware of the centrality that the user’s experience is acquiring in the society. 

Nowadays the metropolitan landscape shows a growing number of open spatial patterns where many possible 

activities coexist and interact: hubs, cultural platforms, coworking. Places like these can’t be described in 

typological terms and could be better defined as “userscapes”. Starting from this consideration, the research 

aims to identify a set of categories that can support the traditional ones in answering to the complexity of 

contemporary spaces, expanding the disciplinary boundaries of Architecture. Furthermore, the thesis would 

like to demonstrate that interior design, with its flexible and human-centered attitude, could be seen as an 

effective interpreter of the contemporary complexity. It will frame the concept of “interior attitude”, a peculiar 

way of reading and designing space that is not related to the condition of being inside, but, rather, to the 

possibility of experiencing space in a more dynamic and personal way. In order to reach these objectives, the 

research’s methodology is following three actions. An interdisciplinary bibliographic research, the exploration 

of innovative laboratories held in international universities and a selection of cases studio explaining the 

interest of each category. These projects, collected in a global geographical context and in the time span that 

goes from 2000 to 2020, will have to present a processual strategy, an open layout related to a wide possibility 

of being used, and a mature level of interaction with the dwellers. These rules will determine an apparently 

heterogeneous set of examples: from public to domestic spaces, from interior to exterior set-up, from objects 

to territorial strategies. Actually, they will reveal, through schemes and interpretative drawings, a strong 

common background: the interior attitude.  At this point of the research the identified categories are five: 

“real/virtual”, “tran-scalability”, “geography of uses”, “inclusiveness” and “curatorship”. Each of them 

highlights a specific way of designing and interpreting contemporary space, putting the user’s direct 

relationship with places at the center of the project and expanding to the city what has always been related 

to the interior personal dimension. 
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WALKING IN USERS’ SHOES
VISUALLY IMPAIRED SPATIAL COGNITION AND  
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Abandoned opportunities 
 
Many important European cities have historically developed from monumental national capitals, have 
been recently transformed into globally integrated open cities, where transnational flows of people, 
goods, capital and cultures shape their present development.  
Yet the transformation of a particular city depends not only on the construction of new monumental 
architecture and urban spaces but also on different discourses, which give meaning to those changes and 
which directly influence the understanding and the relationship citizens develop with new spaces in their 
everyday life. 
 
Skopje, on contrary, has a rather different history. It seems that in comparison to other European capitals, 
which have developed from grand national capitals into transnational open cities, Skopje has actually 
taken almost an opposite path. As a result of the current “development” of North Macedonia cities intense 
negative processes are taking place: from an architectural point of view, also in the demographic, social, 
cultural sphere. This processes are dynamic, interrelated and interdependent and often characterized by 
highlighted contradictions. Lack of clear development policy towards cities leads to many regions lagging 
behind… 
North Macedonia has a large number of abandoned and not properly used spaces, which in the past they 
defined the entire development of our settlements and neighborhoods. Today and in the last decade are 
left out of the urban development. Crucially, what these spaces require is а research that does not exist 
at all, and a redefinition of everything that already exists.  
 
Here i find several issues:  
What is the role of these „remains“ and what is their relation with the past and the present? 
How to intervene the relation between the populated areas and the abandoned spaces („abandoned 
оpportunities“)? 
Intriguing is their connection to the past, this „remains“ help us to define the character of our society, 
they also play an important role as an integral part of the city's collective memory.  
Whether by analyzing certain existing forms , I would add here one of many examples, such as abandoned 
spaces, industrial buildings, which are part of our society-cities, what can be ascertained by analyzing the 
internal and external space they offer? 
What is the strategy and plan on how and what these areas could become? 
Lack of analysis, lack of research… These spaces have huge potential to grow into something that would 
make a huge contribution to our cities. From the cultural, social, and architectural aspect. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
M.Arch. Mirjana Lozanovska 
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Using practice-led research for advancing sustainability transitions in the built environment.  
 
 
The environmental and social challenges humanity is facing today will require a variety of shifts, also 
called socio-technical transitions, to new kinds of energy, mobility, housing, and food systems. These 
transitions involve not just changes in technology but also changes in consumer practices, policies, 
cultural meanings, infrastructures, and business models. (Geels, 2018) A new emerging field of 
‘design for sustainability transitions’ aims at providing the theoretical background for such systemic 
transitions in design, and can be equally applicable to the built environment.  
The architecture firm Pir II AS has recently established an R&D unit for innovation with a focus on 
sustainability transitions. A doctoral dissertation based on action research, and more specifically 
practice-led research methodology, will allow to explore and define the possible framework for such 
an R&D unit. The aim of the work is to customise the practice-led research methodology to best fit 
the purpose of advancing both theoretical and practical knowledge with efficient feedback loops 
between them. A practice-led research method is seen as very relevant since it is concerned with the 
nature of practice and leads to new knowledge that has operational significance for that practice. 
(Candy, 2006) The chosen methodology should also allow for iterative, open-ended processes, and 
accommodate insights resulting from unexpected outcomes of action. (Stapleton, 2005) 
Research methodology for the dissertation will combine design approaches relevant for sustainability 
transitions in the built environment developed from the literature review with a practice-led 
research by implementing and testing selected approaches by the author in a variety of design tasks 
in the company during the dissertation period. Due to a large variety of possible design tasks linked 
to the built environment (from designing a single building to the process design of co-creating 
desirable futures), there is a need for flexible modes of investigation and data collection. A common 
framework for analysing the different projects can come from action research process characterized 
by cycles of action and research consisting of four phases: plan – act – observe – reflect. (Zuber-
Skerritt, 1992) 
The aim of this practice-led research is to gradually transform practice (Pir II AS) to accommodate for 
sustainability transitions in the built environment through accumulated theoretical knowledge and 
an iterative process whereby both quantitative data and qualitative data collected through reflective 
practice (Schön, 1983) on the earlier design tasks will inform further development of the selected 
design approaches.  
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The proposed sound installation facilitates a continuous process of modulation and spatial 
distribution that behaves stochastically in relation to the input signals and commands it 
receives. A little noise in the system allows for feedback to emerge. Signals extracted 
from the presentation space are processed in real time. More specifically, it focuses on 
electromagnetic signals on the one hand, and structure-borne noises and resonances on the 
other. Telephone pick-up coils sense electromagnetic fields, the ultrasonic waves produced 
by wireless transmissions, conversions and computing processes. Contact microphones attached 
to far-reaching tubes and solid structures transduce impact sound and resonances, such as 
noises from elsewhere, the expansion and contraction of the material itself, and resonating 
objects in a feedback loop. This background noise, sensed beyond the audible range (in 
terms of frequency and distance), indicates the ontological dimensions of the processes 
constituting this local environment.

[ A ]  DOCUMENTATION OF THE ARTEFACT

Figure 1: concept drawing  (modified image; original from: https://www.kit.ntnu.no/en/content/galleri-kit) 

structure-borne noiseelectromagnetic waves 

The input signals are modified and spatially reconfigured. They are processed and distributed 
by means of a modular system which involves a set of primary control functions: modulation, 
filtering, conversion and probability distribution. These control functions are interlinked 
and cross-modulate in relation to the input. Loudspeakers are treated as single sound sources 
and redistributed signals feed back into the system. A small modulation at one position can 
have significant implications for modulations elsewhere or the listening circuit as a whole. 
The abstract machine can adapt to different environments and the sound installation involves 
no pre-recorded and represented material.

ABSTRACT MACHINE

•	 MODULATION

•	 FILTERING

•	 CONVERSION

•	 PROBABILITY 
DISTRIBUTION

Figure 2: operational diagram (abstract machine)



DOCUMENTATION OF PREVIOUS WORK 
in which similar techniques were used

AUDIO DOCUMENTATION 
The attached audio file contains:
1. fixed-media	composition	6’00” (modulation, filtering, 

conversion, probability distribution - listen on headphones)
2. electroacoustic	live	recording	-	excerpt	2’00” (processing of 

piano/percussion - in collaboration with musician/composer)
3. sound	installation	-	excerpt	2’00” (see figure 3 below - in 

collaboration with other artist)

Figure 3: documentation of previous work (installation with similar techniques)

Technical and practical requirements (request to CA2RE and NTNU Art Academy KiT)

Sound system
• 4 x loudspeaker with amplification (4 x active monitor or 2 x stereo PA-system)
• 2 x signal cable > 20 meter (output from mixer: jack)
• 2 x signal cable > 10 meter (output from mixer: XLR/jack)
• 1 x subwoofer with amplification and cables (optional: only if available)
• Power strips / multi-sockets and extension cables (electricity 220V)
• Note: preferably black cables (or one single color).

Control unit (box to safely install equipment and table for scheduled presentation)
Please note that this is an indication, other options are possible.
• 1 x table (what is available DxWxH > 0.7 x 1 x 0.7 meter)
• 1 x small table, box or crate (for underneath table, if available)
• Stage skirting (black cloth to cover sides of table, if available)

Visual presentation and lighting
• 1 x beamer with VGA/HDMi cable (for scheduled presentation, if available continuously)
• Lighting spots (to spotlight elements and sources, in correspondence with exhibition space)

Space (for both installation and scheduled presentation)
• Contains described sources: (1) installation tubes and radiator (2) WIFI router, transmitter and/

or other units that generate electromagnetic fields
• Preferably fragmented (e.g. by partition walls) for dispersed distribution
• 2 x A1 surface on wall or exhibition boards
• Projection surface (near control unit)

Duration 
• Installation: continuous 
• Presentation (with performance): in accordance with schedule 

Equipment brought by artist

Processing (to be installed safely in control unit)
• Mackie 1202 VLZ4 (main mixer)
• Nord G2 Engine
• Behringer BCF2000 (controller for G2) 
• Nord Micromodular
• Cables (MIDI, USB, audio, power)
• Additional MIDI/audio amplifiers/mixers, generators 
• Focusrite DSP24 Pro (audio interface)
• Laptop 
• USB controller (Korg nanoKontrol2)

Microphones (installed in space)
• 3 x telephone pick-up coil (electromagnetic field microphone)
• 3 x contact microphone (Piezo)
• 1 x directional 

Materials to be arranged in Trondheim
• 1 x Gaffer tape black 50 meter (for stage skirting and cables) 
• 2 x Gaffer tape red and/or white 25 meter (for spatial markings, if allowed)
• Additional material for control unit and/or visual presentation

[ B ] PROPOSAL FOR PRESENTATION 



[ C ] RESEARCH STATEMENT 

In present-day societies of control, mobile technologies make ubiquitous telecommunication 
possible and satellite-based radio positioning systems (such as GPS) enable global navigation, 
geolocation tracking and location-based responsiveness – as well as asymmetrical warfare by 
remote-controlled machines such as drones. Extensive infrastructural networks of undersea 
and underground cables and a proliferation of antennas, circuits and processors facilitate 
the vast acceleration of data transference and circulation of capital. Social media govern 
social relations while surveillance seems to become unconfined with the Internet of Things. 
Algorithms are designed to automate decision-making and gatekeeping as well as to distribute 
information, whereby they channel desires as well as fears. To keep pace with the progress, 
our bodies become increasingly dependent on machines, which require compatibility and 
continuous updates – keeping so-called users locked-in. In the context of this concrete 
entanglement between abstract machines and social bodies, or abstract space-time and social 
realities, how could we address the problem of spatial control in order to recuperate the 
recognition of the right to actively engage in making our habitat? and develop the means to 
do so?

It may be important to distinguish between different levels of control, with respective 
scales and temporalities. On the one hand, we can identify the formation of new and more 
advanced global architectures of control, supranational entities which operate at the 
intersection of geopolitics and urban governance, and are predominantly technology-supported 
as well as market-driven (e.g. see Castells 1996; Sassen 2002). On the other hand, these 
architectures of control operate to a large extent at the level of interactions and relations 
between people and machines, whereby the latter govern access to resources, spaces and 
infrastructure, and modify perception and spatio-temporalities.

As ‘planetary-scale computation’ increasingly transforms modern geopolitics, Benjamin H. 
Bratton (2016) proposes a specific diagram to map the shifting political geography and better 
understand the technologies that enable the formation of what he identifies as ‘accidental 
megastructures’. His model ‘works from inside out, from technology to governing systems’, 
a conceptual framework derived from ‘the multilayered structure of software, hardware, and 
network “stacks” that arrange different technologies vertically within a modular, independent 
order’ (Bratton 2016: 3-4), cutting across and mediating between different layers: earth, 
cloud, city, address, interface and user. In line with Bratton, I would also argue that 
it is needed to develop design approaches that allow for moving across different levels, 
scales and temporalities. This requires abstraction and a sense of modularity. In contrast 
to Bratton, I focus here on signal processing rather than specifically on computing. It 
can be defined as the processing of signals, of physical carriers of information, which is 
incorporated in all electronic devices.1  The emphasis of this approach lies on signal more 
than interface and process more than structure as mediator between bodies, machines and 
spaces.  It suggests a different modality, which is not incompatible, but rather a modest 
attempt to mediate between time-discrete functions and time-continuous waves, movements and 
everyday rhythms.

signal processing The processing of signals by means of hardwired or programmable devices, the signals being regarded as 
continuous or discrete and being approximated by analog or digital devices accordingly.  A Dictionary of Computing, Oxford 
University Press (2004). 

1.

The aim of the presented work and my current research in general is to contribute to the 
specification of the inner workings and implications of the formation of these advanced 
architectures of control by means of signal processing as analytical and compositional tool 
which allows for moving across different levels, mediating between body-machine relations 
and socio-spatial practices. It does so by constructing a conceptual and contextual framework 
focused on the relations between technological developments in signal processing with 
respect to waves, abstractions of space and time, and technical operations and ensembles 
that indicate particular relations between central control functions and socio-spatial 
articulations (see Fig. 4). It seeks to contextualize specific architectures of control and 
resistance enabled by signal processing technologies from the late nineteenth century up 
until now (especially, transmission, radio-control and navigation as well as information 
processing), and map formations which cut across different scales and temporalities, from 
global circuits to urban spaces to body-machine relations, and affect socio-spatial relations 
and particular communities. 

How is signal processing incorporated into the production of architectures of control? 
What does this reveal about their inner workings? What are the socio-spatial implications 
of their formation? How can we develop conceptual devices and instruments to rethink and 
transform their operating systems? These systems are designed and to a large extent need to 
be addressed through design, which in the context of this work is situated in architecture 
and spatial practice at large.2

To avoid terminological confusion it may be needed to distinguish between two different definitions: architecture as spatial 
design practice and architecture as general organization of a hardware and software system, derived computer science. In this 
work, architectures of control refer to spatial control.

2.

Figure 4: diagram of conceptual and contextual framework: signal processing, control and space-time



A signal is the physical carrier of information, of content and expression, transmitted 
through a medium. It requires the combination of a modulating wave that contains the 
information and a carrier wave. With the development of electric telecommunication from the 
late nineteenth century onward, the term signal became more significant (Niebisch 2009: 
338). Gilbert Simondon (2017 [1958]: 144) pointed out the importance of the advent of signal 
transmission, of electric currents and electromagnetic waves as ‘vehicles for information’. 
‘Their ability to be modulated makes them faithful carriers of information, and their 
speed of transmission makes them rapid carriers.’ He argued that this caused a ‘profound 
change in the philosophy of technics’ characterized by the increasing importance of ‘the 
accuracy and fidelity of the modulation transmitted by the information channel’ (143-144). 
Coupled with the increasing precision of clock time, from mechanical to electric to atomic 
clock, signal transmission enabled the development of radio-navigation systems, such as the 
satellite-based Global Positioning System (see Mackenzie 2002). Technological advancements 
in communication and radio-navigation cannot be disentangled from geopolitics and military 
industry. Therefore, it is important to take into consideration the relationships between 
military and civil technologies. In this research, signal processing refers to producing, 
transmitting, receiving and processing signals, in order to communicate, express, exchange, 
navigate, localize, or interlink these functions – for instance in locative media.

Drawing upon Michel Foucault’s ideas, Gilles Deleuze (1992: 3-7) argued that the crisis of 
disciplinary ‘environments of enclosure’, from World War II onward, initiates the gradual 
transition to the ‘societies of control’, which operate through continuous ‘modulation’ 
rather than through confinement. We may recognise this mode of seemingly unbound and real-
time control enabled by technological advancements in signal processing. Yet, in retrospect 
it appears that in the last decades (in particular after 9/11) this did not replace 
disciplinary environments of spatial enclosure but rather reinforced, modified and amplified 
them (see Crary 2013: 71-84; Rasmussen 2013). 

Although the implications of electronic media are widely discussed in architecture and 
the various discourses on space, some dimensions of the problem of control and the social 
realities produced by it seem to remain overlooked. First, the increasing dependency on 
signal processing machines and transmission networks, coupled with the decrease in clarity 
of their inner workings, which is in part inherent in their expanding complexity, may create 
yet unknown (or not yet clearly noticeable) types of normalization, uneven distribution, 
segregation and exclusion. Second, signal processing significantly modifies our sense of 
space-time. It allows for seemingly unconfined communication, navigation and localization 
(which in turn changes habit, perception and lived space-time) but simultaneously enables 
spatially diffuse or ubiquitous forms of centralized control. Last, the incompatibilities 
and opposition between different theoretical and philosophical angles, in particular 
between dialectics and new materialism, which already emerged with postmodernism and post-
structuralism and evolved further with the ontological turn, seem to distract attention away 
from certain key aspects of control. It might be of vital importance to allow different 
modalities of thinking in order to remain critical while being sensitive to the changing modes 
of operation. We may argue that the theoretical incompatibilities that make it impossible 
to act on the present lie precisely at the points of conversion between continuous processes 

and discrete numbers. Overcoming this impasse requires a spatial theory and practice that is 
both analogue and digital, which may be found in the concept of abstract machine.  

Abstract machine most commonly refers to the abstract model or operational diagram of a 
computer system, which is a time-discrete control mechanism (based on a quantized concept 
of time and space – an integrated and synchronized abstract space-time). Gilles Deleuze and 
Félix Guattari expanded this definition to any abstract diagram of a system (whether it is 
mathematical, algorithmic, financial, socio-political, or else) that is reduced to functions 
and matters and therefore ‘independent of the forms and substances, expressions and content 
it will distribute’ (Deleuze & Guattari 1980: 156). Abstract algorithms, however, articulate 
everyday rhythms. Think of search engines or social media algorithms that direct attention 
and become habits, for instance, or chat-bots learning from social media feeds or other input 
regardless of content and expressions.3  

The proposed artefact is a concrete abstraction that effectuates an abstract machine 
based on the following control functions, which derived from the aforementioned conceptual 
framework: modulation, filtering, conversion and probability distribution. 

For instance, Microsoft’s AI chat-bot that started to generate racist statements ‘learned’ from Twitter posts within one day; see 
Elle Hunt, ‘Tay, Microsoft’s AI chatbot, gets a crash course in racism from Twitter’, The Guardian (24 March 2016).

3.
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ABSTARCT: 

The research aims to define a particular analysis methodology of interior design obtained through the 

use of different investigation tools. This multi-instrumental investigation pursues the comprehension of 

the project’s maturation process, of the relationship between the inhabitant and his house and of the 

variety of "figures" and "effects" that the dialogue between arts and interior design leads to. In detail, 

the analytical procedure consists of: Spatial analysis able to investigate the relationship of the various 

environments; Genetic analysis - developed in the context of literary text criticism, then applied to 

architecture by Bruno Reichlin (2013) - performed by retracing the steps of project‘s production and 

elaboration until the final form; Inter-textual analysis that takes into consideration works and “texts”, 

with which the designer came into contact, and how they are merged during the creative process, 

considered as a path of integration and assimilation of sources; Perceptual analysis used to investigate 

the “perceptive devices” and the architectural tricks used by the designer to create an emotional 

reaction in humans in relation to space; Receptive analysis, which studies the critical approach to the 

art work.  It is hypothesized that the potentialities of an analytical procedure structured in this way can 

be more clearly highlighted through its application to a particular selection of interiors. For this reason, 

a series of emblematic projects of the parallel artistic and architectonical influences between France and 

Italy and of their transdisciplinary character that sees in the foreground a mutual collaboration between 

arts is considered the object of this investigation method. 
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The choice to have as a subject a corpus of domestic interiors designed by Milanese architects from the 

late 1940s to early 1970s derives from their proven ability to collaborate with artists thanks to which 

they deal with continuity on the theme of integration of arts and they introject creative and 

compositional processes typical of artists. The choice of interior as an object of a series of analytical 

methods is dictated by its nature of: articulated spatial device, determined by the way in which 

environments are linked, proportioned, illuminated; polysemic place marked by a precise Stimmung to 

the construction of which concur the presence of green element, the polychromy, the use of certain 

type of covering materials that arouse tactile sensations or synesthesia, the views of urban or natural 

landscape, the presence of art works foreseen in the project to create environments of particular 

atmosphere. 
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Abstract on “Inclusivity on public and urban spaces” 
 
The fundamental elements of urban spaces are to be public. Their existence significantly enhances the 
quality of urban life. The ‘inclusivity’ through design of public spaces has been somehow threatened, 
especially in nowadays contemporary cities, primarily by the politics, globalization, 
migration/immigration etc. Besides, the declining ‘inclusivity’ of public spaces which is also resulted 
from the management policies, leading to places created from exclusionary design, rather than creating 
inclusive spaces for all. Therefore, public open spaces should be designed and managed in a manner that 
they do not comfort only a particular group, but they create safety and comfort for everybody. And for 
health and wellbeing places. Individual differences are bound to exist so proper architectural 
implementation is necessary to meet everyone’s psychological desires. Hence, there is a definite 
relationship between architecture and psychology. How a person is perceiving a place, depends on how 
it’s perceiving the design elements, the illumination, materials or if the place is similar to any 
previous ambiance we are well acquainted with. 
As for the multicultural city in South-Eastern Europe, the capital of Republic of North Macedonia Skopje. 
Where ethnic diversity and cultural mixing is present, in a region where the processes of building and 
designing urban spaces, has been led to a simplification especially on the ethnic composition. The 
demonstration the process of how public spaces are being designed/created and the influence of society.  
Focusing on a dividing city such as Skopje offers insight into the mechanisms that lead to such  
divisions and may be suggestive for efforts to prevent them. The analysis draws attention to overlooked 
cities, where processes of division may not be as visible as a wall running through the city, as  
the ‘Berlin wall effect’, but nonetheless exist. Because it shows potentially ‘dividing’ processes, it 
provides insights on the dynamics of spatial politics in urban environments.  
As to seek a way to intervene on these points to show the meaningful link between society, human 
behavior, urban space and usage of materials. To address an important gap while taking a different 
research approach as interdisciplinary research and make a contribution to the geographies of exclusion, 
social inclusion through public space planning, and the socio-cultural dimension. Therefore, public spaces 
shall be understood rather as an experience created by interaction between people and place, not just as 
predetermined physical space.  
 
 
 
Silvija Shaleva M.arch 
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DESIGNING TRANSFORMATIVE GAMES FOR BUILT ENVIRONMENT 
EDUCATION 
 
Eszter Tóth 
PhD Programme “Urban Metamorphoses” 
HafenCity University Hamburg 
eszter.toth@hcu-hamburg.de 
 
Over the past decades a growing attention is to be observed towards the intersection of 
spatial practice and education. As a practitioner at this emergent, interdisciplinary field 
called built environment education (BEE), I realized the growing demand for domain-specific 
methods, tools and theories that support space-related and place-based learning. Thus, my 
initial interest was to improve this educational field by developing tools and theories which 
support young people to understand, critically reflect and actively shape the built 
environment.  
My dissertation focuses on transformative games in the field of BEE. Games are increasingly 
used as easy-to-understand instruments at the interface of urbanism, planning and 
education both for learning and explaining spatial issues, and for transforming virtual and 
real spaces. The transformative capacity of games has a promising potential for the practice 
of BEE and of placemaking. Nevertheless, in spite of the increasing number of games 
developed for this context, there is lack of empirically grounded knowledge. Therefore, my 
dissertation explores in an extensive design research process how games could be designed, 
developed and implemented in order be effective tools for learning about spaces and co-
creating them. The research aims to provide design principles for transformative games 
applied in space-related contexts.   
The core of the research has been the evolution of the transformative game ParticiPécs. The 
game was developed in a collaborative design process involving youth aged 12-16 and 
experts (architects, planners, youth workers) in Pécs, Hungary between 2013 and 2015. The 
cyclical optimizing of the prototype was based on continuous formative evaluation. A variety 
of explorative methods and design techniques were used in order to investigate the 
interplay of games, space and learning. ParticiPécs is a place-based educational game which 
simulates and triggers small-scale real-world interventions in public spaces. Players can 
collaboratively design and implement urban interventions within the magic circle of the 
game and transfer them to real spaces. The final evaluation of the game was implemented 
in seven different secondary schools in Pécs with youth aged 14-18, and seven urban 
interventions have been implemented in public places.  
The design research process incorporated interwoven cycles of analyses, design and 
construction, as well as the implementation and final evaluation of the prototype. Thus, the 
design principles on transformative games for BEE emerged across the reflective and iterative 
design, and my dissertation explains this iterative journey as dialogue of educational practice 
and theoretical reflections.  
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Abstract
Ecologies of urban gardening

Ecologies of urban gardening is an artistic research project exploring of the potentials of urban gardening. I believe that the urban 
gardening movement develops crucial knowledge/practices/politics that we need in order to sketch out, imagine, and create a 
livable future - beyond capitalism and our growth-based society. Departing from the essay Three Ecologies by Felix Guattari I 
explore the mental, social and physical ecologies of urban gardening, through practical, ongoing projects. 

I think the urban gardening movement provide tools to start imagining alternatives, to break out of the existing logic and learn 
how to act and think differently – to help us redefine ourselves as humans. Urban gardening can be an activity that changes the 
way we think, who we are, how we interact with each other and our surroundings. 

Urban gardening also represents a shift in our relation to “nature”. It is an activity where human and non-human life interact in an 
available, inclusive and pedagogical way. Hands on, small scale growing where intimate contact with plants and soil is necessary. 
This could be a possible entrance point for us to learn how to understand and cooperate better with nature, and first steps 
towards breaking down the artificial division between humans and nature. I believe it is crucial for our survival as a species, but 
also for our well-being and search for meaning as humans, that we start the process of breaking down this split. 

In the years to come humanity will need to repair what we have destroyed. Not to take care of nature, but because we are nature. 
The practice of working with the soil has been a way for me to learn to cooperate with nature, to team up with the microbes in 
the soil. Ecologies of urban gardening explores a present/future/past in which we acknowledge that the human-soil relations are 
the very foundation of our existence. For the CA2RE+ conference, I will reflect upon my process so far and discuss possible 
pathways for the ongoing projects and the research project as a whole.
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Title of paper: Architectural Sustainability as a Cultural Practice 
Author: Stine Dalager Nielsen, Architect MA (Hons) MSc (Hons) RIBA 

Position & Institution: PhD Fellow, Aarhus School of Architecture, Denmark 

 

Abstract: 

The project engages in a theoretical discourse from the perspective of practice. It questions whether the ‘Six logics of sustainable 

architecture’ (Guy and Farmer 2001) may be integrated as a complex architectural sustainability in practice by using the Nordic 

vernacular as ‘precedence’. Thus, obtaining an intrinsic architectural sustainability 

 

The architectural response to the ‘Globalisation-plus’ (Latour 2018) cannot be a generic ‘one size fits all’. Thus, it is the project 

hypothesis that working with high complexity in practice requires the introduction of a constant, ‘precedence’, for the complex to be 

oriented- and related to (Deviren and Tabb 2014). The ‘precedence’ is established through a study of the Nordic vernacular practice.  

 

The vernacular tectonics present a functional- and aesthetical unison of materials, elements and buildings components, whereof the 

best examples transcend their unique character and enable the emergence of a global system (Frascari 1983). Hence, the tectonics, 

when they are at their strongest, become the architectural manifestation of a cultural whole: Tradition, (locality), use (construction) 

and aesthetics. This represents the project notion of intrinsic architectural sustainability. 

 

Christopher Alexander’s ‘Pattern Language’- approach to complexity is utilised as a theoretic framework and method to format a 

state-of-the-art of the Nordic vernacular practice. This is coined as ‘The Nordic Vernacular Archive’ and examines the Nordic 

vernacular as a case study to define a typology, or a repeating pattern, capable of articulating the tacit, sustainable aspects of the 

practice. 

 

From this, a homeostatic, narrative framework with associated methods is developed as a baseline for the design- and construction 

process: An ample, architectural response to ‘Globalisation-plus’ (Latour 2018) to ensure that complex architectural sustainability is 

not lost in reductionist benchmark systems. Instead, it is integrated through implicit guidelines as the architectural manifestation of a 

cultural, sustainable, whole: A cohesive, composed, narrative of ‘logics’ (Guy and Farmer 2001) rather than a fragmented dichotomy.   

 

 

Deviren, Dr A. Senem, and Dr Phillip James Tabb. 2014. The Greening of Architecture: A Critical History and Survey of Contemporary 
Sustainable Architecture and Urban Design. Ashgate Publishing, Ltd. 

Frascari, Marco. 1983. ‘The Tell-the-Tale Detail’. In Semiotics 1981, edited by John N. Deely and Margot D. Lenhart, 325–36. Boston, 
MA: Springer US. 

Guy, Simon, and Graham Farmer. 2001. ‘Reinterpreting Sustainable Architecture: The Place of Technology’. Journal of Architectural 
Education 54 (3): 140–48. 

Latour, Bruno. 2018. Down to Earth: Politics in the New Climatic Regime. John Wiley & Sons. 
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METAL

Introduction -the PhD project-

The overall PhD project, “The works of the Danish architect Hans Christian Han-
sen (HCH, 1901-1978): materials, materialization and context”, aims at docu-
menting and analyzing the built works by HCH developed under the policies of the 
Danish Welfare State between the late 1930’s and early 1970’s as a project leader 
at the office of the City Architect in Copenhagen. The purpose of the project is 1) 
to provide knowledge of a little known Danish architect and body of work, which 
is material and tectonic-wise extraordinarily rich, and quite unusual in its geo-
graphical, historical and cultural context and 2) to situate HCH´s works within a 
general tectonic discussion from a bottom-up approach.

The PhD project is developed following a Research through Design methodology. 
Experiments, of different nature and duration, are supposed to expand on the 
overall knowledge of the project (Krogh, Peter Gall G. & Markussen, Thomas & 
Bang, Anne Louise. “Ways of Drifting  - 5 Methods of Experimentation in Research 
through Design”, 2015). In this way, the specific methodologies differ according to 
each experiment. However, as a general perspective, the project starts out at the 
building site, rather than the archive. In the one hand, this is due to the lack of 
HCH´s personal information, and in the other hand, due to the author´s believe on 
the capacity of the built works to provide with relevant data (Forty, Adrian. “Con-
crete and culture: A material history”, Reaktion Books, 2016)

Summary -material map-

Although “material map”, as an artefact, is constructed to be a rather “demonstra-
tive experiment”, that should prove and communicate material continuities and 
discontinuities, on the side it also turned out to be a “generative experiment” (Ber-
tolotti, Tommaso. “Generative and Demonstrative Experiments”, 2015), which 
unfold new issues within the scope of tectonics.

The dissection and mapping of the 19 built works -which corresponds to the num-
ber of HCH´s built works counted up to date-   through 5 materials -concrete, ce-
ramic, wood, eternit and metal- divided in sub-categories such as material format, 
structural or non-structural implications, cladding or in-fill purposes and finally 
its specific application in form of, e.g a wall, a slab, window, a handrail, pillar-beam 
structure,… should support and communicate the hypothesis that HCH uses rath-
er few materials within the same building and throughout the 19 buildings, giving 
shape to the same or/ and different elements in which it is possible to recognize 
the primary material format. If we look at it from another point of view, we also 
realize that sometimes, the same element/ detail is solved with different materials 
or material formats or that, what aesthetic-wise looks as the same has different 
structural/ construction implications.

Considerations -changes from the abstract-

The above mentioned is the main purpose of the map. Contextualization into simi-
lar built works by other contemporary architects, which was mentioned in the ab-
stract, has been left aside. After trying it, the result felt inconsistent, unreachable 
and vague, since connections were fully based on self-interpretation and the co-
incidence of having seen or heard about similar works. This is, among others, the 
reason why the triangular format of the photos, which allowed for more connec-
tions has changed to a squared format. However, the contextualization of HCH´s 
works will happen in a broader theoretical level concerning tectonic issues. 

Tectonic related questions which emerged while producing the map will be evalu-
ated in one or more written pieces. The paper “An interpretation of Hans Christian 
Hansen´s built works through the tectonic notion of kerneform and kunstform”, 
divided in part one, “From Brick to Concrete” and part two, “Concrete Drifts”, is 
one of the discussions. 

(1st experiment) “Taxonomy” -the process-

The choice to depict the works within materials wasn´t decided in advance and it 
wasn´t either the first attempt to investigate them. At first, what seemed reason-
able was to investigate the number of works as one life work, under the same um-
brella, instead of seeing each work independently: After seeing the works for the 
first time, there seemed to be certain continuities and therefore also discontinu-
ities, according to different issues: façade composition, choice of materials, certain 
vertical rhythm, common gestures, (over)exposure of joinings,…

The first trial to find more specific relations among the works actually took R. 
Koolhaas Venice Biennale exhibition in 2014, “Architecture elements”, as point of 
departure. Some of the suggested categories were applied as such and some more 
were added in a rather heterogeneous manner. The result was some photo book-
lets mounted as a “leporello” which could be unfolded to expose connections or 
be kept as a small booklet. The following “taxonomy” was provisionally applied to 
each booklet: façade generator (as the minimum module repeated on the façade), 
window, base -part of the façade-, top -part of the façade-, skylight, brise-soleil, bal-
cony, door, corner, joining -detail-, water drain, lamp, ventilation, chimney, clock, 
stair, cladding and bathrooms. 

(2nd experiment) Material map -how does it work-

After the first experiment, intuitively the investigation took one step backwards 
and decided on a categorization based on the minimum constituent parts of any 
buildings: “materials” in its specific formats. Following this, relations among ma-
terials and building should be set up as a wall map comprised of 2 axis: The hori-
zontal one which is comprised of the 5 materials, subdivided with structural and 
none structural implications, classified with material formats and finally divided 
into different elements. And the vertical axis, which is comprised of the 19 built 
works organized chronologically from top to bottom. Therefore photos are placed 
according to a specific material format and purpose in a specific building. 

As a first trial, in order to decide what categories should comprise each material, 
photos were printed within the frame of an hexagon and placed on the floor. It just 
worked as a game of trial and error which should be placed in the most coherent 
constellation. Once categories were decided those first photos were bind together 
in their different material groups and helped to better frame and select the image 
for the last step, in which frames changed to a squared geometry to follow a better 
relation with the 2 axis.

According to the photos: Side A of the paper is printed with an image of the spe-
cific material that represents. Side B of some of the photos is left white, meaning 
that the specific material is only left exposed in one of the sides of the architec-
ture element. In some other cases, side B is also printed showing how the material 
is perceived from the interior or the other side of the room. In other situations, 
both sides are left white, which means that the material is none exposed, which 
happened sometimes when trying to find traces that should reveal the structural 
material/system.

Methodology -the built-

The investigation is based on traces revealed by the series of photos together with 
the author´s memory of being on-site. Photos were taken without focus, other than 
materials, structure and construction issues during 2013, 2018 and 2019. Once 
off-site, in the one hand, photos acted as “notes” or registration of what had been 
seen on-site, and on the other hand, the act of looking and playing with the pho-
tos several times unfolded new issues which weren´t visible on-site. Thus, photos 
themselves became the material to discuss about the works. Sometimes, construc-
tion drawings were checked to contrast some doubtful data and the decision was 
proved by another site visit and a new photo. 

Discussion -the underlying value of the material map-

Evaluating the process some months after initiating this experiment, what I real-
ize is that what the first experiment, the “taxonomy”, mostly illustrated was conti-
nuities -and discontinuities- from a rather aesthetic perspective -what is perceived 
at first glance-. However, the 2nd experiment, “material map”, unfolds that, even 
though some aesthetic features appear as similar or repeated on the outer part of 
the facade, the underlying material and construction logic is different. Sometimes, 
exterior skins act as a cladding material with its own construction and aesthetic 
logic, while main structure relates to program demands and the interior side of 
the façade is designed according to some other aesthetic preferences, e.g. Hansst-
ed school. Others, in HCH´s mid career, structure becomes more engaged with the 
cladding, e.g.transformer stations. In a few, structure and exterior appearance 
was actually the same element, e.g. Ringbo psychiatric hospital. Therefore, there 
are a lot of variations of relations between structure and both exterior and interi-
or expressions which should be further investigated by situating the discussion in 
relation to the “Kerneform” and the “Kunstform” (Bötticher, Karl, “Die Tektonik 
der Hellenen”, Potsdam: Verlag von Ferdinand Riegel, 1852) and complementary 
discussions that appeared later.

In terms of materials, an investigation that looks into the relation of structure and 
ornament, from the 30´s till the late 60´s indicates concrete as the main material 
to consider. HCH´s first works correspond in time to the introduction of reinforced 
in-situ concrete for building purposes. However at the beginning concrete was only 
used for mere structural functions, which remained almost invisible, since brick 
was still the dominant well-known traditional material. Around the late 50´s, HCH 
starts using concrete for non-structural means, moreover the number of available 
formats increases considerably.

MATERIAL MAP

ABOUT 150 WOODEN PROFILES
5 X 15 X 800 MM
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CERAMIC
STRUCTURAL NON-STRUCTURAL (CLADDING)
BRICK BRICKS GLAZED TILES CURVED TILE CHALK BRICKS FLAT TILE

works FACADE BONDING DETAIL INTERIOR WALL BONDING FACADE FLOOR FENCE INTERIOR WALL ROOF WALL BOND FLOOR

Emdrup Overgaard X X X 0 X
Laundry building in Sundholm X X
Nørrebro Vænge housing X X X 0 X
Hülgards plads housing X X X 0 X X
Skydebanehaven childcare X X 0 X
Næstved chapel X X X X X X X X X X?
Hanssted shcool X X X X X
Gadekærvej-blankavej housing X X X 0 X X
Nyborggade transformer station X
Bellahøj transformer station
Bellhøj garage
Ringbo psychiatric hospital X X X X X
Bremerholm transformer station
Brøndbylund psychiatric hospital X
Amager transformer station X
Svanemølle tansformer station
Tagensbo church X X X X X X X X
Gas pressure regulator
Gasværksvejens school X X X

WOOD
STRUCTURAL NON-STRUCTURAL
PROFILES PROFILES PROFILES AND PANELS PANELS

works CLOCK, BELL ROOF SLABS PILLARS SUB-STRUCTURE WALL/ SLAB (LATTICE) WALL/ SLAB (CLADDING) WINDOWS SQUARED WINDOWS HANDRAILS DOORS WALLS AND DOORS

Emdrup Overgaard X X X X X
Laundry building in Sundholm X X X X
Nørrebro Vænge housing X X X X X X X
Hülgards plads housing X X X X X X X
Skydebanehaven childcare X X X X X X X
Næstved chapel X X X X X X X
Hanssted shcool X X X X X X X
Gadekærvej-blankavej housing X X X X X
Nyborggade transformer station X X
Bellahøj transformer station X X X
Bellhøj garage X
Ringbo psychiatric hospital X X X X X X X X
Bremerholm transformer station X
Brøndbylund psychiatric hospital X X X X X X
Amager transformer station X X X
Svanemølle tansformer station X X* X* X X
Tagensbo church X X X X
Gas pressure regulator X X X
Gasværksvejens school X X X X X X X

ETERNIT
NON-STRUCTURAL
FLAT PLATE (CLADDING) ONDULATED PLATE (CALDDING) TILES (SINGLES)

works FACADE ROOF FACADE ROOF PERGOLA ROOF

Emdrup Overgaard
Laundry building in Sundholm
Nørrebro Vænge housing
Hülgards plads housing
Skydebanehaven childcare X
Næstved chapel
Hanssted shcool X X X
Gadekærvej-blankavej housing
Nyborggade transformer station X
Bellahøj transformer station X (NOT ORIGINAL) X X
Bellhøj garage
Ringbo psychiatric hospital
Bremerholm transformer station X
Brøndbylund psychiatric hospital X
Amager transformer station X X X
Svanemølle tansformer station
Tagensbo church
Gas pressure regulator X
Gasværksvejens school X X X

METAL
STRUCTURAL NON-STRUCTURAL
PROFILE  PLATE PROFILE

works CHIMNEY, CLOCK PERGOLA/ LOW WALL SUB-STRUCTURE FACADE/ ROOF STAIRCASE DRAIN VENTILATION FACADE DOOR FACADE PANELS WINDOW HANDRAIL RAILING SCREWS/ NAILS/ CONNECTORS

Emdrup Overgaard
Laundry building in Sundholm X X X
Nørrebro Vænge housing X X X
Hülgards plads housing X X X
Skydebanehaven childcare X X X X X
Næstved chapel X X X
Hanssted shcool X X X X X X X
Gadekærvej-blankavej housing X X X
Nyborggade transformer station X X X X X
Bellahøj transformer station X X X
Bellhøj garage X
Ringbo psychiatric hospital X X X X
Bremerholm transformer station X X X X X X X
Brøndbylund psychiatric hospital X X X X
Amager transformer station X X X X
Svanemølle tansformer station X X X X
Tagensbo church X X X
Gas pressure regulator X
Gasværksvejens school X X X X X

CONCRETE

CERAMIC

ETERNIT

WOOD

METAL

CONCRETE
STRUCTURAL NON-STRUCTURAL
IN-SITU PREFABRICATED PREFABRICATED (WALL) LIGHTWEIGHT BLOCKS BLOCKS 

works CHIMNEY, CLOCK, BELLS STAIRCASE BASE (MENT) BALCONY/ OVERHANG PILLAR/ BEAM/ SLAB STAIRCASE SLAB/  WALL PILLAR BEAM WALL (FILL-IN) WALL (CLADDING) WALL WALL/ DETAIL

Emdrup Overgaard X X X*
Laundry building in Sundholm X X a
Nørrebro Vænge housing X X X
Hülgards plads housing X X X
Skydebanehaven childcare X X X X b X
Næstved chapel X X*
Hanssted shcool X X b
Gadekærvej-blankavej housing X X X* X
Nyborggade transformer station X X X c
Bellahøj transformer station X X X X c X
Bellhøj garage X a X
Ringbo psychiatric hospital X X X X X
Bremerholm transformer station X X X X c X
Brøndbylund psychiatric hospital X X X X
Amager transformer station X X X X c X
Svanemølle tansformer station X X X X c
Tagensbo church X X X X X c X X
Gas pressure regulator X
Gasværksvejens school X X X X X

5 MATERIALS, guidelines CONCRETE, an example

Emdrup Overgaard

Laundry building in Sundholm

Nørrebro Vænge housing

Hülgards plads housing

Skydebanehaven childcare

Næstved chapel

Hanssted shcool

Gadekærvej-blankavej housing

Nyborggade transformer station

Bellahøj transformer station

Bellhøj garage

Ringbo psychiatric hospital

Bremerholm transformer station

Brøndbylund psychiatric hospital

Amager transformer station

Svanemølle tansformer station

Tagensbo church

Gas pressure regulator

Gasværksvejens school
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NEW FORMAT
8 X 8 MMM
250 GR
PRINTED ONE OR TWO SIDES

TEST FORMAT

PROTOTYPE

CONCRETE CERAMIC WOOD ETERNIT METAL

Emdrup Overgaard
Laundry building in Sundholm
Nørrebro Vænge housing
Hülgards plads housing
Skydebanehaven childcare
Næstved chapel
Hanssted shcool
Gadekærvej-blankavej housing
Nyborggade transformer station
Bellahøj transformer station
Bellhøj garage
Ringbo psychiatric hospital
Bremerholm transformer station
Brøndbylund psychiatric hospital
Amager transformer station
Svanemølle tansformer station
Tagensbo church
Gas pressure regulator
Gasværksvejens school

HEIGHT 19 X 10 CM = 190 CM  
+ 10 CM HEADLINES = 200 CM
AND PLACED 20 CM FROM THE GROUND

WIDTH 9 X 80 CM = 720 CM
+ 10 CM HEADLINES = 730 CM

SET UP

ABOUT 150 WOODEN PROFILES
5 X 15 X 800 MM

Slender wooden battens placed horizontally along a white wall 
correspond to each building. Those battens have a length of 
80 cm -they are originally 240 cm but need to be cut in three 
pieces to be transportable- and are supported by 2 nails each. 
The total dimension of the map is 190 x 720 cm and should be 
placed about 20 cm above ground. Photos of 8 x 8 cm printed 
in 250 gr paper are placed according to material format and 
purpose in a specific building line. 

People is encouraged to touch the photos. Often, there is more 
than one material situation in a building, which means that 
beneath the first photo there are other similar examples or 
repetitions. People is also encouraged to take one photo close 
to another one to see similarities in the way that two different 
materials address the same construction situation.



The possible space in Timurid painting
Reintroducing devices of pictorial composition

Yassin Nooradini
 

1. Robert Hillenbrand, “The use of space in Timurid painting”, Leiden and New York. 1997, p. 76-102.
2. Ernst Grube, The classica style of Islamic painting, 1968, p.34.
3. Friederike Weis, “New light on Bihzad’s method of placing figures within his compositions”, collected assays 
of international conference of Kamal-Uddin- Bihzad, 2005, p.317-329
4. See, Franco Purini, The Italian Measure of Architecture, Laterza, Rome-Bari 2008.

Abstract

Although for a long time, it had been believed that the Persian miniature arranged freely autonomous 
fragments, there are some discoveries bring a new light of conventional devices in manuscript art. The 
most relevant observation had been done by Robert Hillenbrand1, in his article entitled “The use of 
space in the Timurid painting” he highlighted some conventions for the depiction of space by means 
of four specific categories of experimental space namely; Architecture, solid blocks color or form, 
margins, and empty spaces. Consequently, he remarked that the spatial setting in Timurid painting had 
been structured as precise as Parthenon intercolumniation. Previously, Ernst Grube2 implies to those 
conventional devices as the classical style of Islamic paintings, he stated that “One of the most 
fundamental elements of this style is the intense preoccupation with the relation of each element to the 
next, and of all elements to the total image”. A few recent studies done by Friederike Weis3 applied 
the golden section as one of the conventional devices painting’s composition, while the large part of 
this structure still remained untouched. This study firstly brings more clarities on conventional, 
hidden, and established devices beyond the paintings then tried to reintroduce typology as a possible 
alternative for pictorial composition. 

In a more practical way, this study attempted to analyze paintings attributed to Bihzad during Timurid 
era, as the first step, by reflecting the underlain geometrical composition, tried to retrieve the 
indicative hidden frames as decoded device delineating the intention among placed segments into 
subdivided frame thereby relation of sequence of frames as total scene examined. Recalling Ernst 
Grube’s statement alluding to the relation of painting’s elements; considered individual geometrical 
diagram conveying; Architecture, figures, textual frames, and detached elements. Secondly, each 
frame as an autonomous structure was studied through the main typology. 

According to two defined structures for architectural space4: 1. Geometrical composition determined 
the place of elements. 2. Mentally arranged fragments through hand and mind of Artist. In terms of 
architectural speaking, the dialectic between the content and container, regarding various typologies 
to the extent of possible alternatives, it seems that conventional devices and typology are following 
the two modes of spatial structure respectively. Precise geometrical diagrams explicitly depicted that 
artist deliberately adhered to conventional devices, he accurately drew frames, captured cardinal lines 
and points, while the entire scene sprang from his intuition to innovate the sequence of frames as the 
possible space.

Keywords: spatia. structure, Conventional devices, Typology, Timurid painting, Kamal Ud-din Bihzad
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Conference dinner: 
Norwegian Meatballs

FOR THE MEATBALLS INSTRUCTIONS

FOR THE SAUCE

NOTES
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½
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½
½
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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9

10.

11.

3-4

5-6
3
3
1

pound ground beef
pound ground pork
slice of white bread with crusts removed
A splash of milk (just enough to soak bread)
egg
teaspoon allspice
teaspoon ground nutmeg
small onion or shallot, finely chopped
Salt and pepper to taste

As a result of the Covid-19 pandemic and online edition of the CA2RE conference a physical 
conference dinner seemed impossible to arrange. As a substitute, the conference attendees were 
invited to make their own conference dinner, namely Norwegian Meatballs. The dish has its origin 
in the Scandinavian countries, with different national, regional and local variations. The dish has 
been greatly introduced to other countries as well, with a little help from the furnishing brand 
IKEA. We hope you enjoy it! (Velbekomme!)

In a medium-sized bowl, tear the white bread 
into small pieces and pour the milk over it to 
soak for at least 5 minutes.

Add the beef, pork, egg, onions, and spices 
(including salt and pepper) to the soaked 
bread and mix well together.

On a clean, lightly floured surface, form 
meatballs of 2 inch (5-6 cm) diameter.

On the stove, preheat the Braiser on medium-
low heat for 5 minutes before adding a knob of 
butter (or oil).

Place each meatball carefully into the Braiser, 
working in a spiral pattern (so you can keep 
track of cooking order).

Methodically flip the meatballs until they are 
browned on all sides (they do not need to be 
cooked through).

Transfer meatballs to a heatproof dish and into 
a 350°F/180°C preheated oven.

Add the rest of the butter to the Braiser (yes, 
leave the brown bits in!) and slowly stir in the 
flour to form a lovely roux.

Slowly pour in the beef stock while stirring 
gently.

Fold in the brunost and mustard.

Transfer meatballs back to Braiser, garnish 
and serve.

generous slices of Norwegian brunost  
(or gjetost/brown goat cheese)
tablespoons butter
tablespoons flour
cups beef broth (warm or room temperature)
teaspoon Dijon mustard
Salt and pepper to taste
Parsley or dill for garnish

The best tool to use with this recipe is a silicon 
spatula. This will prevent scratching of the 
Braiser, and will also help you successfully 
deglaze.

This recipe is borrowed from Annie Chu.
You can find her full recipe and more information at  
www.chuonthis.ca/kjottboller-norwegian-meatballs/
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